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Fair to Partly

One Stop

Cloudy, Continued

Christmas Shop

Mild

Classified Section

Snow Sleet Freezing
Rain Lash Southeast

snow or freezing rain also cov- ward from Cape Mendocino,
ered Delaware, Maryland and Calif. More than two inches of
parts of North Carolina, Tennes- rain had fallen at Seattle since
Monday, morning.
see and Pennsylvania.
Gale warnings were in effect
Down the nation's middle, peralong the Atlantic Coast from sisting
cold dropped the temperCharleston, S.C., to the Virginia
this mornCapes, where wind- already atures into the teensFort Worth,
ing
with
an
18
at
were 32 to 45 knots.
Grande
A similar storm battered the Tex. Part of the Rio
freeze;
morning
Valley
had
a
northern Pacific Coast and carried show flurries into the north- Below-zero readings included
ern R&ekies. Gale warnings -3 at Roosevelt and Vernal in
The warnings prompted by there covered the coast north- Utah and -4 at Craig, Colo.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A growing storm lashed the
East and Southeast with snow,
sleet; freezing rain and galeforce winds today.
Two Inches of snow fell ih the
early morning at Bluefield,
W.Va., and Roanoke, Va. The
Weather Bureau's hazardousdriving warnings said ' this
mountainous area may get several inches by nightfall.

LegisM

'
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m

ATLANTA, Ga. (APX - A The: Associated Press samcheck of Georgia legislators, pling shows: Maddox 33, Callawho will elect the state's next way 9, undecided 33.
governor, gives Democrat Lester G. Maddox almost a 4-fco-l Among the undecided were 11
edge over Republican candidate Negroes, and one commented he
Howard Callaway. But many would not vote for either of the
lawmakers still were undecided. candidates. The legislators were
The General Assembly, con- asked what their decisions
aisting of 259 lawmakers, has would be at an annual legisla229 Democrats — 46 out of 54 in tive institute at the University
the Senate and 163 out of 25 in of Georgia in Athens, and by
the House. The legislature is ex- telephone.
pected to select the next gover- Both Callaway ; and Maddox
nor Jan . 10, the day after the were at the meeting Monday
next legislative session begins. seeking to convince legislators

that each was the best man for
the job.
But the two rivals gave different viewpoints on the outcome
of the U.S . Supreme Court's 5-4
ruling allowing the legislature
to choose the man they want to
fill the governors' cbiair.

Economy Past
Inflation Peak
Heller States

Hoffa Now in
A Tough Spot

WASHINGTON (AP) - James
R. Hoffa is in the toughest spot
of his troubled nine-year relgn
over the giant Teamsters Union
after the Supreme Court rejected appeal of his jury-tampering
conviction.
But "he took it philosophically" and immediately started1
laying plans to continue his battle to stay out of prison, a close
associate said of Hoffa's reaction to Monday's court decision.
The Teamsters president was
sentenced to eight years alter
his 1964 conviction in Chattanoo.
ga , Tenn.

Hoffa, re-elected last July lo a
five-year term as chief of the
1.7-million-momber union, has
no intention of giving up without
a fight to the last, informed
sources within the union said .
Hoffa's lawyers could stave
off execution of the, sentence for
months, these sources said,
"He has three shots at It ,"

said one source — "a rehearing
(before the Supreme Court) , a
stay ol execution and a writ of
habeas corpus to show why he
should not be detained."
Holla'i attorneys hope to
come up with new evidence that
could upset the conviction , it
was Indicated.
However, neither Hoffa nor
other union officials would comment officially.
¦

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Fair to partly cloudy through
Wednesday. Continued mild.
Low tonight 18-27, high Wednesday 45.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 88; minimum, 17;
noon, 31; precipitation, none.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A freight train smashed into a
car at a rural crossinglate Monday, fatally Injuring three rural
Aitkin, Minn., children, and
their mother, who was taking
them home ; from school.
In another accident, a Minneapolis youth watched as his
brother was killed by a hit-run
car Monday night

Red Base Near
Saigon Bombed
Planes Busy
Over North
Viet Targets

Victims of the car-train crash
were Mrs. Arnold Hansen; two
sons, Timothy and Anthony,
and a daughter, Mary Susan.
The mother and two sons died
when the Northern Pacific
freight, bound for Duluth,
smashed into the car about 5
p.m. Their ages were not known
immediately, but the boys were
reported to be in elementary
school.
Mary Susan, 10, died about
six hours later in an Aitkin hospital.
The accident happened just
west of Aitkin.
Douglas Hallbeck, 16, of 918
E. 28th St., Minneapolis, was
killed by a hit-run car, police
said, as his brother Ted, 21,
watched from the apartment
they shared.
Officers said blood-splattered
glass from the car's windshield
was found at the scene; The boy
was crossing the street when hit.

"I think it would be -very
tough on a man to be named
governor if he did not win a majority of the votes by the peo.
pie," Callaway said.
A 19-year-old witness told poBut Maddox, hailing the deci- lice he chased the death car in
sion, said he was sure he would his own and recorded its license
be Georgia's next governor be- number^ Police were investigatcause of legislative support.
ing. ' ¦'.
Some legislators, dissatisfied The deaths raised Minnesota's
with both candidates, reportedly 1966 highway toll to 903, comhave started a movement to pared with the record of 877 for
block either one from claiming all of last year.
the governorship.
Their strategy is to refrain
from voting when the legislature meets in joint session. The
Georgia constitution requires
the votes of a majority of members present at the session.
Atty. Gen. Arthur Bolton,
asked what would be the result
if the lawmakers fail to make a
decision, said that Gov. Carl
Sanders possibly could remain
in office. :

MADDOX MAKES A PREDICTION . . . Georgia Democratic gubernatorial hopeful Lester Maddox makes a victory
sign after hearing of a Supreme Court decision which will
allow the Georgia Legislature to select a governor. Neither
Maddox nor Howard (Bo) Callaway, his GOP opponent, received a majority in the Nov. 8 general election. The men
were in Athens, Ga. , for a legislative conference when the
court ruled Monday. (AP Photofax )

Aitkin Mother,
3 Children Die
Crossing Tracks

Ike Snapping
Back Fast
From Surgery

WASHINGTON (AP)—Former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, reported snapping back fast
from his gallbladder operation,
has his sights set on swinging
his golf clubs by early spring.
"Quite satisfactory" was the
latest word from Walter Reed
Artny Hospital on the 76-yeSrold five-star general's condition
after his one and three-quarter
hour operation Monday morning.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Dr. "Multiple large and small
Walter W. Heller, former chair- gallstones were in the gallbladman of the President's Council der which was removed," said
of Economic Advisors, says he the bulletin issued shortly after
thinks the economy has passed 5 p.m. Monday. These were the
a peak of inflationary pressure, stones which Eisenhower jokbut he favors a tax increase ingly had referred to as
"rocks."
nevertheless.
The former first lady, Mamie,
The University of Minnesota was staying near her husband in
Economics Department chair- the executive suit at the hospiman told a meeting of Minne- tal. The luxurious accommodaapolis - St, Paul business lead- tions, otherwise known as the
ers Monday that he foresees an presidential suite, include bedinflation rate of 2.5 to 3 per cent rooms, a sitting room and a
next year.
solarium.
He said a tax increase would
help the economy move along An operation 10 years ago in
with less inflationary pressure. the same hospital for ileitis, a
constriction of the intestine, plus
Heller said President Johnson two major heart attacks and a
has withheld a decision on a tax minor cerebral stroke In the paincrease until "the economic re- tient's history, made the doctors
turns give him a strong base on particularly watchful .
which to make a decision."
When the general was
wheeled back to his suite Mrs.
Eisenhower, son John and
GOODFELLOWS
brother Milton were waiting.
The general smiled at his wife ,
CONTRIBUTIONS said
Brig. Gen. Philip W. MalloPreviously listed $1,995.50 ry, commanding general of the
hospital.
Model Railroad
The late afternoon bulletin
Show
90.37 outlined Eisenhower's plans aftA Friend
2
er his hospital stay, which could
Welcome Wagon
last 10 days or two weeks.
Club
10
Roger, Lola .
Holiday Season
Jeffrey Anderson
5
The fiM's
3
Tatty Tuttle suspects the
Catholic Daughters of
holiday
season is approachAmerica, Winona
Her janitor came up
ing.
Court 191
15
to fix the faucet—and it
11. Behrena Mfg .
wasn't even leaking . . . A
Co
50
local housewife complained
Mr. and Mrs. O. J.
about her plush new glassPowers
25
walled home: "No matter
Retired Members,
where I sit, I can see
Hamilton Beach
things that have to be done"
Yacht Club. J. E.
. . . When you're thinking
Gcmeskl,
that the grass looks greenSecretary
8
er on the other side of tho
Mr. and Mrs.
fence (says the cynic) re,
E. J. Holehouse
S
member that the water bill
Anonymous
100
is bigger, too.
Pegg and Ralph Jr.
10
U, A. Plumbers &
Steamfitterfl Local
No. 6
10
(For more laugha see
Total To Date ...12 ,325.87
Earl Wilson on Page 4.)

LADDER TO DRY SUCCESS . . . Boy
Scouts paddle a boat made from a ladder
arid tw» inner tubes to assist, flood victims

in Moulbaix-Irchonweb, near Mons In Belgium. (AP Photofax by cable from Brussels)

SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP)
— U:S. B52 Stratoforts unloaded
a cascade of bombs on an enemy base close to Saigon today,
and the Viet Cong retaliated
with an outbreak of grenade
throwing in the capital and near
i t' ' : y
.
Although more than 1,000
South Vietnamese troops pushed
a search-and-destroy mission in
the Mekong Delta 105 miles
south of Saigon, ground fighting
across the country dwindledand
only light skirmishes were reported. :

U.S. planes Monday had their
busiest day over North Vietnam
in weeks, flying 99 bombing
missions or 300 to 350 individual
strikes. This was still well below
the average of 150 missions
flown daily before the monsoon
stomas moved north.
In. one of the missions two allweather Navy Intruders from
the carrier Kitty Hawk struck
only five miles from Haiphong, North Vietnam's main port Tha
jet bombers made radar preciMADISON, Wis. WI — A fed- ban a week ago by a top-rank- terstate 94 by the end of 1967 as sion runs on a missile assembly
installation, and one of the pieral roadblock to state bonding ing federal highway official. He scheduled.
lots said the explosions "looked
may set back completion of in- said the step evidently was beBUT
HE
said
the
Black
Biver
like flashbulbs in the night."
terstate highway links in the La ing taken as pari of a federial
Falls to fomah section of InCrosse-Tomah-Black River Falls program to curb inflation.
The B52 raid hammered at %
area until the 1970s, Wisconsin An earlier cutback in federal terstate 94 and the Tomah to Viet Cong base camp and storLa
Crosse
segment
of
interofficials said today.
highway aid for the current fisage area '30 miles north: of SaiG. H. Bakke, chairman of the cal year will delay construc- state 90 might not be finished gon, repeating raids last week
State Highway Commission, tion of superhighway segments until "up to four years later." in the same area aimed at
said the anticipated ban on in Milwaukee, Madison, Wau- The speedup in highway con- knocking out the lairs from
bonding would block the $26.5 sau and Superior for at least struction engineered by law- which tbe Viet Cong launch termillion accelerated highway another year, Bakke announc- makers earlier this year had
' 7. : ' .7 7
been designed to open the Toconstruction program approved ed.
mah-Black River Falls section Reds Say Four
by the Legislature during its
Bakke said a shuffling of by the end of 1S68 and the Tospring session.
funds would enable the state to mah-La Crosse link by the end US. Jets Felled
Bakke said his aides were open the 50-mile Black River of 1969-TOKYO _B — Radio Hanoi
told in advance of the bonding Falls to Eau Claire link in insaid
U.S. jet planes attackBakke said the two projects
might not be finished until 1972 ed suburbs and residential
of Hanoi today and
or later if the state is not al- areas
that N o r t h Vietnamese
lowed to borrow money through forces
in the capital area
bonds to bankroll the highways shot down four of them It
.
ahead of the federal schedule.
said pilots of the planes
About $6.7. million in projects weal taken prisoner.
planned for financing with fedThere was no confirmation
eral funds, including $4.1 mil- of this from U.S. officials
lion for the downtown extension in Saigon.
The broadcast monitored
DALLAS, Tex. <AP) - The at a morning news conference of the north-south freeway in
physician in charge of Jack that another tumor was found Milwaukee County, were being In Tokyo said the raids
Ruby's treatment said today Monday in the pleura—the lin- switched to state financing to amounted to "a new act of
Ruby's cancer has developed too ing of the chest. He said it was free money for interstate pro- escalation."
the same sort of cancer found jects.
far to be cured by surgery.
ror attacks against the capital.
Dr. Jack Barnett said the on- in a lymph node in Ruby's neck
This shuffle will provide $5.8 Tbe closest B52 raid to Saigon
ly hope for a cure will lie in Saturday.
chemotherapy, which is treat- Ruby, 55, is the non-drinking, million to complete on schedule was staged last March 28, when
ment by drugs. He ruled out non-smoking onetime night club the Interstate 94 section from the eight-engine bombers bit 13
radiological treatment because operator who killed Lee Harvey Eau Claire to Black River Falls miles southeast of the city.
of the widespread aspect of the Oswald, later identified by the and the U.S. 16 approach to the Three terrorist attacks in and
around Saigon were reported.
cancer.
Warren Commission as Presi- Interstate 90 bridge over the All the terrorists escaped.
Mississippi River at La Crosse.
Barnett is associate professor dent Kennedy's assassin.
of internal medicine at South- "It is incurable by surgery," Without bonding, Bakke said In the air strikes against_
western Medical School, a few the doctor said. "Surgery might there -was no prospect of meet- North Vietnam Monday, U.S
Air Force pilots reported knocksteps from Parkland Hospital be used for benefit, but not for ing the accelerated schedule for ing out five trucks in a camoufthe rest of the interstate links
where Ruby was taken Friday a cure."
laged convoy spotted 42 miles
in Western Wisconsin.
from his jail cell.
north-northwest of Dong Hoi.
The physician also disclosed Barnett said surgery could not
cure Ruby because the cancer
American pilots struck eight
times ln the demilitarized zone
has spread from the still unseparating .North and South
known primary source into the
Vietnam and reported wrecking
lymph system, which la somea series of North Vietnamese
what like the blood vessel systrenches and bunkers.
tem and goes to all parts of the
A delayed report from U.S.
body.
military headquarters told of
Medical specialists speculate
two 7th Fleet destroyers sithe main cancerous, growth lies
lencing a radar site Saturday on
in a lung, the pancreas or the
the coast of North Vietnam 13
gastro-lntestinal tract.
miles north-northwest of Dong
They said the type of cancer
Hoi. The destroyers IngersoD
(AP)
PARIS
U.S.
Secretary
Involved is an adenocarcinoma,
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP ) - which denotes relationship to of State Dean Rusk-said today and Keppler bombarded the raOne body was recovered and glands.
that the U.S. government would dar Installation with five-Inch
nine Navy men were missing towelcome troops In Vietnam guns and reported afterward th.1
day after the crash of a helicop- Dr. Jay Sanford, professor of from its European allies. He is radar stopped transmitting.
ter 34 miles offshore, the Navy Internal medicine, at Southwest- not . likely to be offered any,
said.
ern Medical School and head of however.
Navy spokesmen said the jet- a medical team attending Ruby, . Arriving , for . the .meeting .of
powered, twin-rotor Sea Knight said Monday Ruby may survive the North Atlantic Treaty Orcrashed without warning Mon- "two weeks or five years. He is ganization 's Ministerial Council
day four miles from its destina- not necessarily a hopeless which opens Wednesday, Rusk OTIS AIR FORCE BASE
,
case."
tion , the assault ship Tripoli .
was asked by a newsman If Eu- Mass. (AP>—Wreckage o f am
An extensive air-sea search The Dallas News and the Dal- ropean manpower is needed in Air Force radar picket plane
was launched and the body of las Times Herald, quoting un- the war in Southeast Asia.
which went down at sea Nov. 11
Lt . (J.g.) Lawrence P. Beam, named sources, said the maligkilling 19 crewmen, apparently
25, of Imperial Beach , Calif., nancy had spread to other parts "Of count." be replied, has been found .
wag found during the night. Tbe of Ruby's body and the outlook '.'we'd be glad to see help from Films of wreckage SOO feet beany quarter, of any sort, in low the surface and 125 miles
search was continued today.
was not favorable.
Among the missing were Capt. Sanford said it was too early Vietnam. It is Important that east of Nantucket, Air Force
John R. McKee of Coronado, to tell. "Chances of recovery that matter be wound up spokesmen said Monday, defiCalif,, commanding officer of depend on the location qf the prpmptjy and on a basis that is nitely are that of an aircraft.
Amphibious Squadron 9 based at primary site " of a malignant satisfactory to the security of A Navy salvage vessel is at
Coronado. The Navy said the tumor found Saturday In a the Vietnamese people and of the scene with divers who will
missing men wore all from Cal- lymph node in Ruby's neck , he the free world. Help from all attempt to make positive ideat) .
ifornia.
quarters would be welcomed." fication of tha debris. /
said.

La Crosse Link in Danger

For Badger Highways

Ruby Too III
For Operation

10 Men Lost

In Crash
Of Helicopter

Rusk Invites
EuropeanAllies
To Send Troops

Shopi Tonight • — All Stores Open Until 9

Picket Plane
Wreckage Found

Murphy May
Head GOP's
Senate Drive

WASH-NCTON (AP ) - California Sen. George Murphy appears headed for the GOP job
that helped make Barry Goldwater famous — hunting votes
and money for Republican Senate campaigners .
Goldwater, who served four
years as chairman of the Senate
Republican Campaign Committee, said be thinks Murphy, 64,
should get the post.
Sen. Thruston B. Morton of
Kentucky, who holds it now ,
said the Californian apparently
has the votes to take over when
GOP senators fill the position in
January.
Morton is leaving the post to
prepare his own re-election
campaign. Goldwater plans a
Senate face for the Ariiona seat
now held by Sen. Carl Hayden,
a Democrat.
Murphy leans toward conserv-

White House
Silent on

Mondovi Asks Bids
On New* fire Truck
MONDOVI, Wis. - Mondovi
City Council will open bids Feb.
7 on a fire truck and equipment.
Bids on chassis are restricted
to authorized dealers in Mondovi , according to Joseph I.
Peterson, city clerk.
atism; Sen. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, who also wants the
job. is among the Senate's more
liberal Republicans.
But Goldwater said Ln an Interview that ideology has nothing to do with his view. "I think
somebody like Murphy will be
more universally accepted, particularly, in the West," be said.
"This is no ideological clash
in the party at all," said Morton, "just a question of who can
raise some hard cash;"
He said Murphy ranks right
behind Senate Republican Leader Everett M. Dirksen as the
most sought-after speechmaker
among GOP. senators.
Dirksen was not tipping his
hand on a choice for the chairmanship. He said Sens. Jack R.
Miller~~ of- Iowa and Gordon L.
Allott of Colorado want it, too.

_«TO
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Luci Rumors

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
White House had nothing to say
today about rumors that Mr.
and Mrs. Patrick Nugent are
expecting a baby.
"If and when that happy event
should occur, we would make
no announcement," a spokesman told a reporter who asked
about the rumors.
Presumably, this would leave
it up to the Nugents. Luci, 19year-old daughter of President
and Mrs . Johnson, was married
last Aug. 6 to Nugent , and they
Bow live in Austin , Tex.
¦¦"

WASHINGTOI. (AP ) — The
wiretap flap between Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover will
move into the arena of a Senate
hearing next year.
Sen. Edward V. Long, D-Mo.,
announced the scheduling Monday night.
Long, who has been investigating invasions of privacy
by wiretappers and electronic
snoopers since February 1965,
is chairman of the Senate subcommittee on administrative
practices and procedures.

PROGRAM AT WEAVER
WEAVER , Minn. (Special ) JThe Weaver School will close
Friday for the holidays and
onen again Jan . 2. Mi. s Evelyn
Thomson, teacher, and the pu- At Issue Is who—Hoover or
pils , will present their Christ- Kennedy — is telling the truth
mas program Thursday at 1:30 about who authorized the wirep.m. Friends are welcome.
tapping and electronic eavesdropping which has jeopardized
CAROLERS AT BLAIR
BLA1K, Wis. (Specif) — The a host of federal prosecutions.
junior choir of Zion Lutheran . One of those cases on the enChurch will go Christmas carol- dangered list involves Bobby
ing Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. Baker, former secretary to SenLunch -will be served following ate Democrats and a friend of
President Johnson.
the caroling.
Baker's case is concerned
with nine charges of income tax
evasion, larceny and conspiracy, and is now being heard in
U.S. District Court here.
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Senators May
Hear Kennedy
And Hoover
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As for the two principals hi
the dispute, both Kennedy, a
New- York Democrat, and Hoover were practicing the silenceis-golden routine Monday night.
The Kennedy-Hoover quarrel
opened last Saturday with the
release of a letter from Hoover
to Rep. H.R. Gross,.It-Iowa.
In this letter Hoover asserted
Kennedy knew about the wiretapping and electronic surveillance activities of the FBI and
attached a memorandum signed
by Kennedy purporting to show
thiS. :

Further, Hoover said that
during Kennedy's 1961-64 tenure
as attorney general, these activities had increased with Kennedy's approvalKennedy said maybe he was
supposed to know about these
activities, but he didn't and
certainly he had never authorized them.

No Indication of
Mail Backlog

MINNEAPOLIS (AP .-There
I are no indications of a mail
i backlog in the region during the
| Christmas rush which started
early last month, Adrian P.
Winkel, director of the Minneapolis postal region said Saturday.' ".
"We're in very good shape In
all of the regitffl 's post offices,"
7 Umaaaaaaa9k9aaa9maaaaaMMaaaaaWLa9MaMMMMMMMMMMMMWm ^^ _ said Winkel, whose district
. !&
*Y covers
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porary employes were hired to
help with the Christmas rush,
he added.
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\ j r Chairs, Rockers, Recliners,
Platform Rockers . . . $29.50, $49.50, $69.50
|
.
| * Smoking Stands . . . . . . . . . $9.95
§ + 5-Pc. Daystrom Dinette Sets . . . . $89.95

| it Hassocks
| ic Table Lamps

Pole Lamps
| ic
g -^r Desk Lamps

| ir Floor Lamps
Walnut Desks
| it
5 if Decorator Pillows
j ic Bedroom Chairs

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

i

$9.95

\

$3.95
$14.95
$39.95

.

. . .

.

.

j

$7.95

$19.95
.

]

$1.50 and up
^. . $24.50
$12.95

|
j
!
J
;
!

Walnut Step Tables
. . . . . .^.
| ic
I ic Kroehler Living Room Suites . . $159.00 and up

]

| ic 3-Pc. Pecan Bedroom Set
| ic Simmons Mattresses and Hide-A-Beds . .

j

I
\
\

ic Bigelow Nylon Carpeting

.

.

.

.

$129.00

$8.95 sq. yd.

\
\
\
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East of Heise Clinic

*t Sarnia Street—Overlooking Lake Winona

I

$

3 Killed in Iowa
Grossing Accident

invited. A program featuring — The vacation calendar In the
Myron Nilles as speaker and Gale-Ettrick District has been
carols by grades 5-6 from Da- changed. Classes will be in
kota School will be followed by %__ ?_
im-mmA\ *^^
exchange of gifts snd lunch.
Santa Claus will arrive in person about 9 p.m.
Nilles, history student at St.
Mary's College and native of
Rollingstone, will give a paper
on the history of this area from
1650 to 1870.
Gifts for exchange should be
homemade, antioues or historical artifacts. The party is
designed to renew memories
of old-time Christmases.

Homer Students
To Decorate
Museum's Tree

isession Dec. 22, but there will
1be no school Jan. 2; classes
'will open Jan. 3.

i^ A1W1

The children in grades 5 and
6 at Homer School will decorate a Christmas tree at the Winona County Historical Society
museum at 125 W. 5th St tonight at 7. They will use ornaments they have made under
the supervision of their teacher, Mrs. Irvin Blumentritt.
This is in preparation for the
annual Christmas party Thurs
day at 8 p.m. to which society GALE-ETTRICK SCHOOL
members and the public are
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
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. NANSON, Iowa (AP ) -Three
elderly men were killed when
the car they were Ln was hit by
an Illinois Central freight train
Sunday.
They were Walter Mehring, 78,
John Lundgren, 85, and John
Garrels, 72, all from the Manson
area some 20 miles west of Fort
Dodge.
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lowan Killed in
Hunfing Acc ident

MARBLE ROCK , Iowa (AP)
— Gene Majewski , 39, Greene,
Iow a, was killed in a hunting accident Sunday.
Authorities said he had been
hunting with Robert Neal of
Marble Rock and that the men
were unloading their guns when
one of the guns discharged. Neal
was reported in shock and unable to give details of the mishap.
It happened three miles soutHwest of Marble Rock In Floyd
j County.
DODGE PATIENTS
DODGE, Wis. ( Special) Benjamin Jaszewski and Mrs.
Florian Kamrowski are medical
patients at St. Francis Hospital , La Crosse . Jaszewski was
admitted Saturday.
WEAVER GIVES $31
WEAVER , Minn. (Special) Receipts in the Friendship
drive for retarded children
I were $.'11.75, according to Mis.s
Eleanor Johnson, chairman in
this area. She was assisted by
Mrs. Ral ph Heaser Sr., Minneiska village: Mrs. Penrl Deering and Ralph Kelly, Minneiska
Townshi p, and Miss Minnie
Johnson, Weaver village.
FARM TRACTOR

OIL FILTER
SPECIAL
lnl.rn_.ior.al

JfcC

Many, Many Olhtr Tractor
Oil Filter Specials.
Car and Truck Oil Filtar.
Alio Availabl..

HOME OIL CO.

Corntr 2nd A Washington
Corner Gilmer* A Vila
Op«n Every Day until 10 p.m,
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Choice Norway* and Scotch Pines . . . profestionally
sheared for batter appearance in your home . , .
carefully groomed throughout iheir growing leaion and
(elected with care by the Y's Men's Club. EVERY
TREE SALE BENEFITS WINONA YOUTHI
advertisement sponsored as a public service
by The Bank That SERVICE Built...
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Parking Issue
Higher
Takes
Council
Loan Granted
In Gilmore
Avenue Project Bid on Parki ng Meters To Plan for
Housing Units

Approval of a plan to improve
parts of Gilmore Avenue, Sarnia and Junction streets was
voted Monday night by the City
Council.
Aldermen also gave standby
authority to the city attorney
to acquire three parcels of land
by condemnation if need be.
The parcels are owned by Daniel Przybylski. Miracle Mall
Shopping Center and College of
Saint Teresa.

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
To the outspoken astonishment of several of its members, the City Council voted
Monday night to take the higher of two qualified bids for 132
new parking meters.
In a 54 split vote the council decided to buy the Park-OMeter product that has been on
city streets for the last 17
years. The Park-O-Meter bid,

Burglar Gets
Cigarettes at
Service Station
A break-in at the Harvey's
Pure Oil service station in Sugar Loaf Monday night resulted
in the theft of 20 cartons of cigarettes.
Harvey Sifferath, owner, reported that someone had gained
entrance to the station some
time after 9 p.m. by breaking
in the rear door. The cash register and other merchandise were
not touched . Police are investigating the incident.

The

Duncan I^QUnUI

bid was presented at $6,662.50 with a 5 percent discount' for cash payment
in 60 days.
MEMBERS of the majority
defended the action as a long-

Meter Placement
Plan Approved

. APPRAISERS will be hired
to set prices and the city will
negotiate for outright purchase
on the basis of their recommendations.
* Acquisition must be initiated
: soon, advised r-——¦———George M. RoMeeting as a committee of
C i' ¥\e
b e r ts o n Jr. ,
the whole, the City Council
^''J r
city attorney, _
voted Monday night to adopt a
because en. GoUncil previously recommended plan of
ginears hope '
placement for 132 new parking
—-—-—
a
"'Tor '^W"%'arl'y **"'•"*¦"¦¦''^"*" *&
meters.
spring contract letting..
The council also ;held open
While the Winona County the possibility of further expanBoard of Commissioners al- sion of the metered zone and
ready has approved the detail- once more reviewed the quesed plan drawn by consulting en- tion of annual fees; for commergineers , the council has with- cial loading zone privileges.
held full approval. The major
SOME SORT of charge is
issue awaiting settlement is that
of parking restrictions to be expected to be included in an
amended ordinance the council
placed on the 2-mile segment.
will consider at a forthcoming
The project is a joint citycounty affair, with 50 percent meeting.
Most of the new meters will
financing from special state
have
10-hour limits. The new
highway turnback funds created
plan calls for
by the 1965 legislature.
y
elimination of l' " .' ' ¦ .
IN GENERAL, the design m a n y apparC.fV
calls for a 4-lane, 48-foot road- ently contra. . - ''
way with parking eliminated. dictory situa- /¦
-...-.-;!
Some aldermen have suggested dons wherein V-OUnCII
that parking be permitted at some streets
designated times and places for are metered on one side and
convenience of some neighbor- open on the other. The low rate
hood businesses and area resi- is designed to attract long-term
dents.
parking which now frequently
Council President
Harold occupies downtown meters that
Briesath proposed that the parkmerchants would rather have
ing restriction be lifted on Sundays , holidays and evenings. He available to shoppers.
Another purpose of the expansaid this should be done since
sion
is to raise more revenue by
the limits apparently are to
promote safety at the new high charging for street spaces now
school entrances . City Engineer heavily used but unproductive
James Baird conceded that of parking receipts. According
hardships might result for busi- to long range planning and renesses but added that Sunday commendations by the City
Planning Commission a n d
traffic is especially heavy.
Density of traffic eventually Chamber of Commerce, the addwill force abandonment of park- ed revenue will help furnish
ing, Baird observed, since tbe more downtown off-street parkonly other major westerly ar- ing space.
teries are Broadway and 5th
ALONG WITH the new plan,
Street. He told Aid. David
Johnston that the narrowest as presented by City Attorney
boulevard contemplated would George M. Robertson Jr. and
be 8 feet wide. The alderman H. E. Hippe, planning coordinabad proposed that sidewalks be tor, the council agreed to changadjacent to curbings so as not es on Johnson Street between
to split up grass plots. Baird 4th and 5th streets.
These include designation of
said adjacent walks can create
formidable snow removal prob- three spaces on the east side
lems and thus should be avoid- .is a jointly used loading zone
SETTLEMENT of such Issues
perhaps can wait , suggested
Aid. Don Klagge. Aid. Briesath
answered that as many aspects
as possible should be settled
before the plan is submitted
for state Highway Department
approval.
If the council doesn't go along
with the ful_ plan, noted Aid.
Barry Nelson, perhaps there is
no point in the project since it
would only result In 2-lane traffic as at present.
¦

$7,085, is $755.63 higher than
that of the
'
Duncan Park*•> • •
ing Meter Co.,
VJTV
whose net bid
was $6,329.37. /¦•>*_ ij »_ "!l

for Nelson Tire Service and the
National Food Store. Also provided, at the request of the
tire firm, were 2-hour rather
than 10-hour meters.
Shorter time limits are needed
in the area, aldermen acknow-

Goodview Rezoning
Hea ring to Involve
Airport Regulations

ledged, for convenience of patrons of neighborhood businesses.
Aldermen heard, but did
not act on, a request for two
non-metered, reserved spaces
at 119 E. 5th St. by Albert Hemmesch who wrote that tenants
in his apartments cannot otherwise park at the address.
Robertson noted that the Mock
is now solidly parked each working day and that residents presumably are unable to secure
spaces in any ¦event during daytime hours. : ' ' ¦ ..

AN INITIAL report showed
that the newly opened lot at 166
Center St. grossed $96 in its
first seven days of operation,
Robertson said; He conceded
there may be some fall-off after
the holidays.
Redrafting the general downtown parking meter zone ordinance will be a complex job,
Robertson said; Some sections
have been cut out. Others have
been made obsolete by passage
of time and changing conditions, he said. By recording
changes on, an official map instead of in written form, officials can keep a better eye on
the situation, he recommended.
Aid. David Johnston questioned practicality of 12-minute meters in two 5th Street spaces
fronting the post office. President Harold Briesath said these
serve as convenient additions to
spaces provided on the post office drive.
THERE ARE now abont 35
loading zones in downtown
areas, Robertson said. Some
are obsolete since their original
justification no longer exists, he
explained. Some are used improperly as reserved parking
spaces by those to whom they
were granted, he added.
Under the new ordinance,
said Robertson, every space in
a metered zone will have a meter and a time rate unless otherwise designated by the council. If a meter is removed — to
create a loading zone — a fee
will be charged approximately
equal to the annual return a
meter would bring at that point .
Specially limited parking
zones for businesses in residential areas probably will carry
some charge, too. General
agreement greeted Aid. Barry
Nelson and Henry Parks' suggestion that costs of painting
and sign erection for such
spaces be charged to beneficiaries.

A public hearing Dec. 19 on a
rezoning petition in Goodview
will involve the City of Winona,
City Council members were told
Monday night.
THE PLAN calls for an adOwners of land just east of ditional 16 long-term meters at
Process & Products Develop- the north end of Main Street,
ment Associates, Mr. and Mrs. Hippe noted. On the premise
Edwin F. Loos, 5040 6th St., that the courthouse lot is inhave petitioned for a change of sufficiently used, three-fourths
classification. They want the of its meters will be converted
zoning changed from commer- to 10-hour models, with the rest
cial to light manufacturing cate- -2-hour models. Hippe said. It is
K"
gory.
expected that this will attract
Winona is involved because of persons wishing to park near
the proximity of the land to the downtown core for extendMax Conrad Field, noted George ed periods.
M. Robertson Jr., city attorney. A suggestion by Aid. Nelson
He recommended that Goodview that boulevard parking be more
officials be advised of tho city- closely regulated, and that fees
county airport zoning regula- be charged for such city land
tions that might become involv- use, did not evoke a response,
ed in the petition .

range saving. By staying with
the present meters, said Aid.
George Garber . and James
Stoltman, the city can hold
down maintenance and replacement costs in future years.
According to the Park-O-Meter representative, Don Harstad, these savings can he as
much as $10,000 to $15,000 over
the life Of the meters. This
would he possible , he said,
through trade-in allowances on
replacements ,
The action was accomplished
in two votes. The first came
after a lengthy discussion of
placements and time limits for
new meters now being added to
the present meter zone . Aid.
Henry Parks moved the Duncan bid, held over from last
week for review of specifications , be accepted.

VOTING IN favor were Aid.
David Johnston, Barry Nelson,
Donald Klagge and Parks. Nay
votes were cast by President
Harold Briesath, Stoltman , Jerry Borzyskowski, H a r o 1 d
Thiewes and Garber.
Aid. Johnston and Barry Nelson immediately demanded explanations from the majority.
Elliott Toomey, Duncan representative , to.d the council his
meters are guaranteed for two
years and that cost of changing
time limit mechanisms would
be $5.52 per meter, if this becomes necessary. In a rebuttal
speech later , Harstad said his
firm would charge $4.20 for the
same operation on its meters.
Members of the majority cited what they said were the
difficulties that would arise
from having two types of meters. Double inventories of tools
land parts would have to be
maintained, argued Aid. Stoltman. Moreover , he continued,
urban renewal is in the offing
and no one now knows what
needs will be then . Up to now
Stoltman has vigorously opposed urban renewal and he did
not elaborate further on this
portion of his argument
HARSTAD disputed Toomey's
contention that trends are moving toward manually operated
meters. The Duncan meter,
which has been tested on several city locations for the past
eight months, is activated by
the turn of a handle when
coins are deposited. The ParkO-Meter has a mainspring that
must be wound about twice a
week by a maintenance man.
It is termed an automatic meter. ' , . ' - . "
Aid. Henry Parks shot a
question at Harstad about tradein replacement costs. The net
cost would be $34.50 each , Harstad replied.
When Aid. StpUman moved
that -the council accept the
higher bid , the voting lineup remained the sake. In favor were
Aid. Briesath, Stoltman , Borzyskowski , Thiewes and Garber. Opposed were Aid . Johnston ,
Nelson, Kfagge and Paris.
Harstad said the new meters
can
accommodate
pennies,
nickels, dimes and quarters.
Most of them will be set for
10-hour limits at a rate of 2V_
cents per hour. They are to be
placed in heavily-parked fringe
areas near the downtown retail
core.
¦
'

¦

Collision Causes
$350 in Damage
A collision this morning at
Laird and East King streets resulted in approximately $350
damage to the two cars involved.
The accident , which occurred
at 7:46 a.m., involved a car
driven by Sanford A. Bettcher,
21, ri3V_ E. King St., and the
other driven by James E. Stout ,
23 , 1670 Kraemer Dr .
According to the report, Stout
was traveling north on Laird
and Bettcher was going west on
King. Both drivers claimed
that they did not see each other until it was too late .

Approval of an $18,750 loan
to the Winona Housing: and Redevelopment Authority was announced today by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
The loan is to finance planning for construction of 125 lowrent housing units fox elderly
persons in the city.
No other information in connection with the advance had
been .made available tfcis morning to the authority. Tbe author ,
ity board will hold its December meeting tonight at , 7 at the
Arthur C. Thurley Homes community room.
The amount granted is about
half of what was requested;
In its application the authority fcad sought up to $35,000 to
plan for 2O0 additional elderly
housing units.

Youth Sought
In Check Passing
Af St. Gharles

The sheriff's office is investigating complaints of bad checks
at St. Charles.
Lloyd Duncanson, St. Charles,
reported at 4 p.m. Monday that
he had cashed a check for $10
for a youth about 18 years of
age last week and that it had
been returned by the bank when
it was\found he did not have
an account thfere.
The youth , who signed his
name "Dennis Nelsori," cashed
at least five other checks TUI
St. Charles on the same day,
all on an account at the First
National Bank of St. Charles.
Sheriff George Fort , who
described the youth as about 6
feet tall, slender, -with dark
hair, said the youth apparently
had tried to cash otter checks
in the town but was turned
down when he failed to produce
the necessary identification.

Young Driver
Found Guilty

John A. Brandes, Ifi, 958 E.
King St., was found guilty in
municipal court this morning of
driving while his license was
suspended and was fined $35.
Brandes , who defended himself at the trial, was arrested
while lying on the front floor
of a parked car on Sarnia
Street at Olmstead Street Nov.
10 at 1:10 a.m.
Brandes claimed that some
other person from the Minneapolis area, whom he did not
know, had been driving the car
and that he was only a passenger. He had ducked down on the
floor when the police approached him because, as he said,
he was afraid police were after
them for some other reason.
Officer James Hill testified
that he had met the vehicle on
the street, recognized the driver as Brandes and knew his
license had been suspended. He
followed the car some distance
and then stopped it and found
Brandes on the front floor.
driving
record,
Brandes'
which contained several violations, vas presented as an exhibit. The trial began at 9:30
a.m. and was concluded at 10
a.m.
City Prosecutor Frank Wohletz represented the state.

Extension Gra nted
On WIDA Option

WithsL 91 WSMULChhhtmajL
Merry Christmas!
No doubt Christmas won 't be merry for all the folks in
this newspaper 's list of the sick, the shut-ins and the lonely,
hut it will bo a little bit happier for each greeting card they
rcceiv . '.
They will know that someone cared enough to remember them, Here are some of their names nnd addresses:
Mrs. Arlene Wartenberg, 1105 W. Howard St., Winona,
Minn. She's in a wheelchair.
Herman Meyer , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Wabasha , Minn. 55081.
Miss Gina Lommen, 217
S. Pine St., Caledonia , Minn.
The Rev: David Ryszka ,
St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home,
Wabasha, Minn. 55081.
Mrs. Hilda Eckman, Nyen Rest Home, Blair , Wis.
Mrs. Emma J. Colgraff , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home ,
Wabasha , Minn. 55981.
Mrs. Maud Ingcrsoll, Green Lea Manor , Mabel , Minn.
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Fred Seeling, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home , Wabasha,
Minn. E5981.
Ida Hegge , Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse, Wis. She fractured her hip last week at Nyen'» Rest Home, Blair—tho
same hip sho had broken earlier before coming to Nyen 's.
/ Mrs. Elizabeth Flies, St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Wabasha, Minn. 55081.
William Stearns , Nyen Rest Home , Blair , Wis.
Mrs. Ann Koenlg, Caledonia Nursing Home, Caledonia ,
Minn.
Matthew McNallan , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home , Wabasha, Minn. 55081.
Leo Houlihan , Caledonia Nursing Home, Caledonia . Minn.
Mrs. Katherine Meyer , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home , Wabasha, Minn . 55981.
Mrs. Thressa Thompson, Blair , Wis. Lives alone.
Mrs. Margaret Schmidt , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home ,
Wabasha , Minn. 55981.
Alvin Grotem, Blair , Wis.
Mrs. Anna Hilger, St. Elizabeth 's Nursing Home, Wabasha, Minn. 55981.
E. J. Crotty, Caledonia Nursing Home , Caledonia , Minn.
Frank J . Passe , 'St, Elizabeth's Nursing Home, Wabasha ,
Minn. 65981,
Miss Matilda Thompson, Blair , Wis. She lives alone.
Mrs. Catherine Alice Ford , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home,
Wabasha, Minn. 55081.
Mrs. Clam Omoth, Blair , Wis. lives alone.
Mrs. Caroline I. Graham , St. Elizabeth's Nursing Home ,
Wabasha, Minn. 55981.

Russell Sampson, Nyen Rest Home, Blair, Wis,

Mrs. Margaret Welscher , Caledonia Nursing Home, Cale-

donia, Minn,

A 24-month extension of a purchase option on Area 1 in the
airport industrial park was
granted Monday night by the
City Council to Winona Industrial Development Association ,
WIDA requested the extension In a letter which noted that
negotiations for the .sale of Area
4 are being completed. ,
Area 4 is located between the
new Thern Machine Co. plant
and the Watkins Products, Inc.
hangar. Area 1 Ls just south
of Area. 4,
The option to b>e extended
will expire Dec. 20¦

5,000 Lights on
Washington Tree
WILMINGTON, !N,C. (fl Five thousand bulbs light up
Wilmington 's "Christmas tree. "
The tree is a 75-foot-taU oak ,
more than 400 years old and
with a limb spread of more than
110 feet.

SALARY TALKS BEGIN

Teachers Cite
Living Cost Rise

By C. GORDON HOLTE
Dally News Staff Writer
Representatives of Winona's
public school teachers and the
Board of Education Monday
night began talking about a new
teachers salary schedule for the
1967-68 contract year with a discussion concerned more with
the philosophy of schedule
structuring and cost of living
trends than with any specific
proposal for schedule changes.
The delegation representing
the Winona Education Association and the Winona Federation
of Teachers first reviewed briefly developments in scheduling
proceedings for the 1966-67 contract y e a r, .— ' -' '
; '.; '—
then cited sta- > L
I
tistics to show OCfl Opl
that base salaries of WiBoard
POarq
nona's public I

with nearly the same result.

IF THE . $4,-00 starting salary
of 1961-62 had kept pace with
the average family buying income during this period, Miller continued , the base salary
for the 1965-66 contract year
would have been $5,300, rather
than $5,000. If a 4 percent cost
of living increase were then to
have been taken into consideration in arriving at a starting
salary for the curremt contract
year , he said, the figure would
have been $5,512, instead of tho
$5,150 set by the board. 7
Using a 4 percent cost Of living increase for the next year in
projecting a 1967-68 starting sal-:
ary — and Miller said that he
felt this might be conservative
in view of the fact that 5 and
6 percent increases are suggestHE SAD) that one study had ed by many —- the starting
indicated that the average fam- salary would come to $5,732.
school teachily income, after taxes , in Wi"THESE are flgnres/V Miller
ers in a four-year period had nona during the teacher contract stated, "which are comparing
not kept pace with the average year of 1961-62 was $6,383. By Winona salaries with the Winobuying income of Winona fam- the 1965-66 contract year, Mil- na base. We have used no 'pie
ilies during the same period.
ler said, this average after-tax- in the sky ' national figures to
AFTER hearing, the presenta- es family buying income had compare the base salary to. Tha
tion, Board President Lawrence swelled to $7,681, or an increase 39-week work year has no bearing on these figures; they art
Santelman said that school di- of 20.3 percent. .
rectors would study the mat- The base salary for beginning strictly percentage figures . W«
ter and arrange another Tmeet- teachers for the 1961-62 contract see no reason why the teachers
ing on salary issues with the year, he noted , was $4,400, and of Winona should not advance
joint teachers committee. He went up to $5,000 in 1965-66, ffl- with the average Winonan.
"We can figure that the cost
noted that with the Christmas an increase of 12 percent.
holiday season approachin g it "The increase in the buying of living rises in this time peprobably would be impossible to income: of Winona families was riod wiped out about two-thirds
schedule a second ineeting in 8 percent higher than the raise of this increase. We are not
the immediate future but felt in the base salary," Miller said, keeping up : with the cost of livthat another meeting could be "and this comparison can be ing.'" :;_- . . =
Miller said that local collega
called sometime early next made at any step along the way
placement bureaus are advising
year. This, the teachers group
teachers who will be graduated
said, would be satisfactory with
from college this academic year
them.
that most will sign beginning
James R. Miller, an English
contracts for near $5,500, a few
instructor at Central Junior
will sign for around $5,400 and
High School and chairman of
many will receive contracts prothe teachers' joint salary comviding a beginning salary as
mittee, prefaced his remarks on
high as $6,000.
salary matters by referring to
a headline of a Daily News acBASED ON a starting salary
count of plans for the initial
of $5,150, the index guide figBuf—
Fourteen
ALMA,
Wis.
meeting of board and teachers
ures for the current contract
oh salary matters and express- falo County municipalities ex- year figure out to 1.52 for com, at a meeting
pressed
interest
ing the hope that in subsequent
puting the maximum at tha
stories presentations by t h e here Monday night ih participat- bachelor's degree level, 1.64 for
iag
in
jobs
that
may
be
open
teachers "vril\ not be representbachelor's plus 30 quarter hours
ed as demands. Teachers can- between January and June for of study, 1.77 for. those with
not make demands and I think beautifying town roads and master's degrees and 1.82 for
this should be made clear." . buildings.
the maximum for teachers with
James Ray, director of the
's degrees and 30 quarHE SAID that the "first point Western Dairyland Economic master
ter hours of study and 13 or
for discussion should be that of Opportunity Council, Whitehall,
more years of teaching experthe continuation of the imple- explained the program. He said
ience.
mentation of the second year of about $600,000 is available over
Without stating a specific prothe three-year index guide " for the state under the Sea. Nel- posal for a new base starting
salary scheduling.
son amendment to the federal salary, the teachers' committea
At last winter's salary meet- beautification act. Allotments suggested that as a second-year
ings teachers had asked that wdll be made through the Con- continuation of the index guida
the board adopt the philosophy servation Department
philosophy the index figures
of the index guide in future It is a program for adults. for 1967-68 might be 1.00 to 1.58
structuring of the salary sched- Federal funds would pay 90 at the bachelor's level, 1.05 to
ule.
I>ercent of the . cost, with 10 1.65 for bachelor's plus 30
This, in brief, provides that a percent to be paid by muni- hours, 1.10 to 1.80 for master's
specified percentage differentia] cipalities participating ;
degree teachers and 1.15 to .1.86
be used to arrive at maximum The program is not set up as for those; with toaster's degrees
salaries at each level of train- yet, according to Archie Bro- and 30 quarter hours.
ing and: experience,. based on vold, Buffalo County agent.
Miller said that teachers felt
the beginning salary for teach- When it is, applications will be that the index guide on each
ers with four-year degrees and taken for the jobs by the Wis- level should be "split into equal
no previous teaching exper- consin Employment Service.
steps. Manipulation of the index
ience.
Buffalo County municipalities at the different levels does not
The starting salary for new indicating interest were City of agree with the philosophy of
teachers with bachelor's de- Alma, Fountain City, and the the index."
grees was set by the board last towns of Alma, Buffalo, Dover,
winter at $5,150 for the current Gilmanton. Mondovi , Montana, AFTER hearing the presentacontract year. Salaries for four- Milton, Lincoln, Nelson, Wau- tion by the delegation, 3rd
year degree teachers range up- mandee, Modena and Maxville. Ward Director Frank J. Allen
ward to $7,800 after 13 years The Western Dairyland Econ- commented, "Without trying to
experience to make the maxi- omic Opportunity Council com- start an argument, I was just
mum 1.52 times the starting prises Buffalo, Eau Claire, wondering . whether your comsalary. This year's index guide Jackson and Trempealeau coun- (Continued on Page 11 CoL 6)
at this level, then, Is 1.52.
TEACHERS CITE
ties.

Buffalo County
Shows Interest
In Beautification

THE OVERALL schedule is
based on four levels of training — , each ranging in steps up
to 13 years of experience — in
separate categories for teachers with bachelor's degrees,
bachelor's and 30 credit hours
of advanced study , master 's degrees and master's degrees and
30 additional hours of study.
The maximum salary for a
39-week work year at the highest training level this year is
$9,373, or 1.82 times the base
starting salary.
In last winter 's salary discussions the teacher delegation
had expressed hope -hat a 19
Index guide might be realized
over a three-year period in computing the salary to be paid on
the top step of the schedule.
Miller told directors Monday
night that "This index guide is
In keeping with the apparent
philosophy of the board in rewarding the teacher for professional advancement. We have
based our proposal on tho
board's statement last year that
the index guide philosophy
would be used In future salary
actioni We are assuming that
you will follow through with this
threvyenr plan. "
HE SAID that he felt that
"The Index guide should not be
manipulated from year to year
. . . If the board feels that the
teacher should be rewarded for
professional advancement and
experience , the indox guide Is
a good Instrument for adjusting
salaries,
"We feel," Miller continued,
"that the board made an his-

Eagles Regular Meeting j

M

toric step last year in adopting
the index plan. Most teachers
are happy with it as a salary
tool and the guide certainly
helps in salary negotiations , or
planning, or whatever word you
want to use — as long as it is
not demanding."
Explaining that the teachers,
rather than stating any specific
base salary with which an hides figure might be implemented , would like to "present some
ideas as to what salaries can
look like for the coming year."
Miller turned to comparisons
of increases in base salaries
for teachers for the period from
the 1961-62 contract year to
contract this year 1965-66 with increases in this same period in
average buying income for Winona families.

W erf.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room

i

i

Jacob Tungesvnk k WJ*. ;

An Ideal Christmas Gift

The first edition of REFLECTIONS AND
RECIPES OF THE CASUAL OBSERVER sold out
within the first two weeks after it was offered.
A second edition was published , most of which
was sold in advance of publication.
Less than 300 of these books are still available for sale and it is expected that they will sell
out before Christmas.
This hard-cover, leatherette-bound book contains many of the late Mrs. Gretchen L. Lamberton's (The Casual Observer) best columns published in the Daily News and the St. Paul Pioneer
Press , and many of her best recipes and those
of people in the area.
It is an ideal Christmas gift — for you if you
don't already have one — or for your best
friends if you do.
Purchase of this book is tax deductible as a
contribution to Community Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary which receives all income from the
sale of the book.
You may have the book mailed to anyone
you wish (in the United States) by sending t\
check for $3 to REFLECTIONS AND RECIPES,
c/o Winona Daily News. Make out checks to
Community Memorial Hospital Auxiliary.
It is also for sale at the Daily News and the
Hospital Gift Shop as follows:
Unboxed
$2.50
Boxed, ready for you to mail ....$2.75

' ¦' '
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By Jo« Kub«rt
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Glea son Out fo
Take If Easier

By EARL W_ LSO_ .
NEW YORK-Jackie. Gleason. flashed the warning to CBS
from Miami Beach that be wants to work touch less next season—maybe 22 shows instead of 30. So CBS' Bob Milford flew
to Florida to give Jackie scything he wants except possibly
the new CBS Bldg., "Black Rock," which Bill Psley would sort
of like to keep . . . Heard at Charlie Bates' Saloon : "Nobody
nose what Barbra Streisand
will call her baby';' . . . Sammy
Davis ''Sinatra 's giving Mia
(for Christmas) Mexico" .
Jack E. Leonard was heckling
Darryl Zanuck at Danny's:
"You and your skiing in Switzerland! How about coming out
and ice-skating
in Central
¦¦
Park?"-. . ' ;.. ;. •
My B.W. thanks all of you
for your kind words about the
column she wrote for me coverWASHINGTON . (AP . -Christ- ing "I dol l do!'1 when I got
anas at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave- fog-bound in Wichita. She
nue : The whiff of cedar, glow of claims a sample comment she
tiny white bulbs, reflections of got was: "You were such an
popcorn garlands in a mirror, improvement, why don't you
Kidding,
a chandelier laced with holly, write it all the time?"
' ¦"
banquet tables crested with of course (I hope! ) .
Carol Channing's reported all
pine.; "
It's the White House ready for tuckered out from her "Hello,
Christmas entertaining. Report- Dolly!" tour—and taking oxyers were given a special pre- gen backstage and a few helpful pushes from her husband,
view Monday.
Charles Lowe, to get her out
Decorations center! anrand a there every night. But her fat
fat 20-foot high balsam fir which checks every week attest to
towers to the ceiling of the Blue her popularity with the audiRoom. Gingerbread cookies — ences and with the IRS •
^ome plastic, some real — can- Joe Cronin in Toots Shor 's redied fruit, toy soldiers and vived the ancient Shortstops vs.
straw snpwflakes hang from its first baseman argument, and
boughs, .
contention :
tbe
short-,ops'
On every mantle, there is pine "First basemen should pay
and holly, and gold, sflver or their way in'v . ... . Gina Lolloblue or red bulbs. Doors sprout brigida, after attending a din.chains of cedar. Red and white ner party at the Preston Longs,
roses and carnations fill spare want back into Beth Israel
tabletops. 7
Hospital for more stomach tests.
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson add- J ack Valentl, who was to have
ed at least three new touches to been her escort, excused himself and returned to the coast.
the traditional White House

White House
Ready for
Yule Parties
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CAROLS AT CAL^)ONIA
CALEDONIA, Minn . - Several singing groups from Caledonia High School will sing carols
[ T,r,H_ _iC0l0R * Tt-HWISCQPt * | in the business district from
Dec. 20 through the 23rd.
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"HOTEL PARADISO"
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STARTS WEDNESDAY!
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Panfish Period
Early each winter, after the
ice becomes solid ahd fairly
clear of snow, there is a time
when crappies, sunfish, and
perch, fish commonly caught
through the ice, seem to hit
almost at any time in backwater and sloughs.
Reports on weekend fishing we have received indicate that time of the winter fishing period has now
arrived. At least ice fishermen almost everywhere
are catching plenty of panfish. At Spring Lake, near
Buffalo City, one of the popular areas for local fishermen, the sunfish ran exceptionally, large during the
morning hours Sunday.
They also got some nicesized perch.

Probably typical of other
areas is the mess of crappies
that Mike Smith got along the
Trempealeau dike on the Minnesota side of the river. It
would be easier to list places
where panfish were not taken
oyer the weekend, because our
reports indicate they were
catching them in nearly every
backwater. More f ishhouses
dechave been put into place for
orations: A 13-foot-high, gold- BARRY NELSON of "Cactns the winter season.
colored paper mache creche in Flower," was telling me at LarThe weather forecast is
the East Room, a mirror dec ry Schubert Lawrence's party
orated with felt symbols Of the honoring Richard Rodgers (for favorable for the coming
week so this should be an
12-days of Christmas and a
tbe Samuel Shubert
excellent time to get out
wreath made
of
flowers
from
50
)
that
he
is
frequently
O
¦
' .states. ¦. - , '
and get a mess of panfish.
mistaken for Jackie Cooper,
The
ice is safe in most winThis is the first floor of the Gene Barry, and Barry Sullivan
ter fishing areas.
executive mansion.
-"which I didn't mind till they
Upstairs, in the Tfirst family's mistook me for Barry FitzgerRefuge Rat Season
living quarters, there are also aid, who is no longer with Despite the fact that the
decorations. The Johnsons plan US;':'
muskrat season in the southern
to have a scotch pine decorated The Vincent Sardi Jr $.' dtr. half of Minnesota closes Dec.
with popcorn and cranberry Jennifer, 8, already received 18 at 6 p.m., the Upper Mississtrings.
some of her holiday gifts—box- sippi River Wild life and Fish
ing gloves and judo lessons—and refuge, or the Mississippi zone
CLASS AT CALEDONIA
"I know who Tin going to use season, remains open to 6 p.m.
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Six- them on—my brothers Paul and Dec: 31. The Wisconsin Missisteen adults have enrolledin an David!*'
sippi River zone is open to rat
evening class in German at TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A trapping until Jan. IS, 1967.

Caledonia High School, meet- woman at the 'wood Beach.ing each Wednesday evening. combers
snapped at her husband,: "If you can 1 spend all
that money on taxes, why can't
you afford to buy me a mink
coat?"
WISH I'D SAID THAT: The
• ENDS TONITE *
only exercise some women get
"LA DOUCE VITA"
is jumping to conclusions and
7 . M- .O:0©T-$_.OO
running up bills.
Passes Not Honored
REa&MBERED QUOTE: "If
Not For Childrtn
you have charm, you don't need
to have anything else; and
if you don't have it, it doesn't
STARTS WED.
matter what else you have."
-Se- -5c - 90c
EARL'S PEARLS: A lot of
COLUMBUl
PICTURES
~j
u^
tnmas
people would like to do the
same thing this New Year's Eve
they did last New Year's Eve
-if they could remember what
tt was.
Al Gottlieb suspects we 're in
r^^ COLUyBIACOLOB
for a cold winter—he just saw
DOUBLE
a squirrel burying a bottle of
Scotch . . . That's earl, brothFEATURE
er.
COLUMB IA PICTURES preaantm
j
¦
1

Man Jailed in
Fight Against
Power Firm

Voic»3 of the Outdoors

There has been some misunderstanding about ' the
closing date of the Minnesota area, officials of the
"Wildlife Refuge inform us.
The correct closing date on
the refuge is Dec. 31, they
with to convey to permit
trappers.
Smokey Bear Costumes
A Black River Falls woman
has been hired by the state
Conservation Department to
make ten Smokey the Bear
costumes in January. Mrs. Emerson Hyde made one for the
department out of real bear
hide five years ago and another
one last year. They will be distributed over the 12 forest fire
protection areas in the state.
Next year 's costumes will
be lighter weight. They will
consist of a pullover shirt,
shoe covering that looks
like bear feet and black
gloves cove red with fur.
The remainder of the costume of lighter weight material will be more comfortable for warm weather appearances.
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power hookup over his land—
. ^y ^_
M ri.a ^^u ^^^tMmtm
.:
and over his objections.
,
Arnie Carlson , 44, of 'Woodbury Township, was jailed for
90 days for contempt of court
after refusing to accept an $850
'
easement settlement ordered by ' ¦ '«> '
' . '- ': ' . . ¦ ¦ ' ' ¦
• ' " .' »
•'
4
a Washington County district
To the milkmari, Uncle BiU,-_nd the Courtneys, for i_uti_ice.
judge at Stillwater.
You don't have to tell them Old Thompson's Holiday foil
"I'm riqf sure what he'll do
wrapping comes fiee. Ot thit Old Thompson is barrelled twice
when he gets out, but he doesn't
for extra smoothness.
want tbe poles «n our property,"
said Carlson's son Greg.
Northern States condemned
W H I S K E Y 86 P R O O F - 3 7 t_ « . S T R A I G r . T WHISKIES A YEARS OR MORE 0 L 0 - 6 _ » t H
two acres of Carlson's farm for BLENDED
_ NSB0RO.KEN7I.CKY
;
GR* m.NEUTR* L S P I R I T S.0 L _ Nr.ORE . DIST. C0.. LOUISyl .UE-0W
an easement. The company is
building a tower In an area
bout 10 feet square. The lines
pass over a strip totaling about
two acres.
"NSP didn't want to buy the
land, but simply put a two-pole
wooden tower up," said a company spokesman. "We had no
choice but to enter condemnation proceedings."
In Minnesota, it is legal for a
utility to condemn private land.
"We had to have the land,"
the spokesman said. "It is just
about last link in a high-voltage
direct hookup with St. Louis
scheduled to go into service this
May.." '
The 340,.00-volt system is Intended to permit interchange of
power between the two cLties at
times of heavy demand.
NSP said Carlson was offered
.1,200 for the easement. After
the court directed a settlement
of. $850, Carlson demanded $2,000.
"There are no indications his
demands will be met," said the
NSP spokesman. "The amount
is not as important as the precedent it would set."
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__

Givealittle.

j Everybody's ^^B

PANFISH HITTING . . . Typical of the catch of panfish
that was common by fishermen Sunday is this mess of crappies taken by Nick Scharette (Smith) 850 E. Fourth St.,
while fishing with son, John, below the Trempealeau dam
dike on the Minnesota side of the Mississippi River.

Newspaperwoman
Dead at 94

Pastor Hurt,

TALBOTT01|, Ga. (AP) -rMrs. John A. Bryan , honored in
1960 as the nation's oldest active
woman journalist, died in Atlanta Sunday at the age of 94.
Known to her readers in the
Talbotton New Era as "Miss
Lynda," Mrs. Bryan had contributed bo Georgia newspapers
for 81 years. She stopped writing only eight weeks ago after
suffering a heart attack.

Wife Killed

In Nebraska

GENEVA., Neb. (AP ) - Mrs.
Charles W- Schardein of Sioux
Falls, S.D . was killed and her
husband suffered critical injuries in a one-vehicle accident in
Geneva Monday.
Geneva police said the panel
truck drivea by the husband, the
Rev. Charles W. Schardein, pastor of the Church of the Nazarene in Sioux Falls, went off U.
S. 81 in Geneva and struck a
telephone pole.
The attending physician said
the Rev. Schardein, 40, was in
critical condition at a Geneva
hospital.
The panel truck was southbound at the time of the acciKANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - dent.
Sixty-two per cent of rank-andfile Catholic priests replying to •of the survey in a copyright stoa questionnaire from the Na- ry to appear- in the Dec. 14 istional Catholic Reporter think sue.
they should be free to marry.
The results are based on the
Thirty-one per cent said they first 3,000 replies to a questionprobably would marry if per- naire sent to 5,963 priests in the
United States who are not pasmitted.
The weekly newspaper , edi- tors , mens ignors or members of
tored by laymen , reports results religious orders.

Should Be Free
To Marry, Say
Catholic Priests

$

Your Someone Special

$

Deserves Our Best!
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Smokey the Bear costumes
help fire prevention. Before
the Smokey campaign started
in 1942, an area the size of New
York State was destroyed by
fire. Last year about one-tenth
that area was destroyed.

PLAYS AT CALEDONIA
CALEDONIA Minn. - Three
*
one-act plays will be presented
at the Caledonia High School
gym Dec. 21. One of them will
be selected to enter sub-district competition. District, regional and state contests will
follow. Barbara Moeh, Dan Holland, Karen Jostad, Connie
Bunge and Jean Traufler will
present "Aria Da Capo; " Larry Thies, Sue Dobbs and Mona
Ward,
"The
Unsatisfactory
Supper," and Tom Richards,
Mary Twite , Mary Jo Stark ,
Mike Allen, James Wiechert
and Kathy Mallory, "The Hour
of Truth."

I TOMORROW and every Wednesday
C

SERVED 5:W to 9:30 PM.
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SHOP THE EASY WAY —
READ THE ADS FIRST
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I Fire Destroys
I shefe agkw #& /£) £ /£%
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Barn, Turkeys
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even lovelier than
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PAYNESVILLE, Minn. (AP .
t
f
fr
^,Cio*<mco<*r —Fire destroyed a turkey barn
UiV»_t }^7u.wjFiod/lx *»,
HN
UsiJe Caron • Maurice Chovatler• LouisJourdan:— L__z_____i__-J
and 1...000 turkeys Sunday night
on Uie Sonstegard Bros, turkey
farm on the south edge of
Faynesville.
Tlie Payncsvillc Fire Department saved a nearby turkey
barn.
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CHICKEN BUFFET
SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
ADULTS $1.75 CHILDREN $1.00
Kamtmbsr our Seafood Buff*t
¦•rvtd tyary Friday 5:10 t* l:M p.m.
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MISSISSIPPI ROOM 4 COFFEI SHOP

Carry-Out Ordtrs Avallabl*

I
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Publl .hM dally except Saturday and Ha.
Mlayi by Republican end Herald Publhf.
• no Company. Ml Frank lin St .. Winona,
Winn, am
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Ilrvgla Copy - *0c Dally, 30c Sunday
Delivered Oy Carrler-Per Week <0 cen t .
It wetlti IU 75
S3 weeka tlS.60
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S TOMORROW
% BAKED SHORT RIBS DINNER
> THURSDAY SPECIAL
> "VENETIAN" NIGHT.

m m ff_ [ \
All you can eat. . $A e/ D C

By mall atrlctly In advancat papar .toopod on expiration data .
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted. Winona.
vv «t.a.h_. Buffalo. JacKson, Pepin and
Trempealeau counties and armed forc*>
_xi._ onr.-l In lha continental United Stateta,
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nail Hem . to Winona Daily Newi, P.O
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Man Quizzed
In Cincinnati
Stranglings

near Miss Kerrick sand said a
man had chased her into her
home. A neighbor noted the license number of the man's car.
Late Monday, police obtained
a search warrant and took three
bags full of undisclosed items
from the homes of Laskey's
mother and from an apartment
he rented four weeks ago.
Miss Bowman, a. secretary,
was
found dying early Aug. 14
CINCINNATI , Ohio CAP ) The investigation of six strangu- near a wrecked taxicab that
lation slay ings picked up mo- turned out to have been stolen.
mentum today as police probed
further into the fatal stabbing of
another woman.
V
Police held Posteal Laskey,
29, a laborer and a former cabdriver, but have not charged
him with any of the murders.
He has denied knowing anything WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
about them.
Agriculture Department has isLaskey was charged earlier sued a new bulletin on raising
with several minor offenses and livestock. It is for distribution
was being questioned about the among families engaged in
series of slayings. 7
small scale or part-time farming operations. ,
Police, giving no further comment, called a news conference The bulletin covers the raising
of chickens, turkeys, ducks,
today.
geese, squabs, dairy cows, dairy
The murders are the stabbing goats,
sheep, rabbits and hogs.
of Barbara Bowman, 31, and the
strangling of six elderly women. "If family members will do
The stranglings started Dec. 2, the chores, little or no hired
1965, and have made Cincinnati help may be necessary," the
bulletin states. ''Remember,
a city of fear .
though , that livestock must be
All the strangling victims fed, watered
and cared for every
were more than 50 years old. day of the year. This restricts
Five had been raped .
family activities to some extent
Laskey was arfested Friday and should be understood at the
shortly after Lula Kerrick, .81 , start." :
was found strangled in the ele- Copies of the bulletin, no. 1753 ,
vator of her apartment house may be obtained from the de.
two blocks from police head- partment's Office of Informaquarters.
tion, Washington, DC. 20250.
7" X ' '
The arrest was not directly
concerned: with the slaying. More than 21 billion glass botPolice picked lip Laskey on the tles are produced in the U.S.
complaint of a woman who lived annually.

DEAR ABBY:

Idle Gossip Not
Wort h the Bother

By ABIGAIL VAN BUKEN
PEAR ABBY: I guess we are never too old to need
advice. I am a 68-year-old widow who for the last 7 two
years have been keeping company with a 73-year-old widower. He has invited me to attend a Shriners' convention
with him in Hawaii in January.
He has a good friend about his age who has a lady
friend about my age. The two boys said they could room
together and we two girls could room together. Does this
sound all right to you, Abby? Or, do you
UNDECIDED
think people will talk?

New Bulletin
For Part-time
Farmers Ready
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DEAR UNDECIDED: This sounds
perfectly all right to me. And if people talk , they're just jealous.
DEAR ABBY : You probably won't believe this, but I am 15 years old and need
a bra; but my mother won't buy me one.
She says I don't really need one. She
makes me wear a T-shirt like my brothers. Abby, I tried on my girl friend's bra
Abby
and it was a 36-B and it fit me perfect.
I hate to go to gym because if the other girls see my
T-shirt they will make fun of me, so I say I have a
headache or a stomachache and T skip as many gym
classes as I can. I .' .-have missed so much gym I might
not get a credit. Please help me, Miss Abby, I can't talk
NEEDS A BRA
to my mother.
DEAR NEEDS: Go to your gym teacher, dear,
and tell her the truth. If it's difficult to "find the
words" — show her this column. She'll understand.
I'll bet your problem will be solved wtfhin two weeks.
If it isn't, write again, and I will write a letter to your
mother.
DEAR ABBY: Some women complain that they don't
get to go to the Christmas parties given by their husbands' companies. My problem is just the opposite.
Our company puts on a big Christmas party for the
employes. There are always about 200 people there, husbands and wives. It is a very respectable party with a
fine dinner at the best hotel, and they even have an orchestra and entertainment. Everyone looks forward to it.
My wife refuses to go. She says she doesn't know the
people, she is not thirsty, and she'd only be bored. I am
afraid if I don't show up my boss and co-workers will be
insulted. Should I go alone? What should I tell the others?
Last year I went alone and said my wife was stick.
7 EMBARRASSED
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DEAR EMBARRASSED : If you feel that your boss
and co-workers would be "insulted" by your absence
—go alone. And if anyone asks where your wife is, say
; >
she's "sick." (She is, in a way.)
DEAR ABBY : This is for "OUT OF IT," who was
disgusted with the two teen-age girls who returned to school
the day after their mother died."OUT OF IT" obviously
has had no experience with that sort of thing, and she is
fortunate.
When my husband died I went back to work the day
after his funeral; I am sure I must have been criticized
behind my back; but it didn't matter. Had I sat home,
grieving over my loss I would have lost my mind. My only
salvation mas in keeping busy; busy, busy. Sign me . . .
OVER IT
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1 Qt. Saucemaker
-with Coyer $4,50

3 Cup Hot Server
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Troubled? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif , 90069. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

l% Qt. Saucepan
7$4-95 ' '

No Division
On Voyageurs
Park, Report

$10j: ^;^;
6 Cup TMpot
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4 Cup Drj p

.

$6.95

Coffeemaker

¦ iy« Qt Party
Buffet $8.95
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16" Platter
$6.95
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Young Modern* Set $19.95
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
president o f . t h e Voyageurs National Park Associ-!tion
said today that "we must make
it clear that in fact there is no
real controversy" over location
of the proposed park on Kabetogam^ Peninsula.
"Unofficial proposals for alternate park sites have made
the state appear divided," Hennepin County Municipal Court
Judge Edwin P. Chapman said.
He said, in remarks prepared
for a Citizens League breakfast ,
that Minnesotans must be more
aggressive in efforts to obtain
the park and must make it clear
"that the vast majority of Minnesotans back the (National)
Park Service recommendation"
of the peninsula as the only site
meeting all requirements.
The proposal has aroused controversy among some northern
Minnesotans.
"Our citizens must demand
action on tho Voyageurs National Park proposal at this session
of Congress," Chapman said.
He added that competition la
keen among states seeking parks
and "federal budget restrictions
may limit funds available for
their development. "
The judge said the Canadian
border glaciated lake and forest
country would provide a type of
landscape missing from the nation 's present 32 national parks.
"Values increase wherever national parks are created," Chapman said. "Cash registers ring
ns never before. Visitors flock
in, leaving vacation dollars in
their wake. "
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Percolator
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10" Electromatlc Skillet $27.95

CORNING WARE gift suggestions listed above are but
a few of the many items that comprise this line of modern
freeze ¦cook ¦serve wa re. This season shop early and sea
our complete CORNING WARE selection. A CORNING
WARE gift is the perfect gift—to give or receive.

KEN'S HARDWARE
Westgate Shopping Center

HOURS: Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 9 — Sunday Afternoon*
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Caledonia Students
Begin Visitations
W ith Area Schools
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Caledonia High School student
counc il has issued invitations
to various schools in the area
to participate in a student exchange program.
Wykoff and Mabel have responded. A student from Mabel
will be here Wednesday, visiting classrooms during the day
and sitting in at a student council meeting. Caledonia students
will visit various schools in the
area the latter part of the
year.
¦

BERGERSON TRANSFERRED
STRUM , Wis . - Daniel Bergerson, 16, Strum , who received
a fractured spine in a pickup
accident Oct. 30, was transferred last week from St. Marys
Hospital, Rochester, to the Sister Kenny Institute , Minneapolis. At that time he was still
paralyzed from the waist
down.
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Smart,fashionable Continental
Clutches and French Purses,
with matching pieces. Enchanting d e s ig n s in a choice of
lea thers.
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ALS > 0, A SELECTI0N OF .RAW KNIT

GLOVES OF CRESLAN® ACRYLIC IN
WRIST AND MID-LENGTH.
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I A choice of sheer white squares embroidery
I trimmed or lavish with lace ... or colorfu l
I prints and embroidery.
from 50c to 2.00
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CARPETIHC — LINOLEUM
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| SEAMLESS POURED FLOORS
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Handkerchiers
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SUNNY BROOK 013TIIURV CO.. CINCINKATI . OHIO. BUNDtO WHISKEY

SPUtllS-.

FOR THOSE WHO PREFE R KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-THERE IS ANOTHER GREAT SUNNY BROOKThe mature and mellow whiskey, 86 proof, In the familiar aquara bottle, famous __ lr.ee 1891.
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Charter Commission
Performing Top Job
MEMBERS OF THE Winonl City Charter Commission are to be congratulated
for the quality of their studies that led to
last week's decision to fashion a. new home
rule charter;
Nor do we exclude those who voted
against the majority, for all members labored Ipng and untiringly. None, we are
convinced , formed his own opinion as
4 spur of the moment conclusion. It was
wisely noted by the chairman that the
thinking of all commissioners will be needed and useful as the new charter is put
together and made ready for the consideration of voters.
Much of the credit for the commission's
high-caliber performance can rightfully be
given to judges of the 3rd Judicial District
and, in particular, to Judge Arnold Hatfield. Because of his careful scrutiny, the
city was assured that the commission
membership was not loaded with the partisans of any single viewpoint.
FROM THE TIME of . its. organizational

meeting the commission has been singularly fortunate in having a painstakingly impartial and conscientious chairman at its
head. Others might have done equally well
but the plain fact is that Chairman
Norman Indall has done—ani is doing—
a superb job.
A -valuable, much needed task is being
performed for the city by this commission.

Since 1889r\Vinona has operated under
a charter that has served well in some
ways and poorly in others, today bur s is
the only Minnesota city of the second class
that retains a special legislative charter.
Commission studies- have pretty well ' j ustified the misgivings of those who have
fel t the old charter is inadequate and
should be changed to allow city government to work more efficiently.
It has been correctly said that government is no better than the personnel who
make it operate. What is happening, however, Is not quite so simply dismissed The
phrase fails well short of meeting the problem of what's needed.
WHAT IS HAPPENING iI that Ihs vol-

ume and scope of city governmental work
has outgrown the/ capacity of existing machinery to handle it. There are plenty of
capable persons in city government now
but neither they nor anyone else can make
the machine do more than it was designed
to do. The yvorld's best driver couldn't
begin to compete in the Indianapolis
Speedway race with nothing more than a
Stanley Steamer.
Each year the city must go to the state
legislature for this or that bit of patchwork
change in the charter. Sometimes it is for
trifles such as authority to decrease the
time police must hold unclaimed bicycles.
Another time it might be for a major erriergencj. need — a sobering prospect wieri
you recall the. legislature meets for 120
days in odd years, not at all in even years.
Winona city government has becom e a
sprawling, uncoordinated tangle of separate (sometimes competing) jurisdictions.
The one who suffers most from this efficiency-defying confusion is the individual
taxpayer who gets far less mileage from
his tax dollars than he should.
WE COMMEND the commisiion'i further studies and its eventual product to
the careful attention of Winonans. The city
at last will have a solid chance to order
its affairs and give its elected and appointed officials the opportunity to do their unhampered best.

Try and Stop Me
\

By BENNETT CERP

Judging hy an old, dog-eared copy of
"Hill's Manual of Social Forms , " published in 1870, fond fathers of that day must
have been called upon from time to time
to give the exit cue to unwanted suitors
for their daughters ' hands. Here 's the note
suggested by Mr Hill for painful occasions
of this kind: "I am compelled to inform
you that , though my daughter has treated
you with much friendliness , she will be unable to continue with you a love acquaintance, owing to a prior engagement with
a gentleman of worth and respectability,
which contract she has no occasion t o regret. "
Oswald , show the gentleman his hat
and gloves!
But that on (he good ground are they, which
In an honest and good heart , having heard the
word, keep It. and bring forth fruit with patience .—Luke 8:15 ,
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'I KEEP THINKING ABOUT WHAT I WANT IN 1968!'

WORLD TODAY

Kfvers HoWs
Key to Sp ending

Smyiie Thinks
LBJ W6ri t Run

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press Newi Analyst
WASHINGTON VPt — This i_ one oi those
strange momenta in American political history,
a kind of bewildered searching, and maybe
wishing.
Events of the past few days illustrate it.
One was out in Colorado where Idaho's Gov.
Robert E. Smyiie milled around at the Republican governors ' conference, making a prediction about President Johnson.
Smyiie could hardly have been smiling, since
he was defeated in Idaho's Aug. 2 primary election, but he predicted Johnson would not be a
candidate for re-election in 1968.
He thinks Johnson's health and what he
called the "mood of discontent" In the country
may persuade the President not to try for a
second term;
. '
Smyiie could be right. For a man who has
been soaked, bathed and massiaged in politics, Johnson for many months has seen his
popularity in the public opinion polls going
steadily down without doing much to offset it.

BUT Till: Republicans are in no enviable
position themselves and Smylie 's prediction
about Johnson may be no more than a wistful
wish that Johnson, the most adroit, nimble, and
powerful obstacle on the Republican road to
the presidency, would please step aside by the
time of the next election.
The Colorado conference of the Republican
Governors Association which Smyiie attended
was hardly more than a lot of polite palaver,
a kind of board of inspection, where the Republicans looked one another over to see who
might be a good presidential prospect.
New stories out of the conference told how
Michigan 's Gov . George Romney "thundered."
While Romney still insists he hasn't decided
about running in 1968, he certainly acts like a
man trying to line: up support.
BUT THIS thundering — which some may
Interpret later as dogmatic -^ manner may
turn into one of his severest handicaps, particularly if he does not produce more ideas
than he has so far ,
On the other hand, California 's conservative
Gov.-elect Ronald Reagan, according to the news
stories from Colorado, was a far easier figure
to listen to, not any more original than Romney, but relaxed , and so far without any presidential pretensions.
In short, at this moment in their history
there is not a Republican in sight who Republicans could say is their boy for two years from
now.
But, while all this was going on in Colorado,
something else was happening in Wisconsin
where Ray C. Bliss , the chairman of the Republican National Committee, didn't sound top
cheerful.- ' - .: . ' ;¦; /
THERE HE WAS telling the GOP that while
there is little room among Democrats for new
ideas, with the party faithful standing in line
for room at the top, the Republican party has
been eroding at the bottom for years, finding
it ever more difficult to discover people willing to run for office.
Among Republicans, he said, there is a
shortage of "qualified candidates," campaign
managers, political researchers, public relations experts and professional fund raisers.
When the facts are all known Bliss may
prove to have been one : of the main reasons
the Republicans did as well as they did in
1966 — not because of any issues , but because
he worked hard in getting out -votes.
The Democrats had nothing to match him.
Both parties look rocky now.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Aqo.' . . .- ,1956

Mrs; Dora Ogrosky, Stockton , left for Arlington , Va., to spend Christmas with her son Harold and family.
James R. Fischer, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. J.
Fischer , junior in electrical engineering at Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa, was initiated into
Eta Kappa Nu , national electrical engineering
honorary fraternity.

Twenty-Five Years Ago/ .

. . 1941

Dr. J. D. Millen , dean of Winona County
dentists, was honored by members of the Winona County Dental Society . He has been in
the dental profession 60 years.
W. M. Bright was elected and installed as
chairman of the Winona Cine-Camera Club.
The name Winona Cine-Camera club was officiall y adopted and constitution and by-laws
were presented and adopted.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1916

II . Choate , pioneer drygoofis merchant of
Winona , observed the 55th anniversary of his
entry into business here. His employes presented him with 55 roses.
Conductor Fred Morgan and daughter , Gertrude , left for Los Angeles where they will
spend the winter.

Seventy-Five Years Aqo ... 1891

Prof , Gile , principal of the high school, received a letter from Winona 's old superintendent of schools . Prof. Knepper , Santa Barbara,
Calif . He stated that the schools there were
in a very good condition and he was well
satisfied with his position.
M. J. Carpenter , formerly in charge af the
accounts at the North Western shops, and for
some time past vice president of the Duluth
and Iron Range Railway, has been chosen
president of that road.

One Hundred Yea rs Ago . . . 1866
Two new warehouses are under process °'
erection on the lower levee. One is being built
by Culbertson & Mathews for A , L. Evans.
The other is being built by Mr. Born for William Quambush, a newcomer from St. Louis.
Quambush has arranged his building so that
it can be turned into a packing house as he expects to pack pork , should prices warrant it.
¦

Americans ' per capita consumption of
beef last year was 99.3 pounds , which
proves one thing: We 're big: spenders.
¦
Scientist. , have discovered lhat comic
rubble Is orbiting Ihe earth. Those Htterbugs do get annual.

WASHINGTON CALLING

By MARQUIS CHILDS
WASHINGTON — Of all the characters in the cast that
will determine whether the United States Is to spend . $30
billion to $40 billion on an anti-ballastic missile system none
is more flamboyant — or unpredictable -^ than Rep. L, Mendel Rivers. The South Carolinian with the dramatic mane
of silver hair and a manner to go with it is chairman of the
House Armed Services CommitteeHe might have come out
of one of William Faulkner's
novels of the Snopeses, tjie
poor boy rising to power and
position in the remnants of
Lowering Speed Limit
the aristocratic South; SenNot The, Solntion
iority gave him his chairmanTo the Editor:
ship and he exercises bis
In my humble opinion, lowpower with the imperial
touch. As for Secretary of De- ering the speed on our federal
fense Robert S. McNamara, highway through town is not
when he conies to Capitol the solution to our problem;
Hill to testify the chairman Our local people continue to
looks on him frowningly as cross Clark's Lane without
an emissary from a hostile waiting. Of course, this could
happen to me tomorrow if
power.
I got absent minded.
lanning
the
kind
Rivers is p
I know for a fact that at
of mission to Puerto Rico
least
six of those accidents
He
January.
he
led
fast
that
by people over
caused
were
orders an Air Force plane —
using Air Force planes to 65. TBecause the problem has
commute to Charleston aJid touched my life at least twice
wherever the whim directs with relatives, I am all for
him he considers his preroga- people over 65 taking a drivtive— that will take a num- ers test every two years. Are
ber of committee members you aware of the fact some
to Ramey Air Force base drivers can't even see or
near San Juan. There in hear? I tried so hard to get
early January they will plot a resolution through in my
the strategy to give McNama- own political party but I was
ra his comeuppance.
turned down.
My friends say, "Well, you
THE REPUBLICANS with are going to be 65 some
their victory of 47 seats in the day." So what? If ' can't
i
House will carry far more pass
a drivers test I have
weight in the committee than no business taking my ¦ > life
they did in the 89th Congress.
If they decide to make the and all the other drivers'
"ahti - ballistic missile gap" lives in my middle • aged
a political issue it would be hands! I am sorry to tell
surprising not to find Chair- you my sympathy i s . with
man Rivers giving them tacit the people passing through
and perhaps open support. He town. What a shock to their
Ted the committee last year in people hundreds of miles
adding nearly $1 billion to the away. .
defense appropriation that
Mrs, G. M. Grabow
McNamara insisted the De1336 Parkview
fense Department did rot
need or want.
Committee members, most Rivers committee threw into
of them on the conservative the last budget was $167,900,for Nike above and beside, are singularly suscepti- 000
ble to the pressures of big yond McNamara's request.
It has been said on apparcontractors who are part of
what President Eisenhower ently good authority that the
called in his farewell address United States hag undertakthe military - industrial com- en at the highest level to asplex. In his zeal to keep the sure the Soviets on the score
shipyards of his native state of the anti-ballistic missile. If
in operation Rivers has had you don't build it, we won't.
a running battle with McNa- That has been the tenor of
.
mara for approval of two these assurances.
nuclear - powered frigates.
BUT IN THE opinion of the
The frigates are still an an- most - Seasoned Kremlinoloeye
gry gleam in Rivers'
.
gists this has not prevailed
Understandably in view of against a deep and growing
the enormous complexity of undercurrent of fear. Marthe decision on the ahti- shall D. Shulman of Harballastic missile, members of vard?s Fletcher School of l»aw
the committee with the best and Diplomacy and an assowill in the world are likely ciate of the Russian Research
to be swayed by emotions. Center there, wrote recently
The whole matter is shrouded in the Washington Post after
in secrecy. The National In- a stay in the Soviet Union
telligence Estimate, reveal- that almost everyone he talking what the Soviets have ed to believed the Johnson
done to place anti-ballastic Administration was on a
missiles, is a top-secret docu- course of conquest. They simment for the eyes of a half- ply did not credit the Presidozen policymakers.
dent with sincerity in his exTHE STORY, so far as It pressed desire to improve reis known, is as follows: About lations with the Communist
five and a half years ago the world
McNamara has always been
Russians began to build the
sites for anti-ballistic mis- confident that the United
siles around their principal States with its fabulous procities. After somewhat more ductive system coufd afford
than a year the operation was whatever the nation's defense
suspended. The reason for the needs might be. He cannot
suspension is conjecture — escape seeing now , however,
the possibility that they were that the cost of the Vietnam
devising more sophisticated War is cutting deeply into
devices for destroying incom- programs for domestic reing missiles at a much great- form. And if on top of this
er height and at a distance of $5 billion or so a year is addseveral hundred miles from ed for a Nike X system of
the target. Then a year ago questionable value the cuts
they began to build a more will be even deeper.
extensive system .
'SIN' .
McNamara will say onfy
COVINGTON, Ky. -B-Mrs.
that despite rumors that the
Soviet system is potentially A. T. Dinwiddie% asked her
Sunday school class what
more effective than any official is ready to acknowledge "you must do before you obhe considers the National In- tain forgiveness of sin."
There was a pause. Finally
telligence Estimate valid . On
this basis he reaffirms his one fi-year-old timidly held up
1964 statement that there is his hand and said: "Sin, "
¦
no break in the stalemate
foreseeable into the '70s, If ROOM 128
LOUISVILLE, Ky. _ i. -Don't
either of the two scorpions
should try a first-strike knock- expect to get Room m at a
out the result would be death
motel. Probably it's being refor both.
served for Paul Sparks , assistant superintendent of LouisAT BUDGET time in recent ville schools,
years the pressure in the
This summer Sparks took
Pentagon has built up for a
his
family on a vacation , stopgo-ahead on the anti-ballistic
missile — first It WBF the ping first at Baltimore , where
Nike Zeus, later the Nike X. Room 121) was assigned to
McNamara has agreed to them.
They got the same room
about a half-billion dollars a
year for advanced research number at Danvers , Mass.;
on a system its proponents Quebec, Canada, and New
believe to be more sophisticat- York.
ed than that of the Soviets,
This adds up to an investment of several billions , stopping short of actual production. One of the extras the
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Convicted Profiteers
Free^ in Wav/ Case

By DREW PEARSON.
a«4 JACp ANDERSONI
WASHINGTON - T h e
wheels of justice turn slowly,
but they do turn if sufficiently prodded by the press.
Almost two years ago —
Jan. 16, 1965 to be exact —
this column revealed that the
Navy had sold 48 landing gear
struts for only $11,700 but
bought back the same struts
three months later for $230,000. .
"The m i d d 1 e m e n who
bought the struts from the
Navy, and sold them back to
the Navy , made a profit of¦' _, 900 percent in only three
months time," the column reported.
7
The column gave detail s as
to how the struts: were purchased from the Navy by the
Variety Cushion Company of
Los Angeles, sold to the H
and H Aircraft Company of
Concord, Calif ., for $60 ,000,
then sold to California Iron
and Metal of Oakland for
$198,000, which sold them back
to the Navy for $230,000.
IN OCTOBER , three of the
Individuals who parlayed this
tremendous 1,900 p e r c e' nt
profit were convicted, They
Vvere David Henderson ol the
H and H Aircraft Sales Company, Alameda; Martin Hewus of the Variety Cushion
Company, El Monte, and
Merle C. Larson of Concord ,
all in California . Each was
convicted on one count of conspiring to make false claimto the government. Ih addition, Larson was found guilty
of making a false statement
to the government. Each
count carries a possible penalty of five years imprisonment.
At the time of sentencing,
however . Judge William Sweigert of the U.S. District Court
for Northern California made
an amazing reversal. He ruled that the verdict reached
by the jury was "not sustain.
able ' ' on the basis of Ihe evidence presented, and he acqu itted the three men.
THE NAVY was slow to act
on our report that it sold the
struts at the precise time the
naval supply center in Oakland got a request from the
Japanese government for the
same struts to be used on
American-supplied P-2Y patrol
bombers.
For some strange reason,
the Japanese requisition was
held at the Oakland supply
center for nearly three months,
Meanwhile , the Navy In Seattle had the struts which the
Japanese wanted, but sold
them, for only $11 ,700 to « priTHE WIZARD OF ID

vate middleman.
The accused dealers have
been convicted, then freed.
But no action has been taken
against the Navy gold-braid
who mishandled the deal in
the first place.
The Selective Service system today operates not unlike
Russian roulette. As a young
man stands on the threshold of his future, Uncle Sam
hands him a revolver. Five
chambers are marked "deferred;" the sixth is loaded
with, a draft call. He spins the
cylinder and t a k e s his
chances.

THE uncertainties and Inequities in our conscription
methods are creating a generation of draft dogiers. A refugee community is grouping
up in Canada of young Americans who have jumpedthe border to escape the draft. The
threat of military service
has scared thousands of others into premature marriages,
unscheduled schooling and
unwanted jobs.
A troubled President Johnson last year appointed a
presidential commission on
Selective Service, which has
spent many hours studying
proposals to change or replace the present draft system.
Universal military training
has been discussed; a lottery
system has been debated. Fa-

vorable attention has been
given to the idea of a national
service corps, which would
conscript all young men either for militauy service or welfare work.
Commission members are
privately skeptical) however,
over the usefulness of 18- and
19-year-old social workers.
They also fear that a universal draft would give the federal government too much
power over individuals.
THE MAJORITY also seem
to feel that universal military
training would be too costly
and chaotic, that a lottery
would be less fair than the
present , deferment system.
It looks as if the presidential commission, when it files
its recommendations
early
next year, simply will advocate reforming the present
draft law.
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin has told western, visitors
frankly that the Chinese Communists are the only ones who
can profit from the Vietnam
war. In the nuclear age,
small wars must be stopped
before they explode into a devastating world war , Kosygin
says.
THE Hungarians. French ,
Canadians and others have
renewed efforts to persuade
the Hanoi government to come
to the truce table.
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'"It's the same thing every Christmas . . . all the
tilings I buy the earliest always look the most lastminute. "

By Parker and Hart
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YMCA ITTNESS BRIEFS •
By Xx -ANK MALY

Vietnam Plans
Changes in
Armed Forces

npHAT one ounce of fat contains 2V«
A tales as inany calories as an ounce
of protein or an ounce of carbohydrates
is not generally appreciated. If you cut [ SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP)
— Under American prodding,
out as much fat from your intake as
Siuth Vietnam finally is underpossible, you will still get enough for
taking a program to improve
your bodily needs. Almost every food
leadershipin its armed forces.
you eat contains some fat content. CutThe action comes nearly six
ting back on dairy fats, cutting off all the
years after the United States
fat possible on nfeat, and cutting down on
embarked on a major advisory
consumption of pastries will accomplish
| Maty
I effort here.
I good results.
1
If you exercise consistently and control your diet, [ For the first time, the VietI your weight will diminish gradually. Diet is the all im- [ namese command has installed
. portaiit factor.

WASHINGTON (AP) - In
careful language the Supreme
Court has sanctioned limited
government use of informers
and undercover agents to combat crime.
That, in sum, is the essence of
the court's actions Monday in
upholding the convictions of
Teamsters Union President
James R. Hoffa, former union
lawyer Z.T. Osborn Jr., and
Duke Lee Lewis, a small-time &'_W_ ttWM««____-*_WJJ «^
narcotics peddler.
But the justices moved cau1 and, in the third decision, controlling opinion In the Hoffa
tiously as they endorsed, ih spe- to
out that
cial circumstances, government Lewis' narcotics conviction was case, took pains to point Edward
affirmed
8
to
1
informer
.
government
gambits that some of them
rady /Partin, a fellow Teamfound displeasing.
The right of privacy, even sters official did not enter Hofagainst government intrusion, is
Hoffa, Osborn and Lewis of protected by the prohibition the fa's hotel suite "by force or by
Boston all claimed they had Fourth Amendment to the US. stealth."
Partin reported back to the
been tricked by the govern- Constitution
on "unreason- government that Hoffa was
ment : Hoffa by a paid Justice able searchesputs
seizures."
trying to bribe members of a
Department informer recruited However, theand
high
has federal jury trying him in Nashfrom union r a n k s , Osborn taken varying views oncourt
whether ville, Tenn., on a conspiracy
t hr ong h a . tape recorder it is an insurmountable
>
strapped to the back of a man against government action. bar charge.
he thought was working for him Monday the court found in the Hoffa, said Stewart, "was not
and Lewis by a federal agent circumstances of the three relying on the , security of the
posing as a marijuana custom- cases before it sufficient reason hotel room; he was relying upon
his misplaced confidence mat
er. . "
to tip the scales favor what Partin would not reveal his
But their claims did not cause Chief Justice inEarl of
Warren
the court to reverse their con- called "official deception in or- wrongdoing." ¦•'
' : . ' 7
victions. Hoffa's eight-year pris- der to gather evidence for crimon sentence for jury tampering inal prosecutions/'
Tlie Mason and Dixon line
was affirmed 6 to 1, Osborn's
actually extends no further
bribery conviction was upheld 8 Justice Potter Stewart, In the west than Pennsylvania.

;;:

a promotion system based on
merit rather than political preferment.
Some facets of the program
are meeting resistance, sources
said. Controversyswirls chiefly
around measures designed to
eliminate deadwood from the
Vietnamese officer corps.
Many U.S; military men long
have complained privately of
inadequate leadership in the
South Vietnamese army.
These A m e r i c a n s have
changed that substandard field
leadership has been responsible
for lack of aggressiveness and
initiative, and ineffectiveness of
many Vietnamese units.
Gen. William C.7 Westmoreland, the top V.S. commander in
Vietnam, became alarmed last
spring at what sources said was

a deterioration in already questionble Vietnamese leadership,
particularly in the Third Corps
billion a year badness. Inencompassing ii provinces and Indian Head Meeting $1
dian Head Country's share ia exSaigon. .
At Telernark Jan. 25 pected to exceed $300 million
He drew up a formal note to
next year.
'• ¦
the Vietnamese command ex- E A U C L A I R E , Wis. —
¦
.:
pressing his concern. The West- Wisconsin Indian Head Counmoreland memo started ma- try will hold Its winter quar- Scheldahl to Build
chinery that now is producing
terly meeting at the ski resort Balloons for NATO
reforms.
at Mount Telernark Jan. 25. NORTHF_ELD, Minn. (AP) Free skiing will provide enter- The G. T. Scheldahl Co. anRusk Stops for
tainment. :
nounced it has received a $263,New Delhi Talks
At a dinner at 5 p.m., the 000 contract to supply four balNEW DELHI, India (A T ) - 13.7 travel and vacation guides loons and two antenna systems
to be used by NATO for longU.S. Secretary of State Dean will be introduced.
Rusk stopped in New Delhi Trempealeau County became range communications with subMonday for a 40-minute meet- the 17th northwestern Wisconsin merged submarines.
Prime contractor for the coming at the airport with Foreign county to join the group.
Minister M.C. Chagla. Neither The state Department of Re- munications system.is Continenwould tell newsmen what Was source Development says that tal Electronics Systems, Inc.*
tourism in Wisconsin now is a Dallas, Tex.
discussed.
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of 10 .V million cars and bracks
in 1967.
But the chairman of the nation's biggest auto firm added:
"Economic developments in
1967 will be importantly Influenced by the magnitude of
the resources required for Vietnam and the nature and extent
of government actions in the
areas of monetary and fiscal
¦
DETROIT wi. . ' — The na- policy.' '
tion's auto industry may be If Dormer's prediction holds
1967 would rank third in
heading for one of its best years true,
total vehicles sold.
in history in 1967, Frederic G.
Donner, chairman of General The GM chief said motor veMotors Corp., said Monday.
hicle — cars,-trucks, buses, etc.
In a yearend statement on the — sales this year will total
U.S. economic outlook, Donner about 10.6 million units, second
predicted that total retail sales only to the record volume of
of motor vehicles "could well more than 10.8 million In 1965.
exceed our long-term" estimate The 1967 model cars went on

Donner Sees
Good Year for
Aulo Industry

By Afcx Kotzky
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New Book Irks
Kennedy Family,
Chicagoans Told

chiatrist.'' Manchester was seamong the 200,000 adolescent
girls attending the city's public
lected by the Kennedys to write
schools last year. The figure,
the book. .
they said, represented an inThe Daily News story said;
crease of 20 per cent over the
"Tlie
manuscript is understood
previous year.
to
contain
hitherto unpublished
Under current procedures,
pregnant pupils are suspended
material involving President
from classes, but permitted to
Joimson and the Kennedys.
return to a different school after CHICAGO (AP) - A book
(AP)
YORK
These details are likely to inThe
city
NEW
the child's 'birth. Each could
school system, proposing a enter approved shelters during commissioned by the family of crease existing tension between
John F. Kennedy to describe the Mr. Johnson and the Kennedy
record billion-dollarbudget, has her pregnancy.
aftermath of his assassination
' • '¦'
-/ ¦ ¦/¦ ¦
.
requested $300,000 to pro-vide
has aroused their anger, the clan."
Tlie book is to be published by
pregnant teen-age pupils "with
Chicaga Daily News says.
Harper & Row and serialized in
instruction in child care while Military Academy
The family "is engaged in a four installments in Look magacontinuing their education.
Honors King Simeon strange
and bitter struggle to zine starting Jan. 10.
The program, which calls for
delete"Mrs.
Kennedy's recol,
(AP)
WAYNE
Pa.
Not
evtwo new special teaching facillections from "The Death of a
ities, was included in a $1.09- ery alumnus returning to Valley President''
written by William New York Getting
a
billion school budget for 1967 Forge Military Academy
¦ butgets
Manchester
according to Peter
,
parade
in
his
honor
then
—
submitted Sunday night by SuLisagor, Daily News Washing- More Police Cars
not
every
alumnus
is
a
member
perintendentof Schools Bernard
ton bureau chief.
NEW YORK (AP)—Police
E. Donovan. The centers would of royalty.
King
Simeon
II,
the
exiled
Lisagor
quoted
person
one
Commissioner
Howard R. Leary
take in about 400 mothers-to-i?
monarch of Bulgaria, dropped who had read the manuscript as says 425 hew radio cars will go
each year.
in at his alma mater Sunday saying, "Jackie now regrets into service within two weeks,
School officials said there and the lads turned out for a having poured out her soul to bringing tbe city's patrol vehiwere 1,876 known pregnancies I regimental parade in his honor. Manchester as if he were a psy- cles to 1,374.
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Highway Beauty
Plaque Stolen

sale late la September, and
Donner said that for October
and November"tie annual rate
of sales is above the normal
trend estimate for 1967 and is MONTEREY, Calif. (AP) strong evidence that the indus- A bronze plaque Mrs. Lyndon B.
try's 1967 line of cars and trucks Johnson dedicated to scenic
have been well received. "
highway beauty last September
is missing from Its chiseled bed
in
a granite rock at the edge of
Killed
Owner
Motel
state Highway 1 about 18 miles
Vyheii Jack Slips
south of Monterey, near Big
WALKER, Minii. (* - David Sur. '77 :
Mansevage, -43, owner of the Monterey County sheriff's
Holiday Motel near here , was deputies noticed the disappearkilled Sunday
when a, jack slip- ance Sunday on a routine patrol.
ped as he : wor__ed under his The plaque, 18 by 24 inches,
designates Highway 1 as a naCcir.
Cjss County Coroner Dene tional scenic highway, It had
Taylor said Mansavage was been bolted to the rock along
the highway.
dead at the scene.
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SecondMedical
School Sought
In Minnesota

ST. PAUL (AP) - A governor's commission says it's essential that Minnesota start a
second medical school, but has
declined to suggest a location or
7
sponsor.
Instead, the 33-member Cwnmission on Health and Rehabilitation asked Monday that the
1967 Legislature appropriate
$500,000 to finance a study.
There have been two ittajbr
proposals for a new medical
school — by the Northern Association for Medical Education in
St . Paul and by the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester.
The University of Minnesota

has been generally opposed to
the St, Paul proposal and has
voiced concern that any new
school be connected in some
way with the university.
The university now has the
only medical school in the state.
It has proposed an eventual ex¦ pansion from its present 10Omember graduating class to 200,
and this was approved by the
governor's group.
The commission's resolution
asks that the $500,000 study include decisions on a site for a
new school, its financial support
and its relationships with existing institutions of higher learning.

Hole in Boy's
Heart Closed
ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) -^
Philippe Pichon, 8, Saint-Chamond, France, was released Monday from St. Marys Hospital
where he underwent heart surgery two weeks ago.
A Mayo Clinic spokesman said
Philippe probably could return
to France on Friday, after see^
ing Mayo doctors as an outpatient the next few days.
In open heart surgery Nov: 30
doctors closed a hole between
the pumping chambers 'of his
heart and also repaired a defective heart valve.
Philippe and his mother were
able to make the trip to this
world medical center through a
$10,000 fund raised by LeDauphine-Libere, a daily newspaper at
Grenoble, France

Fewer Hunters
Out at Ripley

CAMP RIPLEY, Minn. (AP)Below zero weather held down
the number of bow and arrow
deer hunters Visiting Camp Ripley over the weekend and the
bag was small.
. Six deer were taken by 512
hunters Saturday and Sunday.
Walt Petraborg, Brainerd, area
game biologist, said bowmen reported seeing more deer, how-<
ever.
Reservation hunting zones one
and two will be open next weekThe governor's commission end, last of the December archdid not recommend any specific ery deer season.
group to make the study- It was
suggested that an interim com- ed capacity of existing educamission of legislators, a com- tional facilities. ''
bination of legislators and
others, or some outside group A second school, the group
make the study.
concluded, "is essential to the
A House subcommittee headed future health and welfare of the
by Rep. Richard Fitzsimons of people of Minnesota."
Argyle has been studying the The commission was appointmedical school proposal and is ed by Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag.
expected to report soon after the Dean Robert Howard of the
1967 session opens.
university medical school said
The commission's resolution he has beard some discussion
said the projected need for phy- of proposals for installing presicians in Minnesota and nation- medical training at the univerally "far exceeds the anticipat- sity's Duluth campus.

DR. MAX L. DEBQLT

• Optometrists

THI__. AND M JUN STS.

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—The Clarence lebakken home
in Abrahams Coulee between
Galesville and Ettrick was badly damaged by fire Saturday
night.
Galesville firemen ans-wered
the alarm about 8 p.m. Et was
not determined whether the fire
was caused by an overheated
chimney or by wiring. The attic above the kitchen was burned. The front wall of the house
was chopped out so firemen
could reach the blaze. Much
damage was done by water.
The Lebakkens have insurance.

ST. PAUL (AP) - A court
challenge may be in store for a
State Board of Education requirement that commercial driver training schools hire only
licensed school teachers to train
teen-age drivers.
The board voted 3-2 Monday
to approve the regulation, effective next year. The vote
followed several hours of discussion.
The plan drew considerable the regulation. Gearhart arcriticism7 from representatives gued there was no need for a
of commercial driving schools at commercial instructor to have
a hearing last week.
the same training as a public
An attorney for a dozen Twin school teacher.
Cities area driving schools, Rog' In other action, the board aper Sax, said his group may chal- proved a request to the 1967 legislature to raise state school
lenge the regulation in court.
The regulation has ^"grand- aids to a point where they \. ill
father clause" which will cover pay for 50 per cent of local
all persons xow employed in school costs in an average discommercial schools. These in- trict.
structors will be allowed to The same figure had been recteach teen-agers through 1968 ommended earlier by the Debut then must obtain 12 quar- partment of Education. The deter-credits of college training in partment estimates the 50 per
cent aid program will cost $535
driver education.
New driving instructors hired million in the next two years, an
GET OUR KEEP-FULl SERVICE
after Jan. 1 next year must be increase of $127 million over the
certified teachers with the same present program.
requirements as those for public School aids are the largest single item in the state budget.
school driver programs.
The board also approved proThe regulation applies only to posals to require all territory in
teachers who provide driver the state to become part of a
training for youngsters in the 15- high school district by mid-1969,
to 18-year age group. Persons and for a new law governing
who instruct adults need no spe- private trade schools.
cial license from the state.
Under a 1965 law, the minimum age f!or licensed drivers
goes from 16 to 18 on Jan. I,
unless an applicant has completed an approved driver education
;
course.
: :
;
This change is expected to
produce a rush of applicants for
driver training, both in public
and cominercial schools.
' v .
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Under the new regulation,
commercial schools must have
their course offerings approved
by the state Department of Education.
D.G. Gearhart of St. Paul, a
member of the state board, predicted that public school teachers looking for a second job will
¦
wind up doing double duty for
' WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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"
moonlighting program for our
teachers like we've never seen,"
Gearhart said.
Gearhart and J. T. McDermott, Minneapolis, voted against
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Galesville Area Carlton Boy
Court Test
Over Driver Home Damaged To Stand Trial
As an Adult
Training Seen

ever, Assistant County Atty.
Leonard A. Wilson declined to
accept the certification pending
results of a psychiatric examination.
Wilson requested, and Judge
Overlie granted, a 9(May stay.
It was ordered that the youth
undergo psychiatricexamination
at University of Minnesota Hospitals,
-Minneapolis.
CARLTON, Minn. (AP) - Unless he's found to be insane, a The order of Judge Overlie
15-year-old boy accused in the meant that juvenile court jurisstabbing death of a girl school- diction of the case continues for
mate will, stand trial as an adult. 90 days. The judge emphasized
The youth is accused . in the that the boy's name will hot be
death of Kathleen Marie Bodie, released while the case is under
15, of Cloquet. The girl was juvenile court control.
found dead Nov. 17 on the stage If the boy is found to be sane,
of tbe Cloquet High School band he win go on trial in District
Court and a grand jury will be
room..; ¦. -7; .
At . a hearing Monday in ju- summoned to determine what
venile court here. Judge Ladean charges should be brought
Overlie certified the youth to against him. If found mentally
the county attorney's office for ill, the boy will be brought beprosecution as an adult. How- fore the Carlton County Probate

P HON *6850 • 36S1.

Court, of which Overlie also is
the Judge.
The motion for study of the
boy was made after written reports were presented by Alfred
J. Welberg, Duluth attorney
who is the youth's legal counsel.
It was reported that the youth
was taken into custody Nov. 23,
and has been undergoing psychiatric examination the past two
weeks. The examinations were
conducted by Dr. L. R. Cowan
Sr., while the boy has been in
custody at the juvenile wing in

the St. Louig County J ail in
Duluth.
Judge Overlie isld evidence
presented at Monday's hearing
indicated the youth is mentally
and emotionally disturbed.
Authorities said the Bodie girl
had beenstabbed about 20 times.
An autopsy showed she had not
been sexually molested.
The girl was slain after she
entered the school early in the
morning to practice on her flute
before classes. Her body was
nude, and her clothes were
found scattered about the stage.
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Senior High Groups
Set Program for
Goodfellows Concert
Winona Senior High School
Choir, Band, and Orchestra
groups will present their annual Goodfelk.ws Concert Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the High
School Auditorium.
The Concert Chw will present a group of six carols including the familiar "
Sing
Noel," and "Carol of The
Bells."
The Advanced Choir also will
sing six numbers, including
"Lo, How a Rose E'er Bloometh," and "I Wander as I Wonder.'' Tbey then will Join the
Concert Choir and audience to
sing the traditional "Silent
Night" Meryl Nichols is director of both, choirs.
Band presentation will include: "Procession and Interlude" by Miller; Allegro Giocoso," Brahms; "Themes" Tschiakowsky, and "Christmas Rhaphosdy," Long. Robert Andrus
is directorof the band.
The orchestra, undo1 the direction of Milton Davenport,

f

Athletic Club
Women Attend
Christmas Party

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Mt, Pleasant Pheasants 4-H
Club won the first place award
in the Wabasha County 4-H One
The Winona Athletic - Qui Act Play contest Dec. 10 to
Auxiliary held its meeting at Lake City Lincoln High School
the Athletic Club Hall Monday, Auditorium.:
with 100 members present.
"Where's That ReportCard?"
A Christmas party fallowed presented by the winners and
with an exchange of gifts, and "The Initiation, " presented by
singing of Christmas carols by the Hilltop Eotshots 4-H Club
the group. At the social hour were judged by Mrs. Carroll
prizes were won by the Mmes. Rabe, Boyd Olson and Robert
Lawrence Lubinski, Gert New- Libera, Lake City.
ell, Al Wiczek, John Lyons, Members of tbe cast of the
Prank Schultz, Clarence Chucl- winning play included: Kenneth
ha, Wflliam May, Mary Prond- Meyer, Vivian Pick, Carol
zLaski, William Walski, Stanley Freiheit, Carol Heise, Donald
Langowski, Ed Pahnke, Lucian Heise and Karen Palmer. CarGrupa, Vince Mrozek, Joseph ol Freiheit was chosen best
Roeek, E. W. Evans, Minnie actress, Donald Heise, bet acBambenek and Charles Kulas. tor and Carol Eeise received
honorable mention for their
will play four movements from work in the Mt. Pleasant PheasSymphony 12 by Mozart; and ants play.
"Pop Korn," and "Christmas Hilltop Hotshots 4-H cast
Overture," both by Davenport. members were Ronald HolmTickets are being sold by stadt, Jim Bremer, Larry
Swansea-,
band, orchestra and choir mem- Mancunian,Susan Pick, Lydia
Barbara
Pick,
bers and will also be sold at
Holmstadt, Rita Manthe door the night of the coo- Paulette
cert. All proceeds from the con- oilman,, Kenneth Gerken, Lois
cert will be given to the Good- Bremer and Valerie Breuer. Susan Fick and Ronald Holmstadt
fellows Fund.
were selected best actress and
actor and Barbara Fick was
given honorable mention for
their interpretations.
Barbara Fick and Steven
Geppert presented piano sobs
and a medley of Christmas
Carols. Nila Bremer gave a
vocal solo accompanied by Colette Augustine. The audience
joined the casts of both plays
in the singing ol "Silent Night"
to dose the evening program.

Optics by
PLYMOUTH

Aalnnund-tar, lather OoIJese,

Iowa, directs *>the
Lutheran Circle Mabel-Cantori High Decorah,
¦
, '¦ ' ' ¦: }
To Present Concert band. - . ' - . .' ¦; X '
Sets Schedule for
MABEL, Minn. (Special) - WSCS POTLUfCK
Mabel-Canton High School mu- ST. CHARLES, Mhm. <SpeChristmas Party sic
department will present a
Charles Itytbpdist

Young Dramatists
Take Top Place
Jn Wabasha County

The Sewing Circle of St Martin's Church will have a Christines party at 7:30 p.m; Wednesday in the school auditorium.
A musical program has been
arranged winch includes numbers by the Sweet Adelines. A
movie, "A Miracle in Teyland,"
also will be ihowh.
tn charge of arrangements
are Mrs. Arthur Dorn and Miss
Luella Ledebuhr assisted by the
Mmes. George Acheff and William Richman, Lewis Prigge,
and Lestern Khotbe.
There will be an exchange of
gifts and an offering for the
Lutheran Children's Friend Society and Bethesda Lutheran
Home will b« taken.
¦

concert at 8 p.m. Thursday io
the school auditoriumMusicial groupstakiaigpart in
the program are: Girls Glee
dub; Mixed Chorus and High
School Band Vocal groups are
directed oy Jay Robinson, Mel
ZRuehmann, assisted by John

CHRISTMAS DREAMS
ARE MADE OF TlttSi

¦•' ¦
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Mrs Jennie Welch
Marks 94th Year

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Jennie Welch was guest
of honor Sunday at a family dinner at the home of her granddaughter, Mrs. Glenn St. MaMISS BARBARA KAY HARRIS' engagement to
ry, Caledonia. The occasion was
Richard K. Saxlund is announced by her parents,
the celebration of her 94th
brithday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harris, 773 W, 5th St Her
Born Jennie Allen on Nov.
fiance's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Gratten Saxlund,
28,
1872, in Bedfordshire, EngLisbon, N7D. Miss Harris is a graduate of
land, to John and Susan Allen,
Winona State College and Mr. Saxlund gradMrs. Welch came, with her
uated from Mayville State CoUege, Mayville, N.D.
pajents, at 4V_ years of age, to
Both are on tire faculty at I>eRoy-0_trander (Minn.)
settle near Hesper, Iowa.
26 wedding is
In 1893, she was married to
Hi^» School. A December
planned.
David Welch who died in 1939.
For many years she has made
Economists Expect her home with her daughter,
Mrs. Oscar (Evelyn) Olson,
Increase in 1967
Caledonia. She has a son Myron, Mabel, Minn.; 35 greatFood Prices
grandchildren and six greatEconomists at the 1 U.S. De- great-grandchildren.
{Editor's Note : This is the partment of Agriculture report A sister, Mrs. Fred Johnson,
Arcadia High Music
lost in the series of orticlea . that the cost of food, like the 82, Boulder, Colo., and a brothStudents to Give
on cancer by the Winona cost of most other things, will er, Tom Aliens 95, Hesper, are
survivingmembers of her 'iamUnit c/ the Amer ican Cancer continue to edge
Christmas- Concert
upward in uy. ¦ ••
Society.)
•
. :. '
ARCADIA Wis. (Special) 1967. The increase is not ex- Friends
of Mrs. Welch were
^
The high school
music departpected to match the price in- guests Monday at the St. Mary
*™ ment will present
its Christ- Knowledge is power. It can creases of 1-66.
home. A grandson, Reginald
mas concert at 2:30 p.m. Sun- be the power to save lives, inOlson, Mankato, Minn., and his
Reduced
beef
supplies
will
cluding
one'
s
own.
With
a
hopeday in
high school auditor¦¦¦ the
wife
out of town guests
•
¦
ful but realistically aware at- more than likely mean higher were and
ium, - .
.
present.
c The concert will feature the titude towards cancer, individ- beef prices
, particularly after
: u.
« mixed chorus,
girl's triple trio, uals form the hatbit of annual midyear. Dairy prices probably
»
Leo Thompsons Note
girl's glee club and senior cofw xOTpletefTphy-i-2a~d-5Cktfps,
learn the warning signals and will increase further and con- Si Ive r Annive rsa ry
cert band.
The mixed chorus will sing seek medical advice if a signal sumers can expect another rise
in the price' of cereal and bak- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
such selections as "It Came appears.
Upon a Midnight dear,""Car- It is through the combined ery products. Pat and oils, too, Tlie 25th wedding anniversary
ol of the Sheep Bells," and efforts of volunteers that the may cost more; potato prices of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Thorny
"Sleigh Ride"; the triple trio, unit serves the community.
should remain about the same. son, Jo Coulee, was observed
"Carol of the Bells, and "6 The education chairman, Mrs. On the bright side for con- Sunday at First Lutheran
Church, North Beaver Creek
Holy -Night"; glee club, such
|
Breitenfeldt, makes sumers, the forecast is for gen- by more than 100 friends and
» songs as "Carol of the Shep- Chester
erous
supplies
pork,
poultry,
of
available more than 30 films
herds,"
Folk to any group interested in view- and eggs — meaning lower pric- relatives.
\ Song" and"A"LetQffistmas
It Snow"; and ing them, A vast amount of lit- es for these items. Citrus -. fruits,' The party was given by the
the senior concert band, "Na- erature is also available.
too, should be less expensive in couple's brothers and sisters.
An address was given by the
tional Emblem March," "Pique
1967.
Rev. K. M. Urberjg, and Mrs.
Dance," and "Flute Royale" Service to cancer patients
Urberg, accompanied by Mrs.
featuring soloist, Becky Fern- is a deep concern of the Society. Items in the loan closet memorial chairman. It is her Lawrence Jo r d a h L, Ettrick,
holz. .;
patients job to accept memorial gifts to sang. A reading was given by
Tha concert Is under the"'di- which are available for
rection pf Gerald Johnson and are such things as hospital the American Cancer Society. a niece, Mrs. Lloyd Everson,
a portable wheel Many individuals, organizations, Rockland, Ws. Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Gleason. The event is beds, bed rails,
open to the public. There will chair, a bed table, portable firms and other groups donate Lars Hoheim served as attendmemorials regularly to support ants to the couple,
be no admission charge.
corn-node, aluminum adjust- the American Cancer
Society Leo Thompson and the forvaporizer
and
able walker,
POTLUCK SUPPER
programs
of
research,
educa- mer Verna Martin were mardressings. This service chairried on Dec. . 25, 1941, in La
The Welcome Wagon Club man, Mrs.' James Baird, makes tion and service.
will have a potluck supper WedCrosse. They have no children.
Mr.
Robert
P.
Olson
is
headarrangements for
nesday at 7 p.m. at Lake all necessary
a ing the speakers bureau and is Since their marriage they have
any
of
the
items
to
getting
Park Lodge. Husbands are inavailable to speak to any group resided on the Thompson farm
cancer patient.
vited.
interested in learning more where Mr. Thompson has lived
MRS. KARL CONRAD Jr., is about the program.
most of his life.
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dal) — St
Church Woman's Society ' ol
Christian Service memberswill
hold a geneta! meeting and-pgtluck supper.Wednesday at76:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs* Earl
Wateoo. Mmes. Lloyd Heim
Larson are co-hostand Ben
¦¦
esses. ' :¦ '.
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An angel-yoked wait
length gown...a button front sleep coat
.. to wear separately
or as a glamorous
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Cancer Unit
Serves Through
Volunteer Help
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f Smartly Styled Eyeframes |
| for the Entire Family I
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How long sine* you flattered
yourself with more fashionable frames?

I
|
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Too long, perhaps?

|

Complete With
_ ^M
J ^k W Aluminum Temples
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BROKEN FRAMES REPLACED
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Complete With
Aluminum Temples
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) It's CluldrenVGi- t Time /
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Don't let outmoded frames detract from your appearancel Have the entire family's glasses refrained
at Plymouth, We have a style to make mother look
younger, a style to make daughter feel grown-up . . .
styles for father and son that feature an appealing
masculine look I Come in now I
I • WE ENGRAVE your name or initial on optical frames
for positive identification — If desired $1.00
$
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| $10.95 Single Vision Glasses
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IN WHITE, ROSE, GREY , SUNGLASS GREEN
BIFOCALS AND TRIFOCALS
ADDITIONAL IF DESIRED
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Fire Engln* Fast Service
AFFILIATE OF
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V/ords Is best prepared
to service your Airline ra«
<lk>, stereo, W-fl, phonograph or TV. Lef Wards
trained technicians restore
your set to peak performance. Complete stock of
replacement parts and
tubes. Service ii prompt*
dependable. At Wards
your satisfaction Is always
guaranteed. Uie Wards
convenient CHARG-a/f
plan. Call today:

jA
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{
*
IIi
I
j
I

8-4301
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MIRACLE MALL
Advertisement

: Turner's Cleaning
j Every Third
I Garment Free

J

I
J

[

That's right—until further notice every third garment will
f be drycleaned and pressed abi -olutc .y free of chnr&e. No gimmicks, just the best professional cleaning in town for cash saving-, to you. Either bring your
OPTICIANS
8 garments to our plant or call
Ground Floor —• Comer Third and Main
J? 750O for free pick-up and deliv7S W«it Third StnMf-Phone 4222
M ery. Send along those shirts for
i. fo 5 p.m. including Sst.— 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday g expert finishing. We also have
complete laundry and flatwork
"SAFE EYES SAVE LIVES"
|finishing with student discounts.
You'll like our work.
(
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Saoony Sue's own tight. . . . lenit of gentle
atrctch100J nylon yarn. Youll love the fit of
Surie Long Legs, for they're full fashioned
to hold their shape through countless washlngs. In Fall i most complete range of colors,
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SHOP EVERY NITE UNTIL 9:00
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Your Flowers Delivered
Any where In the World
With An Appropriate
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Flower* are an old and beloved
Christmas tradition. Select poinfriends.
settia, and other Yuletide favor-
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William Truaxes
Celebrate
Golden Wedding

Rollingstone Boy
Receives Science
Award at Cotter

Three Resign
From Public
Schools Staff

TEACHERS CITE

( Continued from Page 3)
parisons on teacher's starting
salaries and average family income _s really fair. After all,
IETTHICK, Wis. (Special) during this period the starting
ROLLINGSTONE, Minn. teacher of 1961 has receivRichard Nett, son of Mr, and
Mr. and Mrs. William Truax
ed annual increments. Wouldn't In what appeared to be an ' after conferees listened to a
Mrs. John Nett, Rollingstone,
Were honored Sunday on their
it be more fair to compare the unequal contest, the City Coun- long recitation of present dutiea
has won a Bausch & Lomb
SQth wedding anniversary by
teacher's starting salary in cil, Mayor R. X. Ellings and of the nursing department's sechonorary science award, accord¦¦
300 relatives and friends who
ing to the Rev. Paid E. Kel- Resignations of three mem- 1961 with the average income in six members of city health and retary. ' • ' . . : '.
toet in Fellowship Hall of Living
son, principal at Cotter High bers of the , Winona public that year and his salary on the planning departments struggled Pooled telephone arrangefifth step in 1965 with the: in- for 45 minutes Monday night ments, central switchboards and
School ;
Hope Lutheran Church.
schools staff were accepted come1 of that year?"
with a probThe
award
is
a
bronze
medal,
centralized City Hall secretarHosts for the occasion were
Monday night by the Board of Director - at - Large David lem of an up- I " . ' j/. .- . ¦ ¦ ial
which
provides
services cropped up in dis—.
the couple's five sons, Kenneth,
Wynne
wanted
to
know
if
the
Education which then acted to
recognition to
¦
coming secrecussions.
City
.
family
Wayne, Robert and Ronald, ail
income tarial vacansenior students
appoint replacements; to fill average Winona
figures mentioned by the teach' C
of Ettrick, and Richard, KenoAL2D. George . Garber finally
with high scholeach
of
the
vacancies
the
on
ers represented income after The problem Council proposed that -written descripsha, Wis.
¦
astic standings
"
staff.
taxes and Miller said they did,
Flowers and decorations used
tions of the jobs involved be
In science subThe resignations were receiv- He said other studies had in- won. No deon the anniversary table were
prepared
for council review. It
jects and an
cision
was
reached
and
further
ed from Mrs. Linda Byerly, dicated mcome increased somegifts of the couple's children
would
be
easier, he argued, to
aptitude and inaction
will
await
more
study,
first grade teacher at Washing- what greater than the 20,3 perand Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Runcome
to
an
agreement on the
terest l h a
all
participants
agreed
after
a
ton-Kosciusko School, to be ef- cent figure that had been used.
nestrand and Mrs. E. 0. Runhebasis
of
written
rather than
science career.
three-quarter-hour
verbal
wresFergufective
Dec.
21;
Gordon
¦trand, Mr. and Mrs. AJired
' ;¦ ¦
oral
statements
of
need, availLast summer
tle.
MILLER
SAID
that
the
prinson, area coordinator for the
Truax, brother and sister-in-law
ability of individuals and reRichard attendcipal item to be considered in
program
farm
management
adof the bridegroom, served as atPURPOSE of the advance
ed the Univerministered through the Winona scheduling for the next contract meeting, which began at 6:30 spective work loads.
tendants. Fred Truax, a grandRichard
sity of Oklayear
would
be
the
base
startAs Aid. Stoltman adjourned
Area Vocational - Technical
son, welcomed the guests. Solos
homa at Norman for eight School, effective Jan. 15, and ing salary and that "after p.m.., was to reshuffle secretar- the meeting, it appeared this
ial
assignments
in
connection
were sung by Howard TjOflat.
of an index philosoweeks under a National M r B. Claire p
suggestion would be followed.
——-i agreement
A niece, Mrs. Victor Folkedahl,
phy we don't have to haggle with the transfer of City Hous- Meanwhile, the expected secreScience Foundation grant. He
arranged the program.
ing
Administrator
Roy
Vose
and
over individual steps."
geometry, m a n , part- School
took projective
tarial transfer , scheduled for
me Kev. Harold Aasiana adlinear algebra and computer time English ¦ ¦ '¦•
Board President Lawrence City PlanningCoordinator H. E. Friday, is still in effect, at far
,
dressed the group. Songs and
programming.
Santelxnan observed) "When we Hippe to a separately staffed as could be determined- .
instructor, ef- D03 TQ
mSS MARY ANN SCHLESSER'S engagement
instrumental numbers were giv•
Cotter
he
is
As
a
senior
at
adopted, or used, ah index guide office. The two administrators
fective Jan. ~—-—¦
en by grandchildren of the couto John' J* Stirn, is announced by her mother, Mrs.
last year there was no commit- had requestedservices of a fulltaking physics and advanced 16. " : '. . . XX ' ¦ ¦': ' ¦ . ¦
ple accompanied by Mrs. Vivsecretary, to be transferAdolph Schlesser, Cochrane, \Vis. Miss Schlesser
mathematics.
Mrs. Fred Von Fischer, 567 ment at that time to the use of time
Bond Issue for
ien Pederson with Mrs. Folkethe index guide or to a future red from her present post in the
is employed at First National Bank, Winona. Her
was
appointed
to
Sunset
Dr.
,
dahl mistress of ceremonies.
the first grade position at Wash- change from last year's to a health departmient.
fiance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stirn, Alma,
School Loses
Mrs. Rose THegge made the
ington-Kosciusko and will be second or third year plan. Is How to apportion the work of
with
his
father.
A
Dec.
Wis. , is engaged in farming
anniversary cake which was
paid on the basis of an annual that how you recall the board the vacated position among At Crookston
31 wedding at St. Boniface Church, Waumandee,
served by Mrs. Donald Truax
action, too?"
present personned without adsalary
of $6,180. and Vicki Lynne Folkedahl
Wis.j Is. planned.
ditional hiring was the question CROOKSTON, Minn. (AP) Lowell
Hyatt,
who
has
been
Mler
referred
to
a
Daily
nieces of the couple. Mmes.^
an agriculture instructor at News account pf a salary meet- that played iceberg to the A school bond proposal lost out
Folkedahl, Marlin Wehrenberg, Town of Gale, and he, in the
Long Prairie, Minn., was hired ing last winter in which Wynne council's Titanic.
in an election here Monday, for
West Salem, Wis.; Misses Town of Ettrick. For many Methodist Singers
to replace Ferguson at a ^Salary was quoted as asking the teach- A proposal by Sanitary In- the second time ih two months.
Cheryl and Margaret Truax, yeiars they were engaged in Jo Carol Sunday
of $225 a week, and Mary Alice ers whether they would be sat- spector Ted Schima that a half- Proposed issue of $2,650,000 in
granddaughters; and members farming near Ettrick on the
Kerrigan, a graduate student at isfied if the board took an day receptionist be hired for bonds to. build a new senior high
In
St.
Charles
of Naomi Circle, Lutheran farm where Mr. Truax lived for
La Crosse State University, will initial step toward adoption of the vacant spot was almost school received 1,273 opposition
Church Women, assisted at the 72 years. In addition to farm(Spe- ST. PAUL (AP ) - Wesley teach the two English classes the index without the thought summarily dismissed. Aid. votes to only 583 in favor.
Minn.
ST.
CHARLES,
reception.
ing, Mr. Truax , has served as
— Members of StV Charles Tucker, 36, has been freed after at Winona Senior High School that such a philosophy would be James Stoltman, chairman of Voters also were asked
William Truax and Clara Run- substitute rural mail carrier cial)
of the school used in future wage action, the council health and welfare whether $325,000 in bonds should
Methodist Church will sing serving more than five years in for the remainder
nestrand were married Dec. 27, and as manager of the cucum- Christmas
year at. -'a salary of $1,441.
a specific commitment committee, proposed that some be issued for construction ot a
carols
throughout
the
prison for the death of another In another action Monday without
1916 at the First Lutheran ber station at Ettrick, a position St. Charles area Sunday.
for
the
three years mentioned of the work be assigned to the swimming pool in conjunction
man. He was improperly charg- night the board formally ap- by the teachers.
Church parsonage, Blair, Wis., he still holds. Mr. and Mrs.
the school. The vote was
public health nursing depart- with
junior
and
senior
choirs
ed, a judge ruled.
with the Rev. S. S. Urberg of- Truax are living in Ettrick The
proved the color schedule for
1,388.to
421 against the pool proficiating. Their attendants were since the sale of their farm. and the junior and senior Meth- Tucker pleaded guilty to man- the new Winona Area Vocation- THE ACCOUNT of that meet- ment secretary.
posal.
odist Youth Fellowship members slaughter in the death of Steph- al-Technical School.
ing stated that the teachers had SUPPORT for this idea came The- two issues would have
the late Cora Truax, sister of
at the church at 77 en Plumley, 27, of St. Paul, The color scheme for the in- said they thought the accept- from
the groom, and Alfred Runne- Young snails do not leave will meet
¦
Dr. W_ W. Haesly, health totaled $2,975,000. In October
whose body was found May 17, terior of the new- school now ance of the philosophy of index department head. He suggested voters rejected three - to - one
strand, brother of the bride.
their gelatinous egg mass until p.m. .. - ¦ -]
Following the caroling, sing- 1961, in northern Ramsey Coun- under construction on . Horner scheduling was the most im- work be divided among the two a proposed $3,720,000 bond issue
Mr. and Mrs. Truax both their shells have one or two
ers will meet at the church ty near Sucker Lake. He said Road had been submitted to di- portant matter at that time.
were born in 1890, she, in the whorls.
secretaries, with the depart- for the school and pool. In Monsocial rooms for games and the two had been trying out a rectors for their consideration a Miller said, however, that he, ment's laboratory
technician day's election, the school and
30-caliber pistol.
week ago by W-Smith;Architec- personally, would stand on the filling in on telephone and pool proposals were separate
lunch.
.& Engineering Services, philosophy of continuing with a stenographic duty in available and the total had been reduced.
Tucker, who served more than tural
second year
of the plan.
architects
for the project.
'
hours.
. ..
five years in Stillwater State
. . ¦ ¦
- A robin can fly up to 30
Prison, was ordered released by The first badminton club was The balalaika is a stringed This plan became clouded m.p.h.
Washington County District formed at Bath, England, in instrument popular with the
Judge William Johnson.
Russian people,
1873.
"¦ ' ¦ _ ¦ , " ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ . ¦
DENNIS THE MENACE
Tucker had been charged with
BEAR
GRIN
AND
IT
causing the death while commitOffice Open 8 to 5 Men. thru Frl., 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sat.
ting a misdemeanor — discharg- l--W»» "'^ '^_ _ »» *** ll— ' _-' l ¦ ¦¥ ¦—— Ml •
NISSWA, Minn. (AP) - Fire ing a gun in a game preserve.
caused an estimated $60,000 Johnson said such a charge
MORRIS BERGSRUD
smoke damage Monday night to would have been proper only if
7
Deputy Registrar Mlnntsota Vthiclai Dept.
a large quantity of mink hides the misdemeanor were commit«3 WEST SECOND ST.
and equipment at the Vernon ted against the victim.
' -'
'
'' ¦
'
¦ -•' '
" '
'' I • ' ' ' •'
' '"
mink ranch near
n
I Carkhuff
I
Ml i '
.
.
Ramsey County District Judge
Nisswa. .
Robert
V. Renscb freed Tucker
Carkhuff, who made the estiYou Deserve Good Service
mate, said he had been working Monday after Assistant County
in a ranch building cleaning Atty. Paul Lindholm told the
From Any Watch You Buy This Ghristmas!
hides and had gone to his home judge- that the facts in the case
Be Sure! Get Yours at Morgan'is
about 20O feet away when the are unchanged and the statute of
limitations prevents any new
fire
broke out.
:
F«i l Time Watchma kers for 100 Years!
charge.
Carkhuff said that when he reYou can choose from fully jeweled, guaranteed timepieces turned to the building and
•tarting at Ten Dollars arid Ninety-Five Cents at Morgan's. opened the door, he was blown, Ideas Save Millions
back by smoke and flame. Cause
the blaze was not known. For U.S. Government
*aamkwak
_ mmmaAk *of
J__ mm mma **wk%wmm J kmammkm mk %+a%m
Carkhuff valued the skins at WASHINGTON (AP) — The
about $50 ,000.
Civil Service Commission said
'
¦
¦ ' .'
today a record $123 million was
saved by cost-cutting suggesTopless Dancers
tions offered by federal employes in the year ended last
Face Charges
June 30.
JACKSONVILLE B E A C H , In a report to President JohnFla . (AP)—Two topless dancing son, Commission Chairman
girls have been bound over to John W. Macy Jr. said 140.779
were
Criminal Court on charges o f employe suggestions
indecent exposure. They are adopted during the period. He
OOMFEOERATEAiONey? WeU.THAltTHE KINO OF
Marian Bryant, 22, and Diann said employes received $4.2 mili
v
YNEV IWOULDN'T TAKEA MlUIOM 1XXURS FOR
get
a
good
audience
rating
you
might
"And if you
Marshall, 20, both dancers at lion in awards for their adopted
suggestions.
the Atlantic Beach Lounge.
break info the big-time, classroom closed-circuit TVI
YOU IN.*

45 Minutes - Secretafy;.
Problem Still Unsolved
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Man freed
After Serving
5-Year Term
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BEAT THE RUSH!
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hos pital
Visiting how*. Medical ara surgical
patients- 2 to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. INo
chlldrni under 12.)
Maternity patients: 2 to 1:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adulti only.)

MONDAY
• ¦. .' / ' . . . . ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Anton Mykowski , 767 E.
Front St.
Victoria Dalenberg, 1735 W.
Wabasha St.
Arthur Witt, Houston, Minn.
Sharon Koster, lewiston.
Mian.
Sirs. Linda Merchlewitz , 376
Harriet St.
DISCHARGES
Hay Feller, Winona Rt. 2.
Mrs. Albert Brunner and
baby, 101 E. Broadway.
Mrs. Stanley Smith, and
baby, Minnesota City.
Mrs. Stephen Granzyk, 621
W. Sanborn St.
Frederick Fischer, 176 Harvester Ave.
Mrs. Lois Edwards, St. Charles, Minn.
BIRTHS
—T, and Mrs. Albert Miller,
1252 Wincrest Dr., a son.
Mr', and Mrs. Leo Piechowski,
Fountain City, Wis., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bergman,
826 E. Sanborn St., a daughter.
The correct address of Stanislaus Mlynczak, admitted Friday is 169 Chatfield St.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Stone,""Blair,
a daughter Saturday at Black
River Community Hospital.
Mrs. Herbert Stone, Blair, and
Mrs. Beulali Small, _31aek River Falls are grandmothers.
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — Mr.
and Mrs. James Speck, Eau
Claire, a son, born Monday. Paternal graJidparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Speck, 324 3.
6th St., Winona. Maternal
grandmother is Mrs. Stanley
Rivers, 721 E. Wabasha St.
HOPKINS, Minn. _ Mr. and
Mrs. William Hostettler, a
daughter Dec. 12. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Hostettler, 382 Collegeview TODA-Y'S BIRTHDAY
Nancy Kay Jonsgaard, Lamoille, Minn.
.
¦' ' ¦ ' John Fitzgerald, 559 E. 2nd
- . .St. ; 3. '

Municipal Court
WINONA
Carrol p. Moger, 22, Lewiston, pleaded guilty in municipal
court today to a charge of
y. speeding 50 in a 30 zone Satur¦ day -at 1:14 p.m. on Gilmore
Avenue from Wilste Street to
Olmstead Street.
He was fined $50 on the
charge as it was his second
speeding offense within a fourweek period. Moger had pleaded not guilty to the charge
Monday morning but decided to
change his plea today.
Dismissal: James M. Yahnke,
18, 768 E. 5th St., on a charge
of driving without a driver license, Saturday at 9:40 p.m.
on Broadway at Olmstead
Street. He produced the license
this morning.
Forfeitures:
Glenn T. Riske . 21, Altura ,
$25, speeding 55 in a 40 zone,
Friday at 7:57 p.m. on Highway
61.
Carol B Thaldorf , 24, 616 W.
Bth St., $15 , failure to yield
right of way, Friday at 3:35
p.m.
Gene T. Cienrinskl, 18, 712
E. 3rd St., $30, careless driving
Monday at 8:20 p.m. on Orrin
Street at Highway 61.
Roger E. Przybylski , 20, 636
Lake St., $25, speeding 90 in a
55 zone on Highway 14 from
Utica to> Lewiston.
Leona V . Pozanc, 25, Rollingutone Rt. 1, $10, violation of
driving restriction (glasses )
Friday at 3:15 p.m. on Highway
248 .
Micha el F. Accurso, 21 ,
Mount Prospect, III., $25, speed__H
M
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Mrs. Clarence D. McNamara,
Buffalo, N.Y., died Sunday.
She is the mother of Mrs.
William Landro, 'Winona. Alao
surviving are her husband;
mother, Mrs/ Thomas Moreno,
a sister, Eleanor; two sons and
six daughters.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at the Church of the
Holy Family, Buffalo. Burial
will be ih Holy Cross Cemetery,
Lackawanna, N.Y.

Winona Funerals
Edward A. Plrtgar

Funeral services for Edward
A. Pinger, 48: Fairfax St.* were
held Monday evening at St.
Mary's Catholic Church, the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward Klein
officiating. Burial was in St.
Mary's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Edward
Holz, Anthony Laska, John
Overing, Martin Prokosky, Vernon Miller and Raymond Feiertag. Honorary pallbearers w«re
John Steichen, Louis Laska,
George Eggers, Cecil Whetstone and Henry Holz. >"*'

Weather
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy . 7;. 39 18 ,.
Albuquerque, clear . 46 20
Atlanta, rain ... . . . 46 37 .09
Bismarck, cloudy .. 32 9 .
Boise, cloudy . . . . . . 43 32 .;
Boston, cloudy . . . . 40 28 ." ..
Chicago, cloudy . , . . 28 24 .
Cincinnati , snow ... 32 26 T
Cleveland, clear ... 31 23
Denver, clear . . . . . . 53 26 ...
Des Moines, cloudy 37 15 ..
Fairbanks, clear . -34 -40 ..
Fort Worth, clear . . 44 18 ..
Helena cloudy . . . ' , . 40 28 ...
Honolulu, clear . 7 . 82 73 ..
Indianapolis, cloudy 30 25 ..
Jacksonville, rain .. " 55 45 .09
Kansas City, clear . 44 23 ..
Los Angieles, clear .. 80 58 7...
Louisville, cloudy .. 33 28 ..
Memphis, cloudy ... 36 30 ' .-.¦
Miami, cloudy ... . 7 5 58 .50
Mpls.-St.P., clear . 2 9 IT '. .,:
New Orleans , cloudy 42 4L ..
New York , cloudy .. 43 3L
Okla. City, clear ... 46 24 ..
Omaha, clear . . . . '.¦;¦ 39 24 ..
Philadelphia, cloudy 41 32 ..
Phoenix, clear . . . . . . 73 7 45 ¦..
Pittsburgh , cloudy . 3 3 22 ¦ '..
Ptlnd , Me., cloudy . 3 6 24 ..
Ptlnd, Ore., rain .. . 5 6 47 .46
Rapid City, cloudy . 50 29 ..
St. Louis, cloudy ... 29 25 ..
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 37 28 . .
San Fran., cloudy .54 51 .. .:
Seattle, rain . . ... 53 50 2.08
Washington , cloudy 44 34
Winnipeg, snow : . . . 19 8 T
T—Trace

2nd Immunization
Clinic at Preston
Set for Wednesday
PRESTON, Minn. (Special )
— The second in a series of
three immunization clinics will
be held Wednesday at the Preston High School.
The vaccinations will be administered at the high school
library for Fountain elementary
and Preston High School students-at 9 a.m., and for. Preston elementary and pre-school
children at 10 a.m.
Immunizations will be given
against smallpox , whooping
cough, diphtheria , polio and
tetanus. Booster shots are available.
Mantoux tests will be given
at the same time for urates
1, 5, 9, seniors, and all adult
persons connected with the
school.
ing 70 in a 50 zone, Saturday
at 7:45 p.m. on Highway 61.
Carol A. Helgemoe, 13, 1934
Gihnore Ave., $10, stop sign
violation, Saturday at 2:25 p.m.
at 3rd Street at Franklin Street.
Joseph P. Monahan, 608 Wilson St., $10 no valid driver
license, Wednesday at 10:28
p.m. on King Street at Grand
Street.

¦
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Edward Bakkan Sr.

SPRING GROVE, Minn. Edward Bakken Sr., 84, DeKalb,
HI., a former resident here
died,there Sunday.
He was born Oct. 25, 1882, to
Esten and Dorothea Bakken in
Quandahl, Iowa, near Spring
Grove/ He married Myrtle
Overhaug Oct. 17, 1925 in Locust, Iowa, and lived in Spring
Grove until 1943 when he moved
to DeKalb.
Survivors are: His wife ; four
sons, Peter and Edward Jr.,
Illinois; LaVerne, in the Marines in Vietnam,- and Blayne,
in the Army in Missouri; three
daughters, Mrs. William (Dorothy ) Cox and Mrs. Richard
( Norma) Turner, Hlinois, and
Mrs. Mark (Melvina) Minnie,
Mabel, and 14 grandchildren;
One son, one daughter, two
grandchildren, two brothers and
one sister have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Waterloo
Ridge Lutheran Church, the
Rev. S. O. Sorlien officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Oscar Horgen, Julian Myhre, Alvin Sanderson, Leonard Lane,
Arne, Larry and Henry Overhaug and Norman Ullen and active pallbearers, Ingolf, Edwin
and James Bakken, Bruce^ Williams, Mervin Myhre and Irvih
Sanderson. ' ¦ ';,
Friends may call at EngellRoble Funeral Home Wednesday evening and Thursday
morning and at the church
Thursday after 1 p.m.

Edward Vand« Weerd .

PRESTON, Minh. (Special)—
Edward Vande Weerd, 68, rural Preston, died this morning
at Harmony Community Hospital from the effects of a stroke
suffered Wednesday.
He was born in Holland Feb.
22, 1898. He came to this country as an infant with his parents. They settled in Iowa. In
1926 he came to the Cherry
Grove area where he farmed
the rest of his life . He married
Bertha Hebrink April 23, 1926,
at Cherry Grove.
Survivors are : Three sons,
Eugene, Spring Valley; Gordon,
Albert Lea, and Ivan, Preston;
14 grandchildren; five brothers,
Guy and Hein living in . ., California; Harum, Sioux Center,
Iowa; Jake, Rock Valley, Iowa,
and John. Stockton, 111., and
six sisters, Mrs. Richard Sneller, Sioux Center; Mrs , Ralph
Kooiker and Mrs. Henry Wesslihk, Hull. Iowa; Mrs. Gerrit
Wissenk and Mrs. Henry Franken, Rock Valley, and Mrs.
Frank Gunnink, Bell, Calif. His
parents, one brother and one
grandchild have died.
Funeral services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Evangelical
United Brethren Church, Cherry Grove, the Rev. Herbert
Frank officiating. Burial will
be in the Cherry Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call - at Thauwald Funeral Home from 11
a.m. Wednesday to 11 a.m.
Thursday, and at the church
after 1 p.m. Thursday.
Mrs. Henry H. Wegman

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special)—Mrs . Henry H . Wegman,
80, died Monday at the Samaritan Rest Home, Rochester,
where she had lived since becoming ill two years ago.
The former Clara R. Miller,
she was born March 18, 1886,
at St. Charles. She was married
here Oct. 27, 1909, and spent her
entire life in St. Charles except
for her last illness. She was a
member of St. Charles Catholic
Church and the Rosary and St.
Ann's societies.
Survivors are: Two sons,
Gerald, St. Charles, and Jack ,
Rochester; two daughters, Mrs .
M e r l e (Annette ) Babcock,
Franklin, Wis., and Mrs. Robert (Helen) Ferguson, Rochester; 19 grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren and one
sister, Anna , Fort Worth, Tex.
Her husband died Nov. 24,
1954. One daughter, Margaret ,
has died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at St.
Charles Catholic Church, tbe
Rev. James Fasnacht officiating. Burial will be in Calvary
Cemetery here.
Pallbearers will be Gerald
A. Wegman, Lester Babcock ,
Charles Babcock , John Ferguson, Richard Wegman and
Ronald Wegman ,
Friends may call at Sellner
Funeral Home from n o o n
Wednesday. There will be prayer services Wednesday at 3 ond
8 p.m,
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BLAIR, Wis. (Special) —
James A. Hanson, 53, died Saturday at his home southwest of
Blair.
He was born April 23, 1913,
at Winona to Herbert and Emma Hanson. He served in the
armed forces seven years, Including World War II. He never married, and lived alone .
Survivors are ; His mother, ol
Winona, and four brothers, lrvin and Norman, Winona, and
Myron and Hllbert, Rockford,
111.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m, at Frederlxon
Funeral Chapel, the Rev. L. H.
Jacobson officiating. Burial will

Station Wagon Vocational School
Equipment Bids
Bids Asked Curriculum OKed Authorized lor
Second Time
New High School
New advertisements for bids
on a city electrical inspector's
station wagon were authorized
Monday night by the City Council-::
The council rejected the single bid it received Nov . 21 in response to a prior advertisement. The pride quoted was
$2,225. Some aldermen laid the
lack of competitive bids to what
they called unduly restrictive
specifications .
The requirement- did not allow bidding on
smaller -com- . . " '¦ •
. .' • ' 7. . ¦
pact models, :j
— . ._ ¦ •
they argued ; 7 City
Ch of a
because
mum wheel- ' • ¦ ¦
b a a e provision.
The new specifications; set
minimum wheelbase at 115
inches. According to Aid. Jerry
Borzyskowski, this will permit
bids to be submitted on four
or five additional standard
models in various makes.
Bids will be opened Jan. 3.
The council was notified that
one of the city public health
nurses, Mrs. Neil Sawyer, will
resign effective Dec. 31. No replacement has been named.
A letter from Dr. James Kahl,
milk sanitarian, advised the
council of impending changes in
the U.S. Public Health Service
and State Department of Health
regulations relating to : milk
products. When such changes go
into effect, wrote Dr. Kahl, the
city should amend its own ordinance to conform . He did hot
spell out the changes which will
become effective at state and
national levels July 1, 1967.

'
'
^ JSSr-Council

Terms of Five
School Directors
Expire in April

Members of the Board of Education Monday night were, reminded that the terms of five
directors expire next April.
One director will be elected
from each ward and one director-at-large named in the April
city election.
Directors whose terms expire
next year are Board President
Lawrence Santelman,
Ward ;
¦ 1st
;' '
Dr. L. L. Kor- ,
¦
da, 2nd Ward ; *. i

Dr.

C.

W

OChOOl

Rogers, 3rd
Ward; Daniel
D _ ^^»_J
S. Sadowski . ¦ DCaFO
4th Ward, and . ' " .¦ '; " -' . - . . '
Director-at-Large David F.
Wynne.
Terms of each of the ward
directors is four years and that
of the director-at-large, two
years.
Filin*gs for school board seats
for the primary elections in
February and' general election
in April will open Dec. 27 and
close at 5 p.m. Jan. 9.
The board Monday night formally authorized arrangements
to be made for the clearing of
brush and scrub trees from an
area of privately owned property adjacent to the site of the
new Senior High School near
the west end of Lake Winona.
The undergrowth is being removed because it obscures the
view of the new school from
Highway 61.

Mondovi District
Transfer Denied

Approval of a list of some 18
course offerings considered for
the curriculum of the Winona
Area Vocational - Technical
School when it occupies its new
building on Homer Road next
fall was voted Monday night by
the Board of Education.
Thomas W. Raine, director cf
the vocational-technical school,
explained that board approval
of the course offerings was required at this time because a
prospectus is being prepared for
distribution throughout the area
to advise prospective students

School Driver
Training Plan
Gets Approval

A policy prescribing in what
manner vehicles will be furnished by Winona automobile dealers for the public schools driver
training program was adopted
by the Board of Education Monday night.
the policy statement covering
such items as how dealers will
furnish cars on a rotation basis
for both the training program
during the reg- r—————,
ular s c h o o l
year and the

c L
I
OCMOOl

summer ses- ' ¦
sion, as well
D>_ __f#J POorO [
as the obligations of both
the dealers and the board in the
administration of the program,
was drafted following , a meeting durmg the past week of all
Winona new. car dealers and the
public school administrationSuperintendent of Schools A.
L. Nelson told board members
that six dealers have indicated
interest in participating in the
program. He said that the following rotation isystem fot supplying cars had been establish:-

ed: . , ' ¦ . :y .- ' -

of what training they may receive at the Winona area school
IN ANSWER to several questions by board members, Rabe
emphasized that the fact that
a course might be listed in the
brochure did not necessarily
mean that it would be included
¦
in the curricu- ' . X ¦ ¦'. ¦ ¦.. ¦
lum next fall. I _,
.
He said that
ScllOOl
only t h o s e
C0
fo
which n e e d I —V"1 **
was established aud a sufficient number of
students enrolled would be organized. Explaining that he
probably wouldn't know until
June what enrollments might
be expected, Raine said he
wanted approval of the course
offerings now "only so we can
print our brochure. Then we'll
see what results and the enrollment demands will determine which courses
•will be of¦
fered. "

FT

5

Board

FOURTH Ward Director Daniel Sadowski said that he was
primarily interested in development of a strong vocational
school here "and not in just
putting up a building and then
trying to fill it with students."
Raine replied that his only
interest,, too , y was in the development of a strong school
and added that this was exactly
to what he was devoting himself now.
Superintendent of Schools A.
L. Nelson said he felt that *.' a
vocational school should introduce hew courses, phase thenout as situations change and as
the needs of society dictate."
Dr. C. W. Rogers, 3rd Ward,
commented, "I know that in
the past there have been a lot
of courses , we've Offered with
some fear^ Mnst of them filled
up and turned out to be quite
successful."
NELSON ALSO noted that no
course can be offered in the
school without the approval of
the state Department of Education.
In a general discussion of the
proposed curriculum of the
school when it occupies its new
quarters, Raine said that three
courses will be offered as a
core currlculm for students in
most of the program specialties in the school.
These will be courses in American institutions and human
relations; c o m m. u n ications,
touching on oral, written and
graphic areas, and basic mathematics.
At this time, he said, these
areas, for the most part, are
treated only incidentally, if at
all, but it's felt that they are
important to ah overall vocational-technical school program.

1966-67, Nystrom Motors ; 196768, Winona Auto Sales ; 1968-69,
C.
Quality
¦¦ Chevrolet ; 1969-1970,
Paul ' -Variables;.- - 1970-71, Walz
Byick-Olds, and 1971-72, Owl
Motor Co. •
When a school year has been
completed the dealer who has
supplied the cars will be moved
to the bottom of the list and
must work his:way to the top
before furnishing a vehicle
again.
Payrolls approved for payment Monday night were for;
Homebound instructors, $960;
substitute teachers, $1,093; evening school instruction, $2,628;
miscellaneous instruction , clerical, custodial and other serv- COURSES TO be offered iniices, $1,328; work study pro- tially in the new school buildgram , $417; noon hour supervis- ing, and those which may be
ors, $660, and student cafeteria added later, Raine said, can
helpers, $434.
be grouped into five of what
Overtime payments for custo- he describes as "occupational
dians amounting to $539 and trade clusters."
cooks, $9.49, were approved.
These groupings include "Service" embracing courses in
clerical, waitress, food preparation, nurse's aide instruction,
among others; "Technical,"
such as drafting, electronics,
agriculture, automotive work
and others ; "Business," covering secretarial , general office ,
State H i g h w a y Patrolmen accounting, sales management
stopped 390 cars and tagged 101 and data processing, for exammotorists in "Winona County ple; "Mechanical . " which inover the weekend as part of the cludes welding, auto mechanpatrol's statewide traffic satur- ic, and others : and "Licensed
ation crackdown.
Occupations," like cosmetology
Violations included speeding, and practical nursing.
invalid licenses, faulty equip
ment and similar traffic infractions, the Highway Patrol said.
A total of 1, 290 auto checks
and 155 arrests were made
throughout the state over the
LAKE CITY, Minn. - Folks
weekend by the patrol.
The weekend saturation pa- in two states will see Lake
trols will continue through New City 's biggest Christmas tree
Year's weekend in various parts this year.
^
It has been erected in the
of the state.
center of the circle drive at the
government pier. It stands In a
12-foot steel cylinder embedded
in concrete.

Authorization for an advertisement for bids for equipment
in six areas of the new Winona
Senior High School now under
construction near the west end
of Lake Winona was voted Monday night by the Board of Education.
Superintendent of Schools A.
L. Nelson told directors that
there are some 22 areas
in
¦ ' ¦ ' ¦- -' - -' ¦ "; which p u r - - '"
.
¦
chases must I . ¦ . - . , :¦
be made for
ScnOOl
equipm e n t
and furnishing
R
|
- including 1 • 0arC
T"' **
certain seeding, sodding, landscaping and
blacktopping of the school
grounds — and that in some
cases delivery time is a , critical factor:

HE SAID that ft has been established quite definitely what
equipment will be needed for
the library, language laboratory, speech laboratory, art department furnishings and gymnasium scoreboard installations.
Since these needs are known
and to insure that dlivery will
be made in timd for the scheduled occupancy of the new
school next fall, Nelson asked
for and was granted permission
to advertise for bids on these
items.
In discussing the equipment
needs, the superintendent said
that it had heen ' determined
that library shelving purchased
from a commercial supplier
would probably cost about $6 ,600.. .

HE SAID that he'd learned
that the Iowa State Prison at
Fort Madisonmanufactures this
shelving, distributes it in a wide
area and that the cost, if purchased from the prison, might
be only about half of what it
would be from a commercial
supplier.
Nelson asked whether any
board member would object to
purchasing the shelving from
the prison if a substantial saving could be realized.
Board President Lawrence
Santelman noted that the Minnesota state prison at Stillwater
manufactures farm machinery

**___________¦__

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) —
The school committee of Cooperative Educational Agency 6
Monday night voted against detaching the lands of John E.
and Mrs. Clarice E. Erickson
from the Mondovi school district and attaching it to the Eau
Claire district..
The Ericksons had petitioned
for the transfer. The vote was
4-1 against the transfer following a public hearing at the high
school here. Henry Anderson,
Chippewa Falls, agency coordi- Sandy Hunze, senior at Winonator, presided. The Ericksons na Senior High School, was
live in Town of Drammen, Eau chosen as student of the month
for her active duties in the FuClaire County.
ture Business Leaders of Amerbe ln Zion Lutheran Church ica, of which she has been a
member two years.
cemetery.
Friends may call at Fred- Sandy also has been a memerlxon Funeral Home this after- ber of the Characters two years,
noon and evening and Wednes- usher squad one year, pep club
three years , is in the Winona
day morning.
Symphony Orchestra and has
Paul Pieper
been a typist on the school paCALEDONIA , Minn. (Special) per two years.
— Paul Pieper, 57, died early Her subjects this year are
this morning at his home follow- shorthand and bookkeeping II ,
ing a lengthy illness.
office training, English 12 and
He formerly had farmed and modern problems. After gradhad been village assessor two uation she plans to attend Wiyears. He was born Jan. 22, 1009, nona Secretarial School and beIn Mayville Township to Mr. and come a legal secretary, In her
Mrs. Bernard Pieper . He lived leisure time she reads, sews ,
his lifetime in this area,
skates and swims.
Survivors arc : His mother ,
Mrs. Minnie Pieper, with whom
he resided; five brothers, Ern- Sa lome Jens Gets
est, Rudolph, Arnold and Milton,
all of Caledonia, and Alfred, Al- Divorce in Mexico
bert Lea, and four sisters, Mrs.
Charles (Luella) Schauble, Mrs. EL PASO, Tex (AP) - AcCharles (Ruth) Kuecker, Mrs. tress Salome Jena, 31, has obJoseph (Gladys) Dahlberg and tained a divorce from actor
Miss Violet Pieper, all of Cale- Ralph Meeker, 45, according to
sources in Juarez, Mexico,
donia.
Funeral arrangements are be- across the river from El Paso.
ing completed by Pottcr-Hau- The couple was married in
New York July 20, 1064.
gen Funeral Home.

Business Student
Of Month Named
At Senior High

^^^

___Ht. __«L.
j _ _ _ _ f ^f
_mm§tt___
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Preston Buys
Street Material
PRESTON, Minn. — Preston
Village Council let contracts
Monday night for street maintenance needs but deferred action on fuel bids for further
study.
Clarence Reishus, clerk, said
street rock requirements will
be purchased from the two
firms bidding. Pederson Brothers, Harmony, bid $1.20 per too
on No. 2 street rock with fines
and $1.75 per ton on pea rock,
delivery prices. Prices on tlva
same materials loaded on village trucks at the quarry wera
quoted at 90 cents per ton for
No, 2 street rock and $1.30 per
ton for pea rock.
Kappers Construction Co.,
Spring Valley v bid $1.15 per
ton for street rock with fines,
delivered, Tand $1 loaded at the
quarry on village trucks, and
$1.60 delivered and $1.30 at the
quarry for pea rock.
The council will purchase its
bituminous needs from Kappers Construction , which will
furnish and install the plant mix
at $7.95 per ton. Kappers was
the only bidder.
There were three bidders for
fuel oil/
Farmers Union Co-op, Preston, bid 17.5 cents per gallon
on No . 1 fuel oil, discpunt 4:5
cents, 13 cents net; 16.5 cents
on No. 2 fuel oil, 4.20 cents discount, and 12.30 cents net per
gallon and 16.5 cents for No. 3
diesel fuel, 4.20 cents discount,
and 12.30 cents net.
Preston Oil Products quoted
per gallon prices delivered, based on current prices at tha
time of delivery. The bids were
131/. cents each for diesel and
No. 2 fuel oil, and 14V4 cents for
No. l fuel oil.
Sinclair Refining Co. quoted
3.8 cents per gallon for all three
types at tank wagon prices.
The council took action to in?
crease; wages of village employes but announcement was
deferred until the employes
have indicated they are acceptable.
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Patrol Stops
390 Cars in
Winona County

Lake City Erects
Big Yule Tree

¦ ¦
: ;. :

and twina of good quality which
is *)!d throughout the stata and
Dr. C. R. Kollofski, 2nd Ward
director, said he couldn't sea
any objection to buying from
the Iowa prison "since no ona
locally is being liurt."
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NflW AUTO yffy
INSURANCE PLAN
Grants lower rates If you own two
or more cart, if there are two
operators or less . If you are married and under 25 . if you drive
15,000 miles or loss lor business,
If you own your car and Have
another furnished.

OffersUftra-Raylroiler PLUSCook &
—
Federated Keep-l/tormsystem ! i
. $267.96 T-r.

IHIURAMCI
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Anderson p0|9^
Winona, Minn.
Phone MM

Czaplewski
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You owe younelt Caloric'* exclusive waisthigh Ultra-Ray broiler—tho way to bettertasting food with dellcioua "chM-broil**
flavor. And Ultra-Ray coolu 30% faster,
needs less clcan-up, gives you super-sired
broiling area that takes up to 20 lamb chops
or 23 hamburgers at once) And Iho huge
25*x20' Cook & Keep-Warm OVCD cooks

^^^*^?S>/
^ \J/
„ . .. .,_ _ „ . . . ..
Port*M • '•"<"» Crid"«
FME wtth ) °w Calorie
°" "*"«• purehaial
'rhU *l«ld>' »iun-num sriddi*

30" gas range has plenty of cooking con¦veniencc features—it's a buy al lhis low
•_ >. .« ...:i_
price,
wiui .¦>«
easy •»_.i
termal
?CaloricUI(r».R-y lwrow-US. _ »l-nt Ni),) ,m,t»T I

**i» toiis puii idol for
p««t«. b««o«. ««s». lunv»«a »U wllh iwMtiek ceoUni;
tunowrcJ«nun.
__-_—«.
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• FREE DELIVERY
• FREE FIRST YEAR
NSP SERVICS

• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• NSP MONTHLY TERMS

NORTHERN STATES POWER GO.
79 East Third St.

Phon* «4M1

JWJOIN7 MEN CLASH

Blair, Eleva-Strum
Headline Dairyland

Hawk JV
Downs
Maishall

• Winona Hi#i Junior Varsity
cagers won their third of the
season without a defeat Monday by downing their counterparts from John Marshall 7351. lairing command of the
game right from the start, the
Hawks bad a -25-9 bulge when
the buzzer sounded ending the
first quarter.
Next game for the JVs is at
on Jan. 9.
La Crescent
¦

TROJANS* STARS ." . .;. Coach John McKay of the University of Southern California
talks with his team's two star performers as
the Trojans Monday resumed practice for
the Rose Bowl game with Purdue. At left

.¦ ' fax)-' . ¦ . ¦ ' . ¦' -¦ •

By THE ASSOCIATEDPRESS until Dec. 22 when it takes on
There is no threat this week to Colorado State.
UCLA's standing as the No. 1 Texas Western, 5-0, held secteam in The Associated Press* ond place after defeating East
major-college basketball poll Texas, Pan Aj_nerican and
because the powerful Bruins are Southern Methodist.
not scheduled. Second-ranked
Texas Western and fourth-rated Louisville switched places
with Kentucky, the Cardinals
Kentucky, though, seem to have
moving to third and the Wilddifficult tasks ahead.
cats slipping to fourth LouisTexas Western meets fifth-, ville beat Southwestern. Louisiranked New Mexico Friday ana and Southern
Blinois while
while Kentucky faces sixth- Kentucky lost to EHirrois in overA Minneapolis and three Ro- ranked North Carolina. Tuesday. time and came back to down
chester bowlers took top hon- UCLA was a unanimous Northwestern.
ors in the Sixth Annual Eagles choice in the latest poll based on New Mexico, winner over
Bowl Down held at Hal-Rod games through last Saturday. Loyola of Los Angeles and TexLanes. The event was rolled The Bruins were placed in the as Tech, advanced one place to
top position by all 36 selectors
-¦
over two weekends.
on the national panel of sports fifth.,
Copping high was William writers and broadcasters.
N o r t h Carolina, Brigham
Huizel, Minneapolis
, with 647.
In the next three places were The Brains, 3-0, defeated Young, Michigan State, Houston
Dick Hain, Bill Meyers, and Duke twice last week, 88-54 Fri- and Cincinnati complete the
Roger Harwick, all from Ro- day and 107:87 Saturday. The first ten in that order.
chester- with 632, 627 and 627, No. 1 team does not play againI Michigan State, 4-0 including
respectively.
, Chairmen for the event here
were George Squires and Del
Prodzlnslri.Lanch was served
by membersof the Eagles AuxffiaryHlgh Scores ;
¦ ¦

' ..

¦
.

__ ¦

Mill Gify
Kegler Wins
Eagle Event

Wm. ' tMsaii Mpta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447
Okk Hala, Rodwttar ......... 433
»m M-irarv l-othester ....... 417
«cj-_- Mrarhk. Rochester ... 417
Bab Sciwttz. U Cross* ......... 415
Arv Thompsea, Mjtts. .......... 417
... 415
Dam Wnak. WteOM
M. Frrto. Rechasttf ............ 411
Mark Hlppt, Wiaana
401
Dick totiins. Winona .......... 40t

Eleva - Strum, which has
won the Dairyland Conference for the past two years
but has an uphill battle this

TEXAS MSTERN SECOND

¦ BOXtCORB ;
J-hn M»r_hal. -J1
fg pf tp
Ig pf IP
i l l
S. Miner
» I I H-Wtfce
1 0 3
Nyt4flt " .: 1 * 4 T»»lt
J7 1 I Unman
1 • l
Stewart
0 I I WW.
4 0 1J
Motown
0 2 1 Hanson
t 1I
Meska
1 1 »
Helgert-B 4 11. Meradlth
tCoelsdi
1
1 3
(I N
Morton
> 1 r
U MIIKf 1 • J Vertoy
111
CMPliwsW • • ¦• ¦' . Dean
2 711
HarWdc
0 M ©III
10 3
-Futher'ene Z S t Jensen
a a %
Beemse
--.
ftrtfcw
4 IB
«.
Totals
1» 1111
»1. 71
Totils
. .'
KfUWdl—TJ

is Ron Yary, 245 pound offensive tackle,
and at right Nate Shaw, 190 pound defensive
halfback. Each was; named to the Associated
I*ress second team All America. (AP Photo¦

By BOB JUNGHANS
Daily News Sports Writer
STRUM, Wis. — Two of the
most outstanding area basketball performers will meet
head-on tonight when ElevaStrum entertains Blair in a
Dairyland Conference encounter. '[ ¦ ¦ yX \ : ;. ¦'
The ringleader for the visiting Blair quintet is 5-9 senior
guard Dean Dale who currently leads the Dairyland in
scoring with a 23-point average. Dale has been a regular
since his freshihan year when
he started for Trempealeau
High School, As a sophomore,
junior and now a senior, he
has been a vital cog in the
Blair attack with a total of
over 1,000 points in his high
school career.

victories last week over . South
Dakota and Wichita State, is the
only new team in the rankings.
The Spartans replaced Duke,
which has lost three of four
games.. . ' . ' 77;
Houston, only member of the
Top Ten to play Monday night,
shrugged off four technical foubs
and buried visiting St, Mary's,
Calif., 90-74 for its fifth victory
in six starts.
The Top Ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses, and points
on a 10-9-8 etc. basis:
1. UCLA (36)
2. Texas Western
3. Louisville
4. Kentucky
'
5. New Mexico
6. North Carolina
7. Brigham Young
8. Michigan St. ;
9. Houston
10. Cincinnati

360
316
^07
^49
137
134
125
108
63
57

Polacheky .B|e«iii^V^
Reshuffles Top Teh

Ramblers,
Winhawks
On Ratings

Both Winona high schools are
rated in the Top Ten as releas.
ed today by the Austin Daily
Herald. This is the fifth week
of the Herald ratings.
Cotter, riding a 4-1 records,
is ensconced in second place
in the Catholic schools, right behind Rochester Lourdes, with a
5-6 record thus far.
Winona High School, undefeated in either conference or nonconference play and holding five
victories, is rated in the No. 8
spot in public schools. EdinaMorningside is rated the best
iri the state, with Hopkins and
Duluth Central right behind.
This week, the two top-rated
Catholic squads will tangle in
Winona. Friday, Lourdes invades St. Stan's gym for the
battle.
Standings, as released by the
newspaper, are."
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
1. Edlna (*-0)
J. Hopkins CM)
•J.7- Duluth Central (+0)
.. St. Paul Central (4-«)
5. Walnut Grove (4-0)
a. Moorhead (40)
7. Chlsholm (4-0)
». Winona C5-0)
». Red Wing (3-1)
10. Mounds View (3-0)
CATHOLIC SCHOOL)
1. Rochester Lourdes (W)
1, Winona Cotter (4-1)
3. St. Paul St. Thomas (4-1)
4. St. Louis Park Benilda (3-1).
i. St. Paul Cretin 12-2)
A. Mpls. De La Salle (2-2)
7. Austin Pacelli (3-2)
I. Marshall Central (3-0) .
t. St. Cloud Cathedral (2-1)
10. Mankato Loyola (4-2)

RED MEN: Ron Vondrashek
The Polachek Electric team 220 for Bakken's.
of the Pin Topplers League at A pair of 299s,. two-game ser- hammered 187—495 to lead
¦
Westgate Bowl had another big ies that is, highlighted the Park Doerer's to 971—2,806 in the
Monday Nite league.
night Monday night, and as a Rec Jr. Girls League. Sharon
¦
•'
Brang's 299 sparked Jolly Rollresult, the city top ten list for ers to 651—1,267. Charmaine
Fight- Results
this year has undergone an- Kragon had 155—299 for MonBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
kees.
other shakeup.
• ¦¦
WALPOLE . Matt. — Le* C»rr, 101,
ATHLETIC CLUB: Kramer New York/ outpointed . Eddir Vlck, 1»J_
Polachek 'slammed 981—2,CLASSIFIED AD PAYS OFF
New York, 8. '.
'
739 Monday night. Back on Dec. & Toye Plumbing hit 881 be- MILWAUKEE — Art Hernandez, OmaMIAMI, Fla. (AP ) — A class
178
in
the
hind
TDoris
Gierok'
ha,
Neb.,
outpointed
Kelly
Burden;
Kan5, the same team had cracked
Go Getters League. Graham & sas city. ID, mlddlewelghti; Ron Marsh, sified advertisement in a Mi967-V52. That 2,752 is still the McGuire had 2,442, while Bev 188, Minneapolis, stopped Ray Vega, 114, ami newspaper started a HialMemphis, Tenn„ 3.
highest women's team series of Scharmach had 456 for Winona NEW ORLEANS, La. — Herlch.l eah youngster on his riding
Jacobs, 173, Wtiit* Plains, N.Y., out- career. Wayne Drew answered
the season. The 2,739 ranks Plumbing.
polnnted Henry Hank, Vi, Detrtlt, It.
Gene Chuchna rapped 172 and SAN FRANCISCO — Jimmy Letter, an ad two years ago and got
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. third. The 981 game fired Mon- Louise Berg 455 in the Nite- 15), San Francisco, knocked out Ernie a job as an exercise boy.
153, Cleveland, J.
(AP") — Eight members of the day night is second only to a 1,- Owl League as the pair led Burford,
This summer Drew won his
LAS VEOAS, Ney. - Adolph Pr-lll,
U.S. Ski Hall of Fame are being 023 of Fenske's.
Los
Angeles,
outpointed Ernie Indian first race at Randall Park near
Dick's Marine to 2,486. Curley's Red Lopez, Orem,
Utah, 10, welterhonored, one posthumously, Isabelle Rozek also got into Floor Shop registered 892.
weights.
Cleveland.
with plaques which will be the top ten, smashing a 234
awarded at divisional functions
game that led to a 528 " series
of the U.S. Ski Association.
Tbe announcement was made for Main Tavern. The 234 is
by the U.S. Ski Educational fifth high this season.
Helen Nelson had 568 for
Foundation,
Watkins Mary King. Other 500s
AJJ the Riding greats are first were collected by Marge Morchampions. They are the late avec with 220-563, Betty EngConrad Thompson of Ishpeming, lerth 549, Helen Englerth 539,
Mich., winner of the national ski Yvonne Carpenter 519, Irlene
Jumping contest of 1904 at Ish- Trimmer 513, Les Krage 512,
peming; Henry S. Wood of Ruth Hopf 225-510 and Gladys
Warren, -..FL, national downhill Roetzler 500.
champion, 1933.
The men failed to stir up
Also, Hanses Schroll of San much of anything. Gordy AdFrancisco,
national slalom dington's 596 was the highest
champion, 1935; Asaria Autlo of series in the city, rolled for
Ely, Minn., national cross-coun- Oasig Bar-Cafe in the City
try champion, 1907; Margaret League at Hal-Rod Lanes. Herb
McKean of Beverly Farms, Lea had 227 for Country KitchMass., women's national down- en, while Speed Wash smashed
1,057-2,855. George Kratz had
hill champion, 1938.
a 515 errorless.
Also, Grace Carter Ltndley Another near - 600 came from
McKnight of Wayzata, Minn., the Monday League at the Wiwomen's national slalom chain- nona Athletic Club where Paul
plan, 1938; David Lawrence of Maliszewski slammed 225—591
Dartmouth Outing Club, nation- for First National Bank, leadal giant -lalozn champion, 1949, ing his team to 2,802. Super
and Katy R. Wyatt of Colorado Saver had 988.
nod Las Vegas , Nev., women's WESTGATE: Teman Benson
national giant slalom champion, spurred Benson Feed Mill to
1949.
1,005-2,966 with his 556 in the
Community League. Clarence
Loer had a 566 for Sugar Loaf
Inn, and Wally Marquardt laced 226 for Happy Chef.
In the Alley Gater's circuit,
Fenske Body Shop blasted 2,567 behind Arlene Kessler's
vantages of tte _J£___jf_Wll_ 527. Janice Drarkowski sparked
Sentry Ho m e.MM2 WFmM Mohan Window & Siding to 897
omen Package—NEW broad with her 199-2XW. Pat Grossell
Form Protection for your had a 521 for Fenske.
home . . . Household goods
Mary Emmons' 176 paced
and Personal Property at
borne or away — Also pro* Haddad's to 890-2,437 in the
teds you for Personal Liabil- Ladies League. Arlene Sobeck
ity. For complete Information had 475 for Safranek's.
NEGltO GRIDDER SIGNS FOR MIAMI
Miami. He signed Monday with Miami reHAL-ROD: Winona Milk cap- I
tured team honors in the VFW . . . Raymond Bellamy, 6-foot-4 , 198-pound cruiter George Maclntyre , left, Standing are
Bellamy's brother , Sylvester, and Lincoln
0UAME AINOLER
loop with 3 ,05-0—2,796. John end from Lincoln High in Palmetto, Fla.,
w*.e. Bvx *U
Phone TMl l Sandstcdo had 576 for Bunke's holds pen to ink scholarship to become first
coach Eddie Shannon , right. (AP Photofax )
-ifrrmr IMURANCS
" ||
Apco, and Jerry Henze rapped Negro football player for the. University of

Ski Hall of
Earners to
Be Honored

;JDWNERS
p
^ ^9

Blair, 3-1 this season and 2-1
in conference play, is small
and likes to fastbreak and
press. The Cardinals' tallest
man is 6-0 Nick Misch, while
the leading rebounder is 5-10
Al Grass.
Eleva - Strom, on the other
band, has 6-4 Vince Brian at
center, 6-2 Tom Olson and
6-0 Gary Barenson at forwards along with Tollefson
and 5-10 Mark Nymo at
Tollefson
Dale
guards.
"If we can handle their
season after dropping two press and play our style of
loop encounters, also has a ball instead of trying to run
1,000-point producer in 6-2 with them, I think we can
guard Roger Tollefson.
hurt them," said Eleva-Strum
Tollefson stands second in coach Dick Salava who has
this year's conference scoring seen his team lose three of
with a 22.3 average. He bag- four this year. "We haven't
ged his 1,000th point last week done as well as I had anticiin a victory over Cochrane- pated. We don't work the ball
Fountain City and now has well, mostly because these
boys haven't played together
1,007 to his credit.
much before.
Game time is 8 pm.
Salava plans nothing special
The two teams display opposites in basketball strategy. in an attempt to stop Dale.

Are qC^
CENTENNIAL

O. Pfl. AvB.

Stan Bismarck,
Farlbo boat
. 2 42
Dave Gergen, Randolph .. S »7
Gary Lodermeler, Goodhue 4 n
Steve. Richardson, Elgin 5 »1
Clayton copple, Mazeppa S M
Jim Malone, Wabasha 7. 3 SO
Dennis Murray. Randolph s 45
Arvin Holtegaard, Elgin 5 *4
Wes Hendrickson, Farlbo
Deaf
...... . ........... i M
. Phil Ericson, Goodhue . 4 47
HIAWATHA VALLEY
Tom Walters. Lake City S fl
Jeff Albright, Kenyon . ... 4 71
Dave Morrill, St. Charles 4 47
Steve Haas*, Lake City ... 3 4f
Mick Goudy; Cannon Falls 5 74
Tim Malone, ; stewartville 5 73
Jim Gettler, SI. Charles .. 4 54
Bob Fisher, Stewartville;. 5 tt
Larry Schultz, Plainview .. 4 54
Jeff Evert, Zumbrota ... 5 61
Dennis Sttfteh/ Zumbrota 5 44
MAPLE LEAF
Bill Barrett, Harmony . . . 4 17
Dick Peterson, Lanesboro 3 44
D. Rathbun, spring Valley 3 104
Mike Ask, Lanesboro
4 73
Steve Trende. Preston .. 4 71
Lynn Broadwater, Wykoff 5 to
Greg Haugen, Harmony . 4 41
C. Abrahmson, Lanesboro 4 41
Tom Bernard, Chatfield . 4 19
Jerry Schrock, /Harmony 4 54
ROOT RIVER
Larry Overhaug, Spring

21.0
lf.4
11.3
1B.1
16.0
K.7
13.0
12.1
12.5
11.1
1..4
U.J
U.B
u.l
15.2
14.4
14.0
.3.8
13.7
12.8
12.1
21.1
21.3
21.2
11.3
-iu 14.0
15.3
15.3
14.7
74.0

NHL

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
No games scheduled Monday or today.
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at Chicago
Boston at Toronto.
Detroit al New York.

NBA

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Monday 's Results
No gamis scheduled.
Today 's Games
Chicago vs. Baltimore at New York.
Philadelphia at New York.
Cincinnati al San Francisco.
Wednesday's Games
New York at Baltimore.
Detroit vs. Chicago at Evansvllle.
Cincinnati at- Los Angeles.

Patriots
Feel Like
Champions

Grove
..... 3 43
Mike Woll, Rushford ..... 5 yi
Wayne Hailelit, Petersen 4 72
Steve Botcher, Houston . . 3 50
l
l
Jim Woll, Rushford ... I
Al Meyers, Caledonia ... 2 2.
Paul Wagner, Caledonia 2 24
M. Saltier. Mabel-Canton 4 47
D. Housker, Mabel-Canton 4 47
Kerry Snyder/ Peterson.. 4 45
Terry Rosendahl, Houston 3. 34
WASIOJA
Warner, claremont . ... S 123
Don Millering, Pine island s WI
Grant Hoven, Wanamingo 1 127
Dan Mutton, West Concord 4 S3
M. Fredrlckion, Hayfleld S M
Bob Otto, Wanamingo .... t 99
F. Kreager, Dodge center 4 44
Merlin cerdes, Byron . . . 5 73
Craig Cain, West Concord.4. 55
Tom MIcKa, Pine Island... 5 40
COULEE
Dave Evenson, Holmen ... 4 121
S. Johnson, Trempealeau 5 K
S. Dafflnson, Gale-Ettrick 3 53
Owen Units, Holmen ... 4 105
Bob Guertler, Gale-Ettrick 4 100
Gordy Horstman, Bangor 5 . 13
T. Johnson, Trempealeau 5 71
Paul Becker, Trempealeaa 5 71
Jim Rolbiecki, Arcadia.. 5 4.
Dave Hundt, West Salem 4 II
DAIRYLAND
Dean Dale, Blair
... 4 92
R. Tollefson, Eleva-Strum 4 n
John Bates, Alma Center 4 72
Bruce Ausderau, Whitehall 4 41
M. Marsolek, ('dependence 5 H

21.0
18.2
18.0
16.7
15.1
14.5
12.0
11.8
l
l .a
11.3
11.3
24.4
ll.tf
21.2
20.8
m.
14.5
14.0
14.4
13.1
12.0
20.3
19.0
17.7
17.5
14.7
t_ .{
15.4
14.2
13.1
13:5
33.0
22.3
it.o
17.0
16.4

Tollefson will get . the defensive assignment.
As for Blair coach Jim
Bade, nothing special will be
attempted to stop Tollefson
either.
"He's their biggest threat,
but we won't overplay him,"
Bade said. "This Brian and
Olson can both score, too."
Blair will go with its foil
court man-to-man press in an
effort to keep Eleva-Strum
from getting the ball to its
big man.
"We'll have a tough time
on rebounds," said Bade. "If
they get by our press, we'll
have to shoot a very good percentage to beat them."
Besides Dale, Grass ana"
Misch, Lee Tranberg and Rod
Anderson will be in the starting lineup for Blair.
The Dairyland Conference
is the only league with a
roqnd of play tonight. All other games are nonconference.

Gene Janke, Alma Center 4 44
Mike Kulig, Independence 5 12
Lee Tranberg, Blair .... 4. 45
Keith Johnson, Whitehall 4 44
Bill Skroch, Independence 3 74
WEST CENTRAL
Curt Youngbauer, Alma.. 5 lit
.. 5 94
Bob Parker, Alma
Glenn White, Taylor
* 97
Stan Hotter, Arkansaw .7$ 74
.
Dennis Abrahamson,
Fairchild . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . 19
Ron Hovey, Gilmanton... 5 ¦ 73
Duane Stelen, Mylar .... '*" 35
Bob TIgen, Gilmanton ... 5 .49
Jeff Hoffman, Arkansaw I 41
Randy Abrahamson,
Fairchild
.. ... 4 41
BI STATB
Ron Matel, La Crosse
Holy Crols ,
J 3»
Mark Servais, La Crosse
Holy Crois . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 39
Wayne Braatz, Lew Won 4 71
Gary Pellowski, Loretto 5 S3
Chuck Rlnn, Rollingstone 3 49
Larry " Lemke, Luther .'.-.:4 97
Don Larson; Luther . . . 6 93
Pat Becker, Loretto . :.. 5 49
Ron Klrkeby, Lewiston .. 4 33
Ron Ruhoff, Rollingstone 1 40
INDEPENDENTS
AND PEPIN
Dan Lsnglolj, Durand . . 5 97
Jerry Buchholtz, Durand 5 91
Dale Hoch, Mondovi . . . . . 4 41
John Hesselman, Mondovi 4 45
Steve Fedie, Mondovi ... 4 44
Charles Anderton, Pepin 5 75
Canton
. . . . ; . . . . . 4 47

14.1
14.4
144
14.0
15.2
22.0
19.2
U.t
13.2
14.1
14.4
'*- .
13.1
13.4
12.0
IB.i
U.S
18.1
14.4
14.3
16.1
13.5
13.8
13.1
13.3
19.4
11.3
17,0
14.3
14.0
13.0
11.1

Eaton Signs
New Contract
At Wyoming

the University of Wyoming has
agreed to a new contract to remain at the Cowboy gridiron
helm through January 1970,
with automatic renewal upon
mutual consent into 1973,
The university's trustees announced Monday the contract
signing but the amount of Eaton's contract was not made
public.
During his five years at
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP ) . — Wyoming, the Pokes have comFootball Coach Lloyd Eaton of piled an over-all 3M6-2 record.

.,
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BOSTON (AP ) - The Boston
Patriots have a championship
feeling, as well as playoff money fever, in riding atop the
American Football League's
Eastern Division with just one
game left in the title race.
"We now feel like champions," high-scoring Gino Cappelletti said in the wake of the Patriots' 38-14 victory at Houston
Sunday. "We didn't freeze after
falling behind 7-0. We had the
composure of a champion —
and it's a feeling that goes a
long way."
The Patriots strengthened
their hold on the Eastern lead,
but need a victory or a tie
against the Jets at New York
Saturday to be sure of the title.
A victory by runner-up Buffalo
over Denver and a Boston loss
would give the Bills the crown.
Despite a 24-24 tie with the
Jets earlier in the season at
Boston, the Patriots are confident of finishing with a victory
and earning a shot at home
against Kansas City , the Western champion, for the AFL
crown.

Wednesday 9
Luncheon jSr
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Hot Beef Sandwich

90c

Extra Pleasing USDA Hot
Tender Roost Beef on Bread
Served Opcn-Faccd with Whii>ped Potatoes covered with our
own Beef Gravy and Cock-aDoodle-Doo Coffee.
Cock-a-DoodiVDoo

FOR WE MAN WITH A TASTE FO/t THE OUTDOORS

THE SPORTSMA N
GIFT DECANTER

Rising mallards, captured in brilliant enduring colors,
are fired into the glass of Cabin Still' s Sportsman
Decanter. Looks and feels hand painted. Even mora
impressive is the Sour Mash Bourbon inside. Truly
hand-made. Its winning di.ference-a hearty character mellowed naturally in the open eir—has earned
Cabin tha title of the Sportsman's Bourbon.
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Of »ucb wcc«ll-nc- that
It ofter- • money-back BU_ . nntoe .
Wy 0tcMi«r or Gift Wrap at no mra charge,
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STRUGGLE TO WINDUP OF SEASON

Vikes Won 't Have FullSquad

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
(AP) — The Minnesota Vikings,
struggling to the wind up of their
1966 National Football League
season, won't have a full squad
available for duty Sunday at
Chicago.
Flanker Jim Phillips will miss
the season finale against the
Bears , leaving the club with
only 39 players — one under the
NFL limit.

MASS GYMNASTICS OPEN SOUTH PACIFIC GAMES .
A mass performance of
gymnastics by 1,500 youths opened the second
South Pacific Gaines at Noumea In the French

..

colony of New Caledonia*last Friday: . New
Caledonia, a volcanic island 750 miles east
of Austral was the site of a U.S. air base
during World War II. (AP Photofax)

Key to Tit^

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York' s pro football buffs,
who counted themselves out of
¦the American and National
league title races weeks ago,
can count themselves back in
this weekend.
Although the Jets are going
nowhere and the Giants have
beeh there for sometime, each
club may hold the key to Its
Eastern
Division
league's
championship maze.
The Jets, whose hopes for an
unprecedented winning season
evaporated at San Diego last
Sunday, take, on the Boston Pa:
tripts, pace-setters in the AFL's
Eastern race, at Shea Stadium
Saturday. The Pats need either
a victory or tie to lock up the
division crown.
The Giants, most scoredupon club in NFL history, wind
up their losingest season ever
Sunday when they entertain the

explosive Dallas : Cowboys at
Yankee Stadium. The Cowboys
can wrap up the Eastern Conference title before they take
the field if Cleveland beats second-place St. Louis Saturday. .
But a Cardinal victory would
give the fallen Giants a shot at
sidetracking Dallas' titl e express. The Cowboys then would
have tdi either beat Or tie New
York to clinch their first division championship since they
entered the NFL six years ago,
The Cowboys, with the highest
scoring offense in the league,
rate three-touchdown favorites
over New York , which has
yielded a record '484 points in
sliding to a 1-1M season mark.
The Jets, 5*6-2,: are six-point
underdogs against the Patriots,
8-3-2, who have dropped only
one of their last 10 starts.
The Patriots, who lead Buffalo's defending AFL cha mps by
otie-half game in the Eastern
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stretch race, expect Glno Cappelletti, the league's scoring
leader , to be ready for full-time
duty. . Cappelletti nursed a
bruised thigh through last Sunday's 38-14 victory at Houston.
Dallas, the NFL's Eastern
crown within its grasp last Sunday, bowed to Washington 34-31.
Quarterback Don Meredith, injured in the second period
against the Redskins, should be
ready to call signals against the
Giants, who were drubbed by
Pittsburgh 47-28 last Sunday.
Elsewhere Sunday, Green
Bay's Western Division kings
visit Los Angeles, Baltimore is
at San Francisco, Minnesota at
Chicago, Philadelphia at Washington and Pittsburgh at Atlanta
in NFL play ; Denver at Buffalo,
Houston at Miami and Kansas
City, the Western Division
champion, at San Diego In the
AFL.
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Hotel Winona

CITY

¦
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W.

. A. k O. Bo- i*ry . . . . . . . . . i>
KWNO Radio
It . Llnihar. * Inn .......... H
;.-.:¦, .«
Pepsi COH . .. . . ; . Coldtn Brand Foods ...... __ . .
FakKrt Road Conat. .;.... H
Wally1! Ft. CHy . . . . . . . . . 1)
Speed With
,. 53
Country *tlkhen
21
Onli tor Cab
. ... '. 31
Griham & McGuire . . . . . . II
VFW
W.
Hal•**_
8unkei Apco Radiator S_ r. 11
BakKen 't Const.
•
Abfim'l Pumica ... . . ... I
Wason 'i .Supptr Club . . . . . 4
Robb Mftftr Sales
i
Watkln 't House ot King . . .

...
B«rnl«'i P,x.
Winona Excavating ca

JOntl KrOOOcr
BKnchi' i Tavirn
'..
Winona - Milk
Bauer Elec .
OO OETTEH5
A.C.
Circle A Ranch
Graham McOuIra
Win- na Plumbing
Krnincr t, toye
.
E. B .' s Corner
.
Steve' s Lounge
NUB-OWL
Winona Athlatlc Club
Marina
Dick's

Local 21
Bittner ' s Oil CO,
Rainbow J.weleri
Curly 'i Floor Shop
Tempo

.

t

5'i
i

11
3Hk
11
I
I
2)
14
15
15
25
"
20

.« _
T

W.
14
_ l' _
21
21
21
17V .

L.
lt
10'i
71
'1
31
24 ' i

W.
27

L.
12

76
20
It
14

4

Wain m«r«

Penney cards

U

Benson Feed Mill ...

WlnciewsW

. .... 11

Erdmann's Trucklnj .. .. ..
Blumentrllls
II
JUBJIOA OIRLS

J

t
7
7
L.
H"s
H

It

Caltisnion-Slensejard
Stllimann-Duellman
sirena-Kuhimann
Mat iom-Prenol
Donahue
Nlrm'V

We:.tg_t<..

Monkeei
POUley

W.

L.

30

1)

POP

*
Alley smasher!
Alley

U
1.
23
25

2J

L.
1
2

i

Dul les
4
2
Monkaes
4
1
Pin Pais
1
S
Jolly Rollers
3
4
Four Muskeleari
3
4
MONDAY LEAGUE
Winona Athletic Club
W.
L.
Quality Sheet Metal . . 3 7
15
Bunke's Apce
I
I
U
17
Home. Beverage Service
33
Joswlcti 's Fuel A Oil . . 31> . 70< .
1st National Bank .
. 15< _ 3_ ' _
Super Saver
II
27
ALLEV OATER'J
Westgate Bowl
Pli.
Panika Body Sho p
SI

37

27
27

21
II

Busters
4
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
(End 2nd Round)
Hal Rod
W.
Tlgarett -t
11
Allty Gators
10
Scramblers
7
Gutter Gals
7
Fruit Loops
7
Alleg Ale .ea
I
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal R4d
W.
Good Players
., 11
ciyBos
»
Oodgers
7
Tro|««s
.... ' . a
Tlper Roos
»
RatCooni
I
HI! k HENS
H«|.KM
W.
Braun-Kenkei
17
Sprlnaer-Blucr
.11
Bauer-Sen. coder
14
Brensel-Bronsel
11
pourttain ciliani
13
l
11
K. « K'
KINtSS AND QUEENS
Wedsale
w.
Tha Bowlers
4

12
12
27

L.
4
S
I
>
•
12

Lldtkl-Pelli

6000
WI HAVE A FULL LINE OF HIOH GRADE

A SIZE AND GRADE FOR EVERY POtPOSl

• P»"h<»n»«» Furntict Sii*
• P*»«V s»ol<,r
* .Commandtr Stoktr

• Commandtr R*nB«)
• Commantidr M
• ComwandBr Larg* Lump
• Illinois M
¦
Wlnm Kins Small Lump
• Borwind BrlquiHoi
• Pttrolium Brl^utttti

• *ub Y 0'e* *°k"
• 0r,,rtt ******
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THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THI
COZY COMFORT OP COAL M1AT

Joswlck Fuel & Oil
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MIAC battle matching Macalester and St. Thomas is on tap for
Wednesday.
St. John's Iiit eight of its first
13 shots for a 19-7 lead and
never let up in crushing Augsburg. The Johnnies, who led 4124 at the half , got 23 points
from Tom Melancon, while Ron
Nelson netted 17 for . Augsburg.
Rich Wanzek's basket in the
closing minute gave Mankato its
narrow victory. The Indians led
38-27 at the iialf, but SCI rallied
for a 50-50 tie. Wansek and Jim
Low each got 16 points for Mankato.
Macalester broke a 52-52 tie
with ' six7 straight points and
went on to win over Dakota
Wesleyan. Bob Caine led the
Scots with 22 points and Gordy
Cochrane added 21.

Golf Pros Differ
On Tour Length

NEW YORK (AP) - Like the ting the road again. "
fictional Jack Sprat and his conPalmer, who teamed with
trary spouse, the country 's two J ack Nicklaus to win the $50,pro golf champions have differ- 000 first prize last weekend at
ent tastes about the tour.
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., has
U.S. Open king Bill Casper argued for years for a streamwants more fat. A] Geiberger, lined tournament schedule of
the PGA titleholder t wants more about 25 events. Now the $4lean.
million program runs to around
'
.
"1 could play is months of the 40. ¦ . 7.V7
year if there were lhat many," Nobody is making the golfers
said Casper; the Mormon with play in all the tournaments, or
Ihe buffalo meat diet who beat most of them, but it's necessary
Arnie Palmer in a playoff for to keep pace in money winnings
and Ryder Cup points, two imthe Open at Sari Francisco. "
Geiberger, the b-flnpol e who portant measures of success.
All the golferg are happy that
nibbles on peanut butter sandwiches for nourishment aroundj pri2e money is continuing to
the course, said he thinks the escalate, with $200,O(M>-plus tour.
tour is too long. He'd like two naments moving the $100,000
months, or more, of enforced classics in to second class category.
rest .
7
"I don't know when the bo"We started in January and
we have just finished our last nanza will end ," Casper said.
major tournament — the PGA "As long as people want to see
team matches In Florida. '' he the golfers and promoters put
sadi. "That means in about up the money, the men will take
three more weeks we'll be hit- their cuts. "

Bill Brown could manage only
32 yards on 18 carries against
the rugged Lions defense.
Osborn's best previously was
48 yards in nine carries against
Los Angeles last year. He also
gained. 41 yards on 10 carries
against the Rams once this season.

"We've always felt Osborn
had the potential," Van Brocklin said, "and he's done well for
us on occasion , If he can ,relax
like he did Sunday he can be a
big help to us. "
For the season, Osborn now
has gained 226 yards on 68 carries, a 3.3 average, He's also
caught 12 passes for 101 yards,
and has scored two touchdowns.
Brown still leads the Vikings

Justice William O. Doiiglnn ,
Hugo Black and William J.II.
Brennan Jr. said Monday they
would have heard the state 's appeal , but it requires approval
from fold' of the nine justices to
get a cane before the court,
The court' s rejection leaves
the mujor leagues free lo move
their .ranchi-CH as they please,
The court , In effect , refused to
review baseball's immunity
from antitrust law.
Rep. Clement j, Zablorki DWIs., who Introduced a bill in
1W8 designed to remove baseball from antitrust exemption ,
said he will re-introduce the
measure In Congress. The original bill died in committee .
"Got your crying towel there?
La Follette remarked In Madison to newsmcr. seeking his reaction to tho court's rejection,
Then he added: "Naturally we
are deeply disappointed. "

Milwaukee , which the Braves
abandoned last year for Atlanta , developed an official attitude that the Braves should be
forgotten,
"Now that the smoke I* cleared," said Milwaukee County Executive John Doyne , "we can
go out and compete for a franchise."
"Soccer , baseball , football;
that would be a pretty good
stadium package " for the Medium the Braves left behind,
Doyne said,
Sen. William Proxmire, DWI B ., said the Supreme Court's
refusal to act is an invitation
to Congress to take stops ,

in rushing with 755 yards on 281
attempts, also a 3.3 average, Ba
needs 112 yards against the Chi*
cago Bears next Sunday in thr
Vikings' season finale to break
his own club record of 866 yard*
in a season.
Fran Tarkenton now has com*
pleted. 175 of 322 passes (54.3
per cent) for 2,301 yards and 14
touchdowns. He's had 14 passes
intercepted.
Paul Flatley has virtaatly
clinched the Viking pass receiving leadership with 44 catches
for 706 yards and three touch*
downs. He 's within seven catches of matching his season club
record of 51, Brown is second
with 34 receptions for 300 yards,
while Jim Phillips has caught 33
passes for 556 yards.

BROOKS GAME TO THE END

Terrell Slugs /f

Out M^

ognized by the World Boxing piness in the opposite cornet .
Association as the heavyweight Terrell began slapping his
champion of the world, slugging gloved hands together, urging
it out with unknown . Eddie more applause for Brooks.
Brooks got it.
Brooks of Milwaukee.
"If only he had a sparrini
Brooks, who lost in the fi- partner ia his weight class 5
,
nals of the J965 national Gold- said Brooks' handler, Eddie Meen Gloves, had only one pro- tric "What a wonderful kid.
fessional fight before Monday
He'd be any manager'*
night's exhibition with Terrell- dream.
who will fight Cassius Clay for
Promoter Harry Simos was
the undisputed world heavydelighted by. Terrell . Someone
weight championship Feb. 6.
Brooks lost that bout in one noted that Brooks might have
round on one right hand thrown embarrassed the challenger
by another unknown Orville with his right hands in the third
round.
Quails of Omaha, Neb.
But Brooks was after Terrell "He's willing to be embaras if the championship were at rassed,'' said Simos.
stake in the four-round show for
The exhibition was the high•
no decision.
light of a card that also , had
The referee pulled the fight- two 10-rouhd fights,
MADISON (AP ) — Wisconsin, ers apart. Terrell looked - at In the main event, Art Her>
still winless after it let early Brooks and smiled.
nahdez, 164, Omaha , won a
leads wilt in its first two games, In the n*xt — and' last — unanimous decision over agbegins a withering week-long round Terrell knocked out gressive but ungainly Kelly
basketball grind tonight against Brooks' mouthpiece and . graci- Burden, 168, Kansas City, Ma
Iowa State.
ciously waited until the Mil- It was Burden's first defeat¦¦ to
. '.
The Baders match a 0-2 rec- waukee fighter could pick it up. 13 professional fights.
ord wiht Iowa State 's 2-1 slate, Brooks against lost his mouth- For Herande? a slick bui
but will be light favorites with piece. This, time he kept wad- light-hitting club fighter, the
a home floor advantage.
ing in on Terrell, flailing away win avenged a technical knocklast May and a
Wisconsin will take on two with every punch he possessed. out by Burden
"seven-month layoff
subsequent
Terrell
sent
a
left
to
the
face
more foes in the Milwaukee
but otherwise avoided inflicting to heal a gaping eyfc wound. .
Classic Friday and Saturday undue
punishment on Brooks.
nights before traveling to IlliIn the other scheduled 10nois next Monday to begin Big The crowd loved the exhibi- round fight Ron Marsh, 188,
tion. Brooks, who scored wifh
Ten play.
some hard rights to Terrell's Minneapolis, bludgeoned R a y
"This tough start may be a helmeted head in the third Vega, 184, Memphis, Tenn., for
blessing in disguise before the round was a local boy in two and one-half rounds before
season 's much older . " Coach against one of the best and he the mismatch was stopped with
Vega 'si handler leading the chorJohn Erickson said / "We need didn't disgrace himself.
a victory for confidence, and if And Terrell, despite some us to end the slaughter.
we hang in there, they'll come borderline body Mows in the . Vidal Florea, of Milwaukee
our wav. "
early going, was the clean play- won a decision over Al Mills of
Milwaukee in a four-round light
Wisconsin lost a nine-point ing contender.
heavyweight
bout.
lead In the second half in bow- The fans cheered for Brooks:
ing to Bowling Green 81-69 Sat- then they cheered a decible or In another preliminary, Bobby Chauvin of Kansas City
urday night. A 10-point lea* two fouder for Terrell.
scored a technical knockout
evaporated in the opener when
the Badgers succumbed to Cin- The contender stepped toward over Milwaukee 's Tom H- islea
the center of the ring and point- In the third round of a schedulcinnati 77-70 in overtime.
ed toward Brooks who was ed five - round welterweight
¦
bathed in perspiration and hap- match.
Miss Jeane Ashley, 1965 WoTu«Bday, Decemb-r 13, 19fi „ VVINONA DAILY NEWS IS
men's Amateur gol f champion,
Is an elementary school teacher.
She 's a native of Chanute, Kan.
*
"'
7 MILWAUKEE . *—If tall Ernie Terrell lost his temper, he
didn't show it;
Btit the bell ending round
three sounded and there was
the 6-foot-6 Terrell , who is rec-

Badgers

To Host

Cyclones

W hat was so great about Alexander ?

Wisconsin May ASK
Court fo Reconsider

MILWAUKEE w - Wisconsin 's court - battered protests
against professional haMeball
may go into extra Innings despite the U.S, Supreme Court' s
refusal Monday to review the
state's Braves case,
Atty. Gen. Bronson C. LaFollelte said the state was "considering the possibility of filing
a petition (or rehearing " although the Supreme Court rarely reviews a case a second time,
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St. John's University's basketball team appears bent on making up tor the f ootball team.
The Johnnies whipped Augsburg 78-63 Monday night for a
2-0 Minnesota Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference record, tying them with St. Thomas for
the league lead .
St. John'i football team, after
dominating the MIAC two of the
three previous seasons, dropped
to fourth this year.
Other basketball results Monday night saw Mankato State
clip State College of Iowa 64-62,
while Macalester downed Dakota Wesleyan 72-65.
The only game scheduled tonight has Concordia at North
Dakota State, while only the

Osborn has always been impressive in training camp, but
until Sunday had seldom done
the things expected of him in a
game. The result was Van
Brocklin kept alternating Osborn and rookie Jim Xindsey at
halfback after Tommy Mason
got hurt early this year.
"The toughest thing for me "
Osborn said Sunday after leading the Minnesota running game
against the Lions—one of the
National Football
League's
toughest teams to run against—
"has been to learn to relax. I
was more relaxed for this game
than I've been before,"
Then he added: "I was up for
this one. In fact. I think the entire team was up."
Osborn rammed 16 times for
62 yards, while Viking fullback

EXTRA INNINGS FOR SUIT?
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(.ouch MacSpeedie of tho
Denver Broncos received ' ' a
$1 ,000 bonus when he Hlgned his
first pro football contract with
the Cleveland Browns.
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2
I
4
_
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Johnny 's Ber
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Frlckson 's Auctioneers .. 2V _ -3' i
Sugar Leal
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24

sunbeam
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Deuces Wild
. . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Rockets
10
FATHER . SON
W.
Weamale
Lane
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Dueflman
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Welch
.................. 7
Wise
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4

L.
15
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4

Wally 's
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1
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1
Lakeiidi CII90
. Wlnana Paint
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* Class
COMMUNITY
Westgale
rV.
Happy Chel
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Oasis Bar
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7
7
7'k
10

1)
II
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20
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17
H
Ken's Hardware
Midland co-op
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13
11
PIN TOPPUHS
WHI .bll
W, L.
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1
¦
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7
2
Polachek Blectrit . '
- Coca Cdle
4
1
Hamirnltks Bar
........ 4
5

L.
1
4
4
<
t

5
5
4< »
2

14
PARK RBC JR. OIRLS
Hal-Nod
W.
Wildcats
5
Gutter Raft
5

aeaalaa

L.

. . . . . . . . . . . V i 10 ..

1

1
The Whirlwind) ......... t
. . . . . . . . . . . . IV4 l' _
Double O's
Vaughn i MIynetak . . . . . 5< - IV 4
The Moonll .hters . . . .. . . . 5
The Jokers . . .
... 2
7
.... •
f
The Trolans
JACKS I QUEENS
W. L.
wesnala
Jokers
....;...»
11
"4 Aces
-- 27
15
Jolly Jacks
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
10

Wohan'i WIMOW _. SMIn| CO. 4I'A
Jeanatta'a letuty talon . . . . . . 37
Ciirlay't floor Shop . . . , . .; . , ll'k

MOnljomtry Wart* . . . . . . . . . .
Williams Hotel
,..;:.........
a_e _ ant Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . .
Llnahans
WEStOAT i UOIli
Weslgate Bowl
W.
Haddad's
... . ... .. 10
•
"
Winen» Typewriter
...:. )¦¦*
orulhowiki Beauty Sop . . . is

Second - year halfback Dave
Osborn may have won himself
a starting berth against the
Bears with his finest day as a
Viking last Sunday at Detroit.
Osborn admitted Monday that
he nearly blew his chance to
impress Van Brocklin under
game conditions. Lockily, Os^
born said, he learned to relax
in time;
Van Brocklin has admired
Osborn's toughness and dedication to football ever since the
Vikings signed the 205-pounder
out of the University of North
Dakota two years ago .

Johnnies Whip
Auggies 78-63

Leltl k Rl .hll . . . . . . . . . . . t

RED MEN'S MON. NITE
¦
W, ' ' ¦!_. . . .
«»d Mtn'i Ally.

Coach Norm Van Brocklin
said Thursday the club has no
one to activate and fill Phillips'
spot on the active roster.
Phillips suffered a shoulder
separation in a fall during Sunday's 28-16 victory over Detroit .
Defensive tackle Gary Larsen
had a sore big toe Monday—after dislocating it at Detroit Sun-

day — but is expected to be
able to play at Chicago.
Phillips is the 19th Viking
player to miss at least one game
this season due to injury.

state pursued antitrust prosecu- course , very gratify ing to the
National League. "
tion under state law .

The Wisconsin supreme Court
hod ruled in July that , although
organized baseball was a monopoly, it is Immune from the
-Kite 's antitrust laws .
I.a Follette appealed to the
U.K. Supreme Court arguing
that the state court's ruling
makes baseball "tho only nonregulated industry in the Unit, d
States completely free to disregard both federal and state anti-tr 'ust law-. "
"This would _ e*m to be the
.nd of the lino insofar as the
state of Wisconsin's action I.s
concerne d ." said Warren Giles ,
"It I K shocking. " I'roxmlre National league prewldmit ,
said , "that a buiiineNH thin big er learning in Cincinnati of aftthe
—Hint makes a million of dol- court refusal .
lars a year — has no regulation
"The action," )«> aaid, "is, ol
whatever , state or federal . "
Mayor Henry Maier agreed
MEW AND UIBD
lhat "it appears the only regress for those who have carried this fight to bring major
league baseball back to Milwaukee is to the Congress. "
Steven E. Keane , special
counsel to Milwaukee County,
^rJamt+J Hp t^
said he plans to confer with I.a
r/ a $ S _am
r
Follette.
The county '* federal court ac- SHARMN ID Tm W MM m
tion against baseball may be reactivated, Keane itald ,
The county 's action was simiMil • iMVica
lar to the BtaW'a, It was set m MinHat*
AVI,
>nin* 1(11
county
and
the
•side while th*

Exchange ¦
j|
J|j

MITER'S •gar-

William R&rtholomay. chairman of the board for tho
Hrnves said his group felt
"from the beginning that our
legal position wan sound , and
I hope that thin finally brings
to an end the whole question of
the Braves ' move to Atlanta.
Lester W. Brann Jr., executlve vice president of the Milwaukee Association of Commere* , said It appears "the
only remedy In this situation i.
with Congress. And that should
be a long and l aborious task."
Keane, noting the 4-3 state
Supreme Court ruling and the
failure to get n U. S. Supreme
Court ruling by one justice 's
approval , rcmarki*! :
"It 's discouraging to lose by
one mo all the time. "

||j %\j :%

In the .th century B.C. in the northern Egyptian
city hearing hi* name , Alexander of Macedon
founded « storehouse for wisdom, art and akill from the past. It attracted scholars from the whole
western world and while called a library, it was
actually one of the world', first universities.
This contribution alone earns Alexander his
title , "the Great. "
Today, few of us tan found & college, bat most
of un, through our gifts , can keep one going. This,
too, is a *reat thing.
f&
_\ A"«
Give to the college of your choice. V?^ ^ff^
PuMlihul •• * public arrtl.e In - oojwrallonwllh the Adtetllalnft
Oinncll, the (_iuncll for Financial Aid Co Education ind lha
International Ncwepaper Adv - .-lilni. -tecullfea.
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Lombardi
|llStart
Regulars

Tuesday's Gomes

PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP ) Coach Vince Lombardi plans to
start his Green Bay Packer regulars Sunday as the National
Football League's Western Conference kingpins close out their
regular season against the Los
Angeles Rams.
A Packer spokesman said the
is
starter
only
doubtful
Bart Starr. The quarterbackbruised his ribs in the first half
of Saturday 's 14-10 victory over
the Baltimore Colts and sat out
the second half.
Lombardi will start Starr if
the coach considers him healthy, th* spokesman said.
The Packer regulars are
expected to withdraw early in
favor of the rookies, including
running backs Donny Anderson
and Jim Grabowski and defensive tackles Jim Weatherwax
and Bob Brown.
Green Bay sewed up its fifth
conference crown in seven seasons Saturday by whipping the
Colts. ' . ' . .. . , .

Redskin Coach
Says Cowboys
Are .he Best

Fireman Overcome
Searching for Boy

This Week's
Basketball
DA1KYLANDWhltehell it C»chrtne-FC
•lair at El*v*-Strum.
August* at -Alma Center.
Osseo at Independence.
N0I.C0NF6RENCE—
Red Wing at St. Paul North.
Blooming Prairie at OwalMint.
Caledonia at Preston.
Spring Valley at LeRoy.
Cilmante* at Rolllngsten* Holy Trinity.
Cadolt at Fairchild.
Onalaska Lut-ier al Nec-edjh.
Catedenl* Loretto »t Senaca.
Peterson at ¦..vilston.
New Listen at West Sii<m.
Mondovi *t ¦•IdwtnWoodvllle.
Durand at Elmwood.

Fog Cutters
Win Title at
Winona State

The Fog Cutters walloped HarIeys Raiders 58-45 Mot-day night
in the championship game of
the Fall Quarter basketball
tournament at Wino>na State
College, .. [ ' ¦; '
Boyum was high pint man for
the winners, clunking . 19; whi_e
Heise swished the nets for 12
for the R:aid*rs.
Boxscore
Peg Cutters (51)
fg pf
Benedict
12
Van Fell 1 1
Goerlsh
1 1
HolileO
10
II
Madzk*
Sclimelfell 1 2
Melln
2 J
Warner ¦ 0 1
¦
•
B«.yum . . 1 1
TetlU

Harftys R_ !der. («S)
tp
fg: p. tp
4 Kllbtmr 1 0 2
7 Bolind
J 1 5
7 DuritUA 1 .
2. Krenli»l<
• 0 o
_ Heise
4 4 12
4 Kundit
2 1 S
( I I
7 Billey
1 Miller
1 .1- 1
l» Hulitig
.. 2 • «

II 24 5»

COMier-i 7

T0UIB

.1.1

J.

II » 45

Arcadia Matmen
Whip Blair 41-3

WASHINGTON (AP) - Otto
Graham, coach of the Washington Redskins, says he would
like to see Dallas win the National Football League's Eastem Conference title so the
Arcadia's mat squad stretchCowboys could battle Green
Bay for the NFL title,
ed its season record to 6-1 Mon"I think Dallas has the best day by soundly whipping Blair
team in our division," Graham 41-3. Blair was successful in a
told a news conference Monday. single matcb when Ray Bud"I hope they'll win it. They zeak decisiooied Howard Wierwould be most representative of sgalla 1-4 in the 180-pou-_d
our division,"
class. /Dallas lost 34-31 to WashingNext me&t for Arcadia is
ton. Sunday, but has clinched a Thursday wfaen they host Montie for the conference crown. dovi.
«—P»t Bol_ !K_ (A)
decliion»d
The Cowboys must tie or deDa va Klolzbach IM.
feat New York — or St. Louis
103—Roger Soppi (A) pinned Bob
Hiug 1:51.
must Jose t© Cleveland — if
112—Jim IWcychlk
Dallas' hopes to win the division Terry Brekk» io-2. (A> dwlilon«d
120-Jd.n Slaby (A) pinned Bill
crown and face the Paickers
Hermyer J:2».
Jan. " 1.
127—Dennis RHU (AD declilonad

Bad Boy Young
Back In Detroit

DETROIT (AP) — j 7 Howie
Young, the wild and unpredictable de/enseman who holds the
National Hockey League record
for penalty minutes in one season, returned to the troubled
Detroit Red Wings Monday.
The Wings, who have been
having difficulty doing anything
right on the ice, got Young, 29,
from the Los Angeles Blades of
the Western League.
Sid Abel, general managercoach of the Red Wings, said
names of the players traded are
being withheld at the request of
the Los Angeles club.
Detroit currently is in last
place in the NHL and hasn't
picked up a single point on the
road.
Young 's last season in Detroit
was in 1962-63, and he set a
record with 273 penalty minutes.
He disappeared at times,
missed practices, and generally
posed a disciplinary problem.
Detroit traded him to Chicago
for goalie Roger Crozier.

David Klttelson ...
IM—Derrel ProntthlnrnVl (A) diecltioned Jim Tranberg 14-2. ¦
13»-Dennli- Slaby (A.) decliicned
Merfc HahSMt 104.
154 - Riy- Walleftko pinned Mark
(A) Mitch 2:Si . .
154—Dan Prometilmw (A) da.
cisioned Joe Hanson 4-o.
145-Tocn Palmer (A) de_ lilen«d
Dan Budiealc l-t. .
1»0—Howand WiangaUa (A) letst
decision to Ray BUdieak 14.
Hwy. - Jim Auer (A3 pinned Bill
Dirftield 2:2S.

Winter Carnival
To Be Discussed
Members of the Winona
Activity Group will meet
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the
Winon? Athletic Club to discuss sponsoring tbe 1967 Winona Winter Carnival, announced by Henry Muras,
treasurer.
Junior Ferguson is presl.
dent of the Activity Group
and Dan Bambenek, secretary.

Crookston Asks
Recovery House
For Alcoholics

CROOKSTON, M.inn. (AP)—A
$50,000 goal has been set by a
group of organizations who hope
to operate a "recovery house"
for alcoholics in a nine-county
area.
An estimated 8,000 alcoholics
live in the northwestern Minnesota region the establishment
would serve.
The campaign was Instigated
by the Alcoholic Referral and
Counseling center in Crookston.
Solicitation is being made by
such groups as the Junior Chamber of Commerce, Lions clubs,
civic and church organizations.
Sponsors feel that $50,000
would permit the facility to operate for two years. From then
on, they believe, the operation
should be self-sustaining on a
fee basis.
The counties involved are
Polk, Norman, Marshall, Pennington, Kittson, Hoseau, Mahnomen, Red Lake and Clay.

With construction of both the
new Winona Senior High School
and the Winona Area Vocational-Technical School proceeding along on schedule , members of the Board of Education
Monday night heard a report on
how finances on the two building projecLs are stacking up.
Superintendent of Schools A.
L. Nelson told directors that
total contracts
f o r construe- i. 1
tion of the tiigh Cehr__ v|
school amount •'CnUO'l
¦
to $5 ,173,464, of

which $i , 56i,-

board
D

who was believed to be asleep
there. The child's mother went
into shock when he couldn't
be found immediately.
FRANK TURNED np, however, in
¦ the sheep shed on the
farm.: ¦
Mrs. Carrels had taken five
of her eight children to school
in town — three to St. ' Felix
parochial and two to Wabasha
public — and her husband to
the Schones farm on Lower
Sand Prairie where be was to
combine soybeans.
When she returned home firemen already were there. The
blaze destroyed the second
story. The first floor was heavily damaged by smoke and water, plaster falling from the Ceiling into the living room.
THE HOUSE is nnlivable.
The Carrels are staying with
relatives until they can find a
permanent place, a l t h o u g h
housing is said to be scarce in
Wabasha.
There were two other children at home, Terry, 14 , who had
the measles, and Patrick, 3, both
unharmed. It was Terry who
said Frank was upstairs. Roemer found a doll in the bed, but
no child. Frank said he saw a
light go pop and a curtain start
to burn. No cause of the fire
has been determined.
A; passerby notified the fire
department when he saw smoke
come from the house. Firemen
stayed on the scene three hours,
The Carrels lost their barn
by fire in July. Both fire victims were taken to the clinic,
treated and released.

B58 Crashes,
Three Airmen
Aboard Killed

HUSTONYILLE .Ky. (AP) An Air Force B58 bomber, returning to its base Monday night
after a seven-hour practice
bombing run, slammed into a
hillside east of here, killing all
three crewmen.
the plane crashed with a
"screaming and popping sound"
The plan for the "recovery and then disintegrated. Scraps
house" is that it would take in of wreckage were blown 400 feet
alcoholics and keep them for from the scene.
7
two to three weeks , depending
One body, still strapped in the
upon the severity of the individual's problem. The alcoholic ejection seat , was recovered by
would be counseled in finding investigators , who also reported
employment, if he lacks work. finding personal eltects of the
If he has a job, the center per- other crewmen.
Those aboard were identified
sonnel would try- to help him
by Bunker Hill Air Force Base,
continue to hold the position.
The estimate of 8,000 alcohol- Ind., as: Aircraft commander
ics in the nine-county area was Maj. Richard F. Blakeslee, 42,
said to be based upon national Mentbr-in-the-Lake, Ohio ; navigator Capt. Floyd E. Acker, 33,
statistics.
Dixon, Hi; and defensive systems operator Capt. Clarence D.
Lunt , 29, Williamsport, Pa.

Financing
Answer to Flu
For School
Epidemics May
Jobs Checked

'
'
Chicago kept Young about a 596 has t»een '"
half season, then sold him lo paid out and a balance of $3,Ivos Angeles , where he set a 611.868 remains to be paid.
Western League record with 227
CONTRA.CTS for ihe voca tionpenalty minutes.
al - technical school total $1 ,Young, and a Red Wing 300.590 . Expenditures thus far
Spokesman , say the defenseman come to $530,540 and there's a
has reformed. So far this season balance remaining due of $769 ,he 's scored four goals and as- 049.
sisted on 15 others and is the
As far a_s funds available are
highest scoring Blades' defense- concerned, tlie superintendent
man. He has 43 penally said, there 's a balance of $176,minutes, well below his previous 891 in the buildin g fund, $:.,average.
577,858 of -the original $5,78 million school bond s.ale is in investments, interest to be earned on the-se investments is estimated at $201 ,474 . federal aid
for the vocational school in 1967
Ls expected to amount to $562,000 and a supplementary bond
sale recently negotiated will
bring in another $ 198, 000.
That would bring total av ailable funds lor the two projecLs
PARKV -LLE, Md. (AP) to $4,716 ,224 ; $.,..80 ,917 is still
Joseph H. Sharp, Jr., 20 , died
obligated on contracts and a
Monday after suffering a brain balanc
e oi $M5,..06 is then availconcussion during a sandlot
able for equipmen t .
football game here.
Nelson said thai , although in
many ca-ses only guesses can
PHILADELPHIA un _
be made ai this time , it seems
The Maxwell
MemorUI
likely th at the total cost of
Football Club named Allequipping
the Senior
High
America Jim Lynch, Notre
School will coirwe to around
Dame captain and lineback$181 ,200 and the vocationaler, winner of (he Maxwell
technical school , about $200,Trophy, honoring college
000.
football's outstanding player of the year.
ALTHOUGH thl-s would leave
; SAN MATEoTcalif. (AP ) - an apparent deficit of some
Triple Tux , $5, held on for a $45,900, the superintendent exthree-quarters of a length victo- plained, his figures didn't take
ry over The Hare in the feature into account such contemplated
race at Bay Meadow/. Monday. future revenues as receipts
from the 6-mlll sinking fund
Five rookies saw action with levy—which probably w ill be
the 1966 Baltimore Orioles. They used, for the most part , in conwete Dave Johnson, Andy verting the present senior high
B- ChcbBrren, Larry Haney, Ed- school and Central Junior High
$io Watt and Gene Bcabender. School buildings to a central

Sports
Shorts

WABASHA, Minn (Special )
— Two people were overcome
during a residence fire at the
Richard Carrels farm on the
outskirts of west Wabasha Monday morning.
James Roemer, Wabasha fireman, was overcome by smoke
as he searched the second .f loor
for 5-year-old Frank Carrels,

Lie Inside China

GENEVA (AP _ —International experts are examining a new
theory that influence epidemics
which
periodically
sweep
through the world may be
caused by animals. The answer
may lie in Communist China.
ScientisLs are still baffled
over the origin of flu epidemics ,
such as the ."Asian flu " outbreak of 1957 and the World War
I epidemic which killed 20 million persons.
A World Health Organization
special committee, comprising
experts from nine nations, is
studying clues which suggest
that animals— particularly pigs
—may be responsible,
Dr. Martin Kaplan of the
United States, chief of the or.
ganiiation's veterinary public
health section, told a news conference that the vital clue may
be found in Communist China.
The origins of major flu epidemics during the past century
have all been traced to central
Asia. It is known that the 1957
outbreak started in Yunnan
Province in southwest China—a
big pig-breeding area.
But Communist China Is
barred from the United Nations ,
and experts hav« been unable to
get any inform ation. However ,
scientists know that outbreaks
of influenza reappear like clockwork every year among the
world's pig populations. Laboratory tests have shown that the
virus is similar to (he human flu
virus. But there is still a "mussing link" positively connecting
the two .
The experts also are studying
a theory that man and animals
"swap " influenza. It is possible
that humans catch the disease
from animals and then traasmit
it back to them, thus maintaining a permanent "vicious circle " resulting in regular world
epidemics.
junior high complex—reimbursements for money spent on the
vocational school this past year
and any refund that might be
received from the city for purchase of park property for the
Senior High site,
In addition, all of the equipment listed for the vocational
school may not be purchased
during the coming year, he
added.

An Air Force spokesman said
the plane was in a "steep and
violent right turn" and appeared to stop in air on the radar screen at Richmond, Va.,
that was tracking the craft.
The bomber, which was not
armed , dug a 10-foot deep hole
in the hard clay hill before exploding.
The blast tore open a crater
about 30 feet deep and 60 feet
across.

Friendly
Village
Bombed

SAIGON , South Vietnam (AP)
—A U.S. warplane supporting a
Marine drive dropped a bomb
on a village 1,800 yards short of
its intended target tonight and
killed two Vietnamese civilians ,
an American spokesman announced. He said one civilian
was injured.
The strike was made at the
village of Thon-Phu Gia , 30
miles southwest of Hue. The
mistaken bombing came roughly 80 miles from the border territory where two bombs that
fell short from a supporting
warplane killed 16 Marines and
wounded 11 Saturday.

Badger Truckers
Honor Veteran
Briggs Driver

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices
65%
AlliedCh 35% H_oneywl
AllisChal 23% I B Mach 384%
Amerada 74% Intl Harv 35
Am Can 46 .4 Intl Paper 26%
Am Mtr
7V4 Jns & L
47V.
AT&T
55Vs Jostens
12 .4
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37%
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Ancooda 80% Lorillard
41%
Arch Da 37y. Minh MM 84%
Armco SU 46% Minn P L 23%
Armour
2914 Mobil Oil 48%
Avco Cp 24 Mn 'Chm 53%
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30 Mont Dak 30%
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63% Mont Wd 21
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Brunswk 7% N Am Av 48
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47%
941/4 No St Pw 31%
C&NW
Chrysler H Vs Nw Air
120%
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Com Ed 50 Penney
59%
ComSat
75
42V* Pepsi
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ContCan 41% Phillips
50%
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37%
Cntl Data 34% Polaroid 167%
68 RCA
47%
/Deere
Douglas 48% Red Owl 13%
DowCm 65 Rep Stl
AV/ t
du Pont 153% Rexall
25%
East Xod 129 Key Tb
35%
Firestone 46% Sears Roe 49%
Ford Mtr 41 Shell Oil
62%
Gen Elec 973A Sinclair
64%
Gen Food 76% Sp Rand
29%
Gen Mills 63% St Brands 35%
Gen Mr 71 St Oil Cal 67%
Gen Tel
45% St Oil Ind 51%
Gillette
41 St Oil NJ 64%
Goodrich 63
Swift
40%
Goodyear 44% Texaco
75%
Gould
.20% Texas Ins 107%
Gt NoRy 51 Union Oil 54%
Greyind 16% Un Pac
38%
Gulf Oil
60% U S Steel 38%
Hanna M 51% Wesg El
53%
Hom«stk 40% Wlworth
19%

GRAIN

MINNEAPOUS 'CAP) -Wheat
receipts Monday 388; year ago
386; trading basis (March basis) , prices 3% higher; cash
spring wheat basis, No. 1 dark
northern 11-17 protein 1.95%.
2.0OH;
No. 1 hard Montana winter,
1.88V_-1.96%.
Minn..' . S.D: No. 1 hard winter l.-6%-l,91V _ .
No. 1 hard amber durum,
choice 2.13-2.16; discounts, amber 2-3; durum 4-7. Corn No. 2 yellow 1.38%-1.39%.
Oats No. 2 white 67-73; No. 3
white 64-71; No. 2 heavy white
70%-74%; No. 3 heavy white
6-%-71%.7
Barley, cars 108, year ago
234; good to choice 1.18-1.46; low
to intermediate 1.14-1.36- feed,
Rye No. 2 1.17%-1:24%.
Flax No. 1 3.15 noro.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.89%. -

LIVESTOCK

Stocks Push
Rally Into
6th Session

:•

BLIND ADST. NCAU._ b FOR—
C-M, . M. ; 7; .

. -^M 'OTIC

mis newspaper will be responsible
for only.- on* Incorrect Insertion o.
any elat-lfled advertisement publlfh•d In th* want Ad section. Check,
your at and call JB1 H » ecrr»etloi¦. . , - ¦ 7 .- ¦¦
murt be mad*.
.

NEW YORK (AP)-Tbe stock
market pushed its rally into the
sixth, straight session but ran into increased _wo.-t-tald__g early
this afternoon. Trading was
Card of Thankt
heavy.
¦¦
/ .¦ ¦ . ¦ . V , .
WALTERS — ¦ '
General Motors , up about 1%, Tp a)l my T*1_HV*I, nelahbor* »nd trlendt
to
Rev. Rlwa
visits,
fo. the card, and
continued to be one of the for his comforting word- and prayers,
'
to my doctors and all the nurses
strongest pacemakers erf the also
who took excellent car* of me during
atay
at . Community Memorial H-osmy
sustained advance as it showed pltal.,Again
many thank* ot all.
further response to th& predicLouis F. Walters
tion of its bdard chairman that
1967 would be the third-best au- Lett ind Pound
4
to sales year.
*0fnan'i black framed ol*""
Other leading autos showed LOST
with , nam* "Mrs. R. Hanton" InKide
fractional gains and*there was frame, at Woolworth's. Reward. TeL
;
: plenty of support from blue 8-1501, weekdays 1-5..
chips and
glamor
stocks
7
Porsonals
throughout the list.
The rise attracted some shortterm profit-taking, however ,
and the list sank well below its
best level of early morning.
The Associa ted Press average
of 6C stocks at noon was up .7 at
300,0 with industrials , up 1.2,
rails up .4 aad utilities up .2,
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon" was up .45 at 820.99. This was well below an earlier reading! of 822.93 , at which
level the Dow was well above
its I.ov. 16 recovery high.
IBM rose more than 4, Air Reduction 2, Douglas Aircraft and
United Airlines about Vh each.

Rooting

ML

FOR PLUMBING . IXTURES Of leading
design, newest fashion colon (nd dependability, consult - _ ¦ • _
.
^

SAN ITARY

PLUMBING & H6ATIN«
T«f. V3T
' ' itt ' H. 3rd St.

Female—Job* of lnt«r«rt—26
WAITRESS WANTED-wM trttti, mitt
ba JI. Sttvi'i Loun_t.
TWO LADIES, over l< yean old, to de
ttlephotit canvasshu work from downtown office. ¦ Guaranteed Hourly waflt
paid weekly,¦ ¦ da/ or evenlns hour*.
¦
Tal. ^2-30¦. '. ¦
. . y "¦ :- .
. '
OLDER WOAAAN or o'rl to work n'Bhta,
part or full-time. Good referenc*. and
Nt
character. Sammy's Pizza¦¦ Palaea,
¦¦ •
phone calls, fleas . ¦ - .. . .. . . ¦ . • ' ,. ;.

:

STAFF NURSE
POSITION

Open January 1, 1967 to
R.N
. or PubBc Health
' ¦ • ' Nurse. '. ' ¦
Apply by writing to MM.
Mary Karsina, Supervisor,
Public H e a 1th , Nursing
. ""Sept., Room 101, City Hall,
"Winona, Minn. No telephon»
'
7
. calls, please,
. . . " . ' ¦;

Malt — Jobs of Interest—27

tor a«neral farmwork an
NOON SPECIAL WED.: Homemade Chow SINGLE MAN
nhodern dairy farm. Steady lob with
Main over crisp noodles, soy sauce, roll,
good
wages
plus: extrai. Wrltt C-W
butter, beveraje. . 80c. SIDEWALK
Daily News. ; 7
CAFE, Miracle Mall.
to help with ehoraa
WE shorten coats of Imitation fur, «t FARMWORK—man
on dairy farm for winter momtit. Ttl.
prices that will make YOU purr. W.
St. Charles ,M2-«*1.
Betsingw, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.

AUTO Tnechanlc, Ford
COLD, CRISP winter air makes "for rav- EXPERIENCED
dealership; excellent opportunity In ticenous appetites. Put a delightful end
panding
shop;
«.?0
hour weekly guaran»
at
stop
to those hunger pangs with a
tee, plus Incentive, uniforms and hospiRUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St„
benefits.
Housing avallabla.
talization,
downtown Winona. Any of fhe tasty
Ford, Hastings,
Items on the menu will make you slad ANnla or call Livingston
'
Minn.
Tel.
437-4139.
.
you did. : .
HELP wanted, full llms and must
WE'LL BE SANTA CLAUS and help you FARMexperienced
and able to run mllk>
fee
make your payments! Consolidate pres.
Ing
machine.
Tel. Cochrane 24B-2373.
cover
for
a
loan
to
ent bills or apply.
other worthwhile purchases which you
BELL_«AN-must be 21 or over, college
do not have the cash for at this time.
student pref erred. Apply Assistant ManRates are low, money Is readily avail•
7
able, details convenient and confiden- . ajer. Hotel Winona. .
tial. Remember, lust because you- alHAVE AN opening for an elderly
ready have a loan Is no reason you WE
or retired active man In eur greencannot apply for another at M.ER ,
houses, who would be Interested in
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK ; Installa modern 2-bedroom apt. with nominment Loan Dept.
al salary. Siebrecht ¦ Floral Co. No
phone calls please. ¦ .
MEMO TO OUR WINNIPEG FRIENDS:
Thanks for a real nice trip, your hospitality will long b* remembered. Ray
. Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

Gains exceeding a point were
scored by Jofa__*-Manvi_le , Pennsylvania Railroad and Southern
Pacific.
Standard Oil (New Jersey)
CAREER POSITION
had a sinking spell and lost 2
KEEP carpel cleaning problems tmail
points. Other oils backtracked . . . use Blue Lustre wall to wall. Rent
Hare unique profitable posielectric shampoo*., SI. R. D. Cons Co.
fractionally.
tion for energetic salesman
Xerox and U.S. Gypsum lost ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER:? - with established local busiMan or woman, your drinking create*
more than a point each. .
ness. ,
. numerous problems. If you need - and
Norton Co. lost a fraction as want help. Contact Alcoholics Anonyprofit-taking continued on its mous, pioneer Group c/o General De- . • Salary plus commission
livery, Winona, Minn., or Tel. 3-4410
biff advance cf last week.
• Bonus
evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of our
Prices were irregularly high- newspaper/ .The Ey* Opener." It'* Must be neat appearing,
er on the American Stock Ex- free. Box 642, Winona, Minn.
have car, give 3 references.
LADIES: If you want to drink tti_1'» . Training provided to qualichange.
YOUR business; If vou DON'T want to
drink, . that's our business. Contact
fied persons. Franchisee!
Women** AA for private; confidential
area La Crosse and 7 counPRODUGE
help with , your drinking problem. Call
ties. Write C-91 Daily News
8-4410 evenings 7-10. Send for a copy of
our newspaper, "The Eye Opener", It's
for appointment for interCHICAGO (AP) - (USDA)
free. Box 642, Winona, Minn.
view on Dec. 27 in La
— Potatoes arrivals 51; total
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
Crosse, Wis.
U.S. shipments 305; supplies
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS .
mt»derate; demand for Russets
GOLTZ
PHARMACY
moderate; market firm for best
274 B. 3rd
Tei. —* 7
ELECTRONICS
stocky steady on others; demand
for round reds slow, market Transportation
8
TECHNICIAN
slightly weaker; carlot track
sales: Idaho Russets 5.00-5.05 ; LEAVING FOR SEATTLE, Wash., by needed- for Rochester-Winocar, approximately Dec. 17. Shar* exMinnesota North DaJcota Red pense
rider desired. Tel. Houston, Minn)
na area, with FCC licenst
Rrver Valley- round reds 2.75.
896-3555.
to service communication
~
-NEW Y0RK (AP)—Canadian Plumbing, Roofing
21 and industrial electronics in
dollar today .9231, unchanged.
authorized Motorola service
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
station. All inquiries kept
CHICAGO (AP)— Chicago
For clogged sewer* and drains.
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
confidential .
CALL SYL KUKOWSEQ
about steady; wholesale buying Tel. 9509 or 643. I year gyaranfM
Write P.O. Box 295
prices unchanged ; 93 score AA
_ 53/4; 92 A 65%; 90B 64%; 89 C Jerry's Pluinljing Service
Winona , Minn.
827 E. 4th
Till. 4-94
62%; cars 9K) B 65& ; 89 C 64.
_Eggs about steady; wholesale ARE YOU UP A TREE .Chrlstma* -varlety, that is) on what to get . her ahd
buying prices unchanged 70 p;cr where? Order an In-Slnk-Erator garWe Need A Full-Tuna
cent or better grade A whitas bage disposal, the quick easy way to
dispose of food wastes. A gift sh« will
Assistant Radio &
40 mixed 40; mediums 36; stan- appreciate all year- long and than* you
for many times over. Available at
dards 38%; checks 36.
TV Repairman

SOUTH ST. PAUL HI — (USDA) Cattle 6,000; calves 1,500; trading slow;
cfiolce slaughter "steers not fully established; limited early sales sleady to 25
lower; lower grade steers about steady;
choice heifers weak to mostly 25 lower;
lower flrades steady; other classes
steady; high choice 1075 lb. slaughter steers 24 .25; choice 950-1175 lbs.
23.25-24.00; high choice 950 Imb. slaughter heifers 23:25; most choice 800-1050 lbs.
22.25-23.00;; utility and commercial cows
15.50-14.50; canner and cutter 13.50 .5.50;
utility and commercial slaughter bulls
20.00-22.50; cutter 17.5O-20.0O; choice
veaters 27 .00-30.00; high choice and prime
31.00-32.00; choice slaughter calves 20.0023.00; good 17.0O-2O.00; good 500-750 lb,
fee&er steers 22.50-24.00.
Hogs 10,000; fairly active; barrows and
240 lbs. and heavier steady; all other
gills under 240 lbs. steady to 25 lower;
NEW YORK (AP) _ (USDA)
classes ' steady; 1-2 190-230 lb. barrows
and gilts 20.75-21.00; mixed 1-3 . 190-240 — Butter offerings ample; delbs. 20.25-20.75; 240-260 lbs. l.i-5-20.50 ; mand fair; prices unchanged
.
1-3 270-400 lb, sows 15.50-14.50. 2-3 400500 lbs. 14.50-15.. 5; 1-2 120-IW Jb. feeder
Wholesale egg offerings fullypigs 19.00-20.00.
adequate; demand fair to good .
Sheep 4,000; moderately active, all
Wholesale selling prices, New
classes steady; choice and prime 90-105
lb. wooled slaughter lamb! 22.50-23.00; York spot quotations: Standards
105-100 lbs. 22.00-22.50; 110-115 lb*. 21.0022.0fli utility and good wooled slaughter 42%-43 ._ ; checks 38 .2-3.%.
n« 6.50-7.50; weights over 150 lbs.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
5.50-6.50; choice and fancy 60-80 lb.
wooled feeder lambs 23.00-23,50 ; 80-90 lbs. weight (47 3bs min) 45-47; fan22.00-23.00.
cy medium. (41 lbs average)
CHICAGO H) — (USDA) - Hogs 7,000;
butchers steady tb 25 higher; most 1-2 40^-41%; fancy heavy weight
500-220 lb. butchers 22.00-22.50; mixed (47 lbs min ) 44-45; medium (4C
1-3 190-230 lbs. 21.00-_?.00; 230-240 lbs.
20.00-21.00; 240-250 lbs. 19.25-20.251 2-3 lbs average ) 39-40% ; smalls (36
220-230 lbs. 19.75-20,50; 230-240 lbs. 19.25- lbs average) 35%-36%.
19 T3; 240-250 lbs. 1B.75-I9.25i mixed 1-3
350-400 lb. lows 15.00-15.50; 400-500 lbs .
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) —
14.O0.1J.25.
C oil If 2,000; slaughter steers steady Live poultry: Wholesale buying
to weak; high choice and prime 9001,250 lb. slaughter steeri 24.50-25.00; prices unchanged to 1 higher ;
choice 900-1,250 lbs. 23.7524.75; mixed roasters 23-25; young hen turgood and choice' 23.2524.00) good 23.0023.50; few lots high choice and prim* keys 32-33.
875-1,000 lb. slaughter heifers 23.50-23.75;
mixed good and choice 22.50-23.00; good
21.2522.50; ulility and commercial cows
I5.O0-16.75.
Swift & Company
Sheep 800; wooled slaughter lambs
Iteady; severa l lots choice and prima
Weil Hlghwiy 41
90-110 lb. lambs 23.00-23,50; choice BOBuying hours era from * a.m. to 1:31
NO lb!. 22.0. 23,00; choice 60-110 lbs. p.m. Monday through Friday.
22.00-23.00; good and cholm 21.00-22.00;
There will tM no call mork.li on Fricvull to good wooled slaughter twes days.
5.00-8.00.
These quota-lions apply to hogs dillv.
.red to thi Winona nation by noon today.
HOOS
Hog Market: Steady to i i ctnti flightr.
Butchers Grading 34 4 3» 20.00-20.25
Butchers Grading now now Is. THR
Butchers 20O to 220 Ibl
19.75
Sows, 270-300
14,00
VEAL
Cattle Merkot: Steady.
Hl-Cholct U Price
23,00
Choice
22.00-23,00
Good
21,00-22,00
Standard
2V .00-2I. 0O
Utility COWS
U50-IS.5O
Canner & Cclter
12.00-1AM
CATTII
MADISON , Wis. Wi - The Veal Market .' Steady.
32.00
University of Wisconsin won Top Choice8. Choice
23.0o-30.Ostate approval Monday to buy Good
Commerclal
1B.00-2I.00>
17 and down
the Midwestern Universities Re. Boners

LIVESTOCK

U of W to Buy
Research Plant
Near Slouqhton

search Association facilities
near Stoughton.
MURA is to be disbanded next
June after 11 years of atomic
research . The Stoughton site is
MADISON , Wis. (AP) - one of six finalists in national
The Wisconsin Truckers Safety competition for a $375 (million
Council reported Monday that atomic accelerator ,
Omer Stendahl , 52, of Eau
"Even if the big accelerator
Claire , has been cited as Wisconsin's top truck driver for doesn't come, we still want this
1966.
property , these buildings, these
The council , arm of the Wis- people, because theylre useful
consin Motor Carriers Associa- for university industry retion, said Stendahl has been search," said Fred Harvey Hardriving for 33 years for the rington, president of the universame employer, the Briggs sity.
The State Building CommisTransportation Co., and during
that time had only one minor sion, by a unanimous vote, gave
the university the authority to
mishap.
Other drivers who received spend $448 ,200 to acquire "tho
recognition for outstanding safe- physical assets" of M"URA .
The Argonne National Laborty records included Edward
Schneider of Fond du Lac; Gor- atory plans to terminate its
don Blohowiak of Anston; Ken- research contract with MURA
neth Hansen of Janesville ; Fred June 30. MURA personnel are
Knapp of Merrill and Henry being offered iobs by the laboratory near Joliet , 111,
Garsko of Mauston.

| Want Ads
Start Here

PlumMnfl.

Frank O'Laughlir.

PLUMBING
* HEATING
107 E. 3rd
Tel. 3701

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker
(Flrsl Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1W«.
•
Stat* of Minnesota . ss.
County of Winona _ In Probate Court
File No. 16,323
In Ra estate of
M*ry Rebhahn, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative' of the above named
estate having tiled her final a ccount
and petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution fo th« persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearing
thereof be had on January 5, \9iT , af
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In It* court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News and
by mailed notice as provided by haw,
Dated December 9, 19__.
0. D, LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
C. Stanley McMahon,
Attorney for Petitioner.

(Wlnom Produce, Zletyell Product)
Then Quotations ap*ly as ot
10:30 a.m. today.
Grade A lunnbo
17"
Grade A large
32
Grade A mcHilum
17
Grade A small
.IB
Grade B
19
Grade C
IB

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. li, ..M)
State of Minnesota ) is.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 14,33In Ra estate of
Louis P. Kramer, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
Th* representative of the above named
estate having tiled his final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and tor distribution to th*
persons thereunto entitled ;
IT is ORDERED, That th* hearing
thereof bt had on January t, 1967, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., befor* thli- Court
In the probate courl room In th* court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
nolle* hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Wlnone Dally News
and by mailed n«tlc* as provi ded by
law.
Doled December 9, 19M.
E. D. LIBERA
Probate Judge.
(Probal* Courl Seal)
Frederick W . Gerber,
Plalnvlew, Minnesota.
Attorney for Petitioner,

(First Ppb _ Tuesday, Dec, 1J, I. M)
Slnle ot Minnesota ) it.
County ot Winona I In Probate Court
No. 16,330
I n Rt Gstet* ol
Oeoroi I. Stephen, Decedent.
Ordtr lor Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution,
Tht representative ol th. above wntd
estate having filed hit final account and
petition tor settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the person*
thereunto ent Wed .
IT IS OROEREO, Th at the hairing
ttiercof be r»ed on Janu ary 5, 1947, tl
It o'clock A.M., before thlt Court In
tht probate court room In Ihe court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and thet nolle*
hereof bo gkven by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally New. and by
mailed notice n_ provided by law,
Dated December «. IMA.
E, D. LIBERA,
Probalt Judo*,
(Probate Court Seal)
Priming t\ Blalr,
Rushford, M*nn«S- t*.
Attorneys foer p»tltlon»f.

(First Pub, Tu*«d*y, D*c. A, )9M)
Slate of Minnesota ) si .
County of Winona ) In Probat* Court
No. 11,170
In Re Ratal* et
Marlon B. Queliser, also kno« .n a*
Marlon Buck Ouelsser, Dec*«l*nt.
Order for Heirlns on Final A ccount
•nd Petition for Distribution.
Th* representative ol tha above* named
eitat* having Iliad lie final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereol and for distribution lo 1he persons thereunto entitled!
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
thereof be had on December 31, 1964,
al 11:00 o'clock A.M., before th li Court
In th* probate court room ' In . •>* court
bous« In Wlnone, Mlnn**ot*, nnd that
nolle*) her*of ba olven by publication ol
Ihls order In th« Wlnon* D»I*V Newe
and by mailed notice as provides by law.
Dated December 2, |9M.
B. D. LIRERA.
Probal* Judo*.
(Prob*l* Court »*»l)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.

¦

Winona Egg Market

Good opportunity for someone with some electronic
background to learn TV repair.
-fr 40 Hour Week
-j!r Employee Benefits
•ir Paid Insurance &
Vacation
Apply A . H. Krleger ,
Main Office

H. Choote & Co.

Train for PRINTING
-fr Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork
WritGRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.
Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Mlnneapolll
IF YOU.MADE LESS
T H A N $150 L A S T
WEEK , YOU SHOULD
HEAD THIS AD AT
ONCE:

SALESMEN:
GET in NOW on BIG m6ney. Work high-commission,
Ere - qualified , pre - sold
EADS: No hard "canvassing, " no "cold calls," Million dollar 1966 ad campaign
pulfing leads by the bushel.
WE NEED HELP
Chance of a lifetime
Our AVERAGE man making 20% more than a year
ago, Top mon "rolling in it . "
-WE WILL PAY YOU $150
CASH to watch us show you
how to do it. Must be bondable, drive or own good car,
aggressive , HUNGRY FOR
THE BIG MONEY, Why
pass up $150 cash7
Write;
Lowell Hovren
706 Farmers U Mechanics
Bank Bldg.
Minneapolis , Minnesota
55402
Please (?ive a full work resume, We 'll get in touch
with you.

Situation. Wanted—Fern. 29 Article* for Sale
90 Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108 Uiid Cin
57 Sawing M«hln«i
T3 Apartment*, PUtt
109
WILL DO IRONINO
In
my
horn*.
Pitas* GIRL'S INDOOR roller skates, practically BRAND NEW New Horn* Zigzag sewing TWO APTS.-lst and 2nd floor at Foun- DODGE—1959 panel, in flood condition,
rat. ., ham. ¦ .
new; tort rocking hors* rocker; fey
machine, makes button holes, ate, only
tain City, Wl». T«l. WWJ0-.
S3M. Tel. 4188 or W81 or inquire 448
electric stove; new Santa cookie |*r.
«ll». WINONA SEWINO CO., Ml Hull.
Malh SI,
WHY NOT SHOP Used Cars
new
roto-wheel
Situations Wanted—Mai. 30 door barbecue trie reflector; new out- Tal. »48.
Furnished
91
Apartments,
CHBVROLBT—1958,
''
grill; plant stand fernFORD—1W1 Iruck/ has new Pioneer li1
—_
;——
ery; masty ottt«r Items. L*tt week of
cense,
In
fair
running
condition.
Call
COLLEGE STUDENT want* port-time
MAN ta itiar* furnlahed apt.
NYSTROM'S LOT motor. Tol. 3W0,
75 VOUMO
sale until after holidays. Oil art 1114 StoytSe FurnacM, Parts
at 12 Lenox St., Winona, Minn.
'
vwrk. TH. 2J50.
'

wltt. Stata College Junior. $30. Tel.
5»3. 730 W. m.
OIL OR GAS heater*, complete InstallaZENITH COLORED • B & W TVs, stereo
tions, parts and services, Aladdin por- ONE-ROOM efficiency, nicely furnished
FM and AM radios, large sMectlon.
table heaters. RANGE OIL BURNER
and decorated. Includes 9*s range and
FRANK LILLA t. SONS, 7.1 E. Bth.
CO.. W7 E. 5th. Tal. 7470. Adolph
PUPPIES-Purpl* ribbon bred tiny Toy
refrigerator. Private bath and entrance,
Open evenings.
Wlchalowikl.
Fox Terriers, 125; Dachshunds, tli;
Tel. 3004 or 4842.
B**gles, 135, cut* brown Terrier's, *5. PLAYER
PIANO-*ntIque. Henry HartFrcath Kennels, Houston, Minn.
TWO-BEDROOM carpoted apt. tor boys,
men. Rt V, Arcadia, Wis.
girls or couple. Tel. fr3918.«fter 5.-30
1
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL - AKC mlnlatur*
' p.m.
,
BUILDING FOR. SALE-Hxav suitable
poodles, silver and blue grays; AKC
for garage. Terry Bvilan, 'St. Charles,
cup-»He Chihuahuas, chocolate, blond*
Minn. .- ., .
.
and blade. Harleywood Kennels, Houston. Mlhn., (In Money Creek). Tel. W&-.
''
"NEVER used anything like It", say
FIVE ROOM modern housa, east Icci. . .. - . ./ • ¦. . SOI. ¦ ¦ ¦ ';
;- ,
users of Blue Lustre for cWanlng eartlon. Inquire 168 Mankato Aye.
pet. Rent electric -shampooer, ti. H.
Choate A Co,
COMPLETELY FURNISHEO 2-bedroom
house, wood paneled Interior. Buffalo
WATER SOFTENER for sale. Tel. 8-3041.
'
. City, W|S. Tel. 248-2532.
HEREFORD - .C0WS- .5. 4 and S years
old. William Dabelstein,
Rt. 1, Arcadia, MONARCH RANGE, combination electric
¦ - ¦•
NEW 3-bedroom with attached garage, In
Wis. • - . ..
and coal; GE refrigerator, 9 cu.- ft..
excellent west location, ISM a month.
small freezer. Tel. 8-A30I, Extension
Tel. 8-1059.
FEEDER PIGS-M. Elmer Reps, Lewis*?, or Tel. Lewiston «70.
ton, Minn. Tel. 57M.
LIONEL TRAIN—automatic forward, reFEEDER PIGS-14. Clem Heins, <e. : verse and uncouples 2 ether engines,
*
logg, Minn. Tel. 707-3370.
switches,
miscellaneous
accessories,
DEPENDABLE young couplet needs smell
J30; alsoTIS", tricycle, $4. Tel. «85.
house or apt, wllh gores* or other suitANGUS HEIFERS, 25, to calf In spring;
able storage area. Tel. Wltoka 2254.
also Angus halfar and steer calves, HERMES PORTABLE typewriter, mads
about 950 lbs. . Stockton Trout Farm,
In SwHzerlahd, real good condition.
WANT FURNISHED apt. or 2 apts. for 7
Jtockton, Minn.
Dan . :. Churchill, 126 W. Wabasha, upgirl students; by Jan, 1st. Tel. collect
stairs apt.
La Crosse .¦782-0745. ;
TWO HOLSTEIN springing heifers, du« in
2-3 wteks. from good producing herd, CONSOLE! AM-FM radio and record
TWO OR THRElE-bedroom hlme wanted
from artificial breeding. Donald D iekplayer; coral gullied lull, size bedby respoflsibo couple, with 2 Ihfanl
reger, Lamoille, Minn..
(Richmond
spread. Both in excellent condition, See
children. Must be ready for Jan. loth
Rkfge), T«|. Dakota 643-2138.
at Zlebell Produce, 171 E. Jnd.
occupancy. Write Jim Ayotte, Box 313,
Aflkokan, Ontario or Tel. collect 4304.
IT WILL DO your heart good I Snowblowers, both electric and gas operated.
BAMBEj NEK'S, 9th «. Mankato.
.

Dogs, P«ts, Syppllw

42

: W. Broadway days.

'

Horses, Cattlt, Stock

PRE-SEASON
CLOSE - OUT

'

¦¦' ' . ON NEW 7 ' ¦' . ". ' "
MONARCH
Gas & Electric
RANGES

43

SAVE $$$

' : ¦: N-|' . ' " ; •' y \
P
1-EARLY AMERICAN
(Wood Tone)
1—DE LUXE model
2—Whits Monarch ranges
1 Gas — l JElectric
Th«se Ranges are
• now selling at
DISCOUNT PRICES

LEWISTON
LIVESTOCK
MARKET

CHINA, 100 pe. Ml service for 12; man's
bicycle, woman 's bicycle, 6 months old.
Tel. M277 after 5.
MAN'S
white
. ments,
Susan

DAY SALE
Thursday

; At 1:30 P.M. V 7
Holstein springing heifers &
cows, complete herd.
Holstein heifers & steers,
700-900 lbs.

10 Piggy sows.

Usual run of market
Cows & Veal.
Daily Hog Miarket
Call anytime for
. consignment.

HAMILTON CLOTHES DRYER, No. 1
in the Industry, 3-speods. Special $109.
SCHNE-IDER SALES, 3930 «tti St.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
sal* or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See us for all your olflce svp?ll*s, desks; files or office chairs. Lund
ypewlter Ca Tel, 5232.

Poultry. Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB 20-week pullets. Raised according to-Dekalb's prescribed pullet rearing program. Our own new pullet growing building, one age birds in a building. Available, year around. SPELTZ
HATCHERY,
CHICK
Rolllngston*,
Minn. Tel. 8689-2311.

Wanted—Livestock

46

HEREFORD BULL wanted, 2 yaors or
older. Adolph Mueller Jr. Tal. Wltoka
i 80-25M. 7
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all week,
hog* bought every day. Trucks available. . Day sale Thurs., 1:30 p.m. T»l.
J6-7. . - V

sheller.

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
See the tortious XL' Model*
HOMELITE ZIP »12».50 & up
.. . AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Tel. SASS
ftld Si Johnson
.
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, host
girts, . storage cabinets.
_ '• Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
J5S E. 4th
Tel. J532

NEW IDEA
Model 17 Tractor Spreader
in good condition.
Ko- henderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis .

NEW HOLLAND
SPREADERS
We have them on hand
in sizes:
• 130 bu.
• 163 bu.

DAILY NEW S
MAIL
7
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

CoaL Wood, Other Fuel 63
AT SALVAGE PR ICES-good clean coal,
while It lasts, 7Jc cwt. Western. Foot
of Lafayette St.

Articles for Sale

90

64

ASPHALT TILE—9x9, Vs". "C" colors,
reg. SS.S0 case; ,'D" colors, reg. 110.40
case; 1st quality Johns-Mansvllle. Now
%A.V> a case of 80. SHUMSKI'S, » W.
3rd.

Good Things to Est

65

POTATOES AND APPLES - Ed Jlck.
Centervllle, Wis.
BURBANK RUSSETS, S3.2S par 100 lbs.
Large selection ol cooking and eating
apples. WlNONA POTATO MARKET.

TW0

358 E. Sarnia

•ft 1 and 2-bedrooms
ir Wall-to-wall carpeting
•it Flange and refrigerator
¦ft Garbage disposal
•ft Private balconies
ft Sound proof

ft Heat and hot water
ft Air conditioning (optional )

Rentals from $125
Open Daily
Tel. 8-2705

McDonald's

Gvm, Sporting Goods

66

NEW & USED Ice Skates, children's Irom
S-5.B8, also SKate exchange. Out-Dor
Store, 163 E. 3rd,

GUNS

CHRISTMAS
TREES

SUGAR LOAF
APARTMENTS

ft Furnished or unfurnished

Drawing Dec. 19th
at

SO

57

Apartments. Flats

Ready Dec. 15
ALL NEW
Golf view
Apartments

Ammunition

Conebar Traps

' -'
¦
. . . . $2395 . 7

1963 BUICK Electra 235
4 door Hardtop, white with
blue upholstery, radio, heater, power steering, power
brakes, power seat, tinted
glass, white sidewall tires.
AS CLEAN AS THEY.
COME .

FOR BARGAINS, If you want to buy, sell
or trade.
ROOMS *OR MEN — with or without
. C. Shank, Homemaker's Exchange
housekeeping tccomtnodetions. Mo day
552 E. 3rd.
sleepers. Tel. 48J9.

Frank West Agency

$1795

Frank West Agency

Why wait? Drop in soon and
look them over. Drive a
couple you like the looks
of. Get our deal!

Nice 2-Bedroom

WALZ

RAMBLER HOMES

A4___

EAR
CORN—clean, excellent
quality.
Delivered only. Bill Ralnboldt, Rt. 1,
Utica, Minn. Tet. Lewiston 5765.

1963 CADILLAC Convertible
Light I. eige with a beige top,
brown leatherette upholstery, power windows, power
seat, power steering, power
brakes, white sidewall tires,
tinted glass, air conditioning, automatic eye speed
control, seat belts, Goodyear Double Eagles.

T. EAST LOCATION. 2 bedrooms plus
room for den or office. Dining roorn.
INCORPORATED
¦6 rooms In all. All neat and clean and
4W Vy. 3rd . 5J47
T*l.
ready for you to move in af once. Will
WMr^MIW-CR SCRAP IRON-t^VAETAW: sacrifice If taken at once. ABTS AGENCO. pays highest prrees for scrap Iron, y e r / iUd 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4345.
metals, and raw . fur.
BY OWNER—3 ' bedrooms, all modem,
Closed
¦ ¦ - Sorurdtys
¦
clean, under $15,000. .IM E. Mark. Tel.
222 W. and
.¦ ;
T*L JMT
8-2264 after 4:30 weekdays/ , anytime
¦
weekends.
>" ' • ' .
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BUICK & OLDS

BRIC5HTEN THE
HOLIDAY
SEASON

$2095

Sam Weisman & Son

VOU BET WE carry
wide variety Of
SEVENTH W. 4o7-Good central location,
*
high grade coals, Commander, 3 sizes,
., near Madison School. Well built 3 bedfurnace, stove and range; petroleum
rooms and rear sleeping porch, carpeted
Coke; Pocahontas; Berwlnd Briquets; SIXTH E. 11« - 2.bedroom upp«r apt.,
living and dining area, fireplace, new
carpeted living room and dlnlns room,
Heists so-so Briquets; Slott . Petroleum
aluminum siding and new combination
screened, porch and carport Included.
Briquets; Winter King Egg. 3 varlttle*
windows and doors, new hot water furHeat, hot water, soft water and trash
of atoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL &
nace,. 2-car garage,. lot 60x150'. Will
pickup paid by landlord. Will be freshly
OIL CO., vol E. Slh. "Where you get
arrange long term loan.
redecorated,available Jan. 15. No chilmar* at lower cost."
dren usvier 10. Tel. Mrs. Robert McQueen ?0«0 for appointment.
175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.
MODERN 3-room and bath, heated, garbage disposal, new stove and refrigerUSED FURNITURE — sofa- very good
ator. Couple preferred. For appointment
condition, iSil S-Bc sectional, $50; twin
¦. alz« headboard and frame, $10.
Inquire BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE
STORE . 302 Mankato Ave.
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
302 Mankato Av*.
Open evenings.
house overlooking Mississippi at Mln.
TWO-BEDROOM and 4-bdereom apts. for
nelska. Oil heaf, drive-In basement oarent, stove and refrigerator furnished.
THREE PC. table group. Including 2
rage, extra large lot. Tel. Dakota
Tel. .110.
steptables and cocktail table; S19.95,
643-2078.after 6 p.m.
BORZYS KOWSKI FURNITURE STORE,
DELUXE GE all electric l-bedroom apt.
- 302 Mankato Ave. . Open evenings.
Carpeted, air condltlontd. Tel. BOB
SELOVER REALTOR, aMV. ¦
BRAID RUGS—9x12, brown only. Reg,
139.95, NOW $--.». SHUMSKI'S, JS W .
NOW AVAILABLE for rent, one 3Jr_ . .
bedrooen apt. Heat and hot water furnished. Sunnyslde Manor, Tel. 1-4203.
GIFT IDEAS-smart S-pe. broraa drop,
leaf dinette set, 24x20" formica top
table, opens to 36V , 2 comfortable plastic covered chairs, $39.95 at BURKE'S
FURNITURE WART, 3rd S, Franklin.
Open Mon. thru Frl. till 9.

• 205 bu.

Hay, Grain, Feed

81

Rooms Without Meals

3-bedroom, low down payment, city and school bus
by the door, fully carpeted,
hot water heat.

LEWIS E. ALBERT

3965 W. 6th

Winona

Wanted—Real Estate

102

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

WOULD LIKE TO BUY or rent a 120-160
acre dairy farm. Must be modern, within the vicinity of La Crescent or WInona orea. Write C-92 Dally News.

WE DON'T
HAVE a policy ol accepting
listings unless we honestly
feel we can be of service
to the seller.
WE DO
SPEND literally thousands
of dollars annually in advertising properties that are
listed with us, and . . .
WE HAVE
THE office, the sales personel and the experience to
sell your property.
WE INSPECT
ALL properties and discuss
your specific transaction ,
without obligation.
CALL TODAY!
.

k

Ready to Deliver

YOU CAN

DOUfcLE-CHECKED
USED CARS
'
.
. ; ; . . '65 OLDS F-85
Deluxe 4-door sedan, turquoise with turquoise interior, power steering, power
brakes , radio, heater, white
sidewall tires, V-8 regular
gas engine automatic trans^ belts with remission, seat
tractors. We sold this car
Hew, drive it today.

See Us For Special Prices

also 140 bushel tank
type . Ask your neighbor ,
then see them on display
at
BREEZY ACRES
Hwys. 61-14 Winona

THREE-BEDROOM ranch, carpeting In
living room and 2 bedroomi, drapes
Included, large Kitchen with disposal, panelled recreation room and
bar with built-in . nefrtoerator; work¦
. shop, I'A-car garage. Sis 40th Ave*
Sdvw. Tel. 3853 for appointment.

50B

SefoWc;
W
ii RfeALTOR

l __1

to

Bxtt
III II

iC -EH
XU

*•••!

•it Balsam
$ Sheared Scotch Pine
ir Sheared Norway Pine
Wreaths, Roping, Branches

• 1 & 2 Bedrooms

$120

$145

..

Downtown *» Miracle Wall

us-no.

\

(gE«Dg)

SAVE!

FOR YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY

SAVE!

VENABLES :

With a
CLEAN-DEPENDABLE
USED CAR,
1964 DODGE 440 4 door sedan, V-8 engine, automatic
transmission, power steering, beige in color with
matching Interior, LIKE
NEW whitewall tires, 28,000
actual miles, a local one
owner car with owner's
name on request. The BOSS
has priced this one to sell.
1954 DODGE Dart 4-door
6 cylinder engine, straight
stick, LOW MILEAGE, remainder of the FAMOUS
Chrysler 5 year or 50,000
mile Warranty. Beige in
color with matching interior.
1963 FORD 6 passenger
Station Wagon, equipped
with a V-S engine, stick
shift transmission, all black
with fed interior. This is a
LOCAL ONE OWNER car
with owner's name on request ;..-..- . .
Plus a good selection of
Late and good running Older
model USED CARS.
"WE SERVICE WHAT
WE SELL"

Tel. 8-2711
75 W. 2_3d
Open Mon . & Fri. Evenings
Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

WE DOMT RUN a uied car lot but w»
do hava 2 dandy cart tor tale, all It .
A-1 running condition. 1961 Ford Falrlani, 1940 Chevrolet. All below utad car
lot prices, Ray 's Trading Pott, 211 B.
3rd. T«l. 4333.

Mobil. Hornet, Trail«n 111
SEE OUR FINE Mlectton of new mobll»
homea, 10' end 13* wide. Now : oeliino
•f. leree dlicounta. COUL1E MOBILB
HOME SALES, Hwy. 14 !• 41 But, WW
¦
nona, Minn.. Tel. 437*. . . • ., .
WE WltU TOP any price on Pickup
Kapa and Trailers. LEAHY'S, Buffalo
City, Wis. Tel, t*M3 . or 2.8-2670.
HWY, 41 Mobile Home Sales, E. ol Shangri-La Motel. A fall reduction en ell
mob.llB home», alio parts. Tel. S-3424.

Auction S«l«
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle ell sites and kinds ef
auctions. Tel. Dakota «4>2943.
'

!
ALVIN KOHNER
:
AUCTIONEER, City and state llcansad
and bonded, 252 Liberty St. (Cornar
E. 5lh and Liberty). Tel. .980.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

. . Everett J. Kohnif
158 Walnut. Tal. 8-3710/ after hours '81-4
DECK - Wed. 12:30 .p.m. S miles N.
ol Fountain . City. on . State Hwy. J3 10
Hwy. B8, then 7 miles -Al. v to ' County
Trunk "U" , then 7 . miles N E . through
¦ Waumandee on. blacktop -road. Oohaid
. Schmldtknech.t , ewner; Fruriclj N. Werlein, auclionear; Northern ¦ Inv. . Co.,
clerk. . . . ¦ ' , - '
DEC. 17—Sat. 12 noon. 1 . miles S. 9f
Gilmanton; Lawrpnca Garavalia,. owner .
Helke 8. Zeck, auctioneers ; Norlh.rn
Inv. Co., clerk..
DEC. 17—Sat. A VS mills NW. of . Eyota,
Minn, oh Hwy . 42. T. um_ n.Aakr. i. own¦
er; Kohner . 8. •. Tiffany ,. ..-auctioneers .
Thprp Sales Corp., clerk.
DEC. . 17—Sat. 12 noon. S miles N. of
Houston, Minn, on Hwy. 76V then 1 mile
N,E. on . County . Road. 'Mrs. Herbsrt
Hansen, owner-; Beckmah Bros.,, ¦ auctioneers; Thorp Sales Co.,. clerk.
DEC. 719—Mon. 1 p.m. Vi mile N, of
Galesville on Hwy. S3, then V/i miles
E. of the Galesville TV .tower! Lawrence
-Park property; Heike <i Zeck , evellonecrs; Northern Inv. - Co., clerk.

I >^7^£^

§

|
S miles North of Houston , Minn., on Highway 76, then 1 Xi \
|
|
miie Northeast on County Road. Follow Auction Arrows. %

I¦:¦Saturday :;;Dec€mTbet . ;17 :|
;

7 Starting Time : 12:00 Noon.
. : ;^
'
Lunch by: Rachel Circle:• of Looney . Valley
|Church. |
1 Holstein %
cow,
bred;
Holstein
35
HEAD
CATTLE
—
1
.
2 |
cow, due March: 1 Guernsey cow,' due Feb. milking; !
Guernsey cows, due March and April; 1 Jersey cow, due j |
Ajpril; 1 Jersey cow , springing close; 1 Jersey cow, due fj
Feb.; 7 Angus Purebred cows with 500 lb. calves at side; 4 %
Hereford cows, with calves at side; 1 BFack White Faced j|
cow ; 1White Faced heifer , 2 years old; 2 Jersey heifers, %
|4
bred ; 1 Purebred Angus bull, 2 years old.500 POULTRY — 500 Leghorn hens, 1 year old ; some |
waterers; some feeders,
Il
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — 2 Unit DeLaval milker pump, |1
I
|ij
B. with 1 H.P. motor ; Surge bucket ; DeLaval separator.
. GRAIN AND FEE1D — 80O bushels ear com ; lOOO |1
A^INQN AUTO %;¦:square
' ".?",
bales mixed haj . '
RAMBLER
DODOE
TRACTORS AND TRACTOR EQUIPMENT - Farm- Xall Model C tractor ; McCormick 2 bottom 14 inch tractor Jf
C; 8 foot |
plow on rubber ; tractor cultivator for Farmall |
;
spreader
on Ji
McCormick
manure
rubber
on
tractor
disc
¦¦
¦
-j f '
. ¦ rubber.
3rd & Huff
Tel. 8-3647
MACHINERY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - 2 .|
OPEN 5 NITES A WEEK
section J.D. steef drag . McCormick horse mower; David • -||
I
?j Bradley rubber tired wagon ; 8x14 ft. corn and hay rack ; y
I. Craftsman 8-inch bench saw ; miscellaneous small tools. : '_ '!¦
?.
Telephone Your Want Ads i
SOME HOUSEHOLD GOODS ;_
i
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
MRS. HERBERT HANSEN, OWNER
to The Winona Daily News I
£
jj ¦
ji
Auctioneers : Beckman Bros., Lester , Lie . No. 3,
.;;
Victor , Lie. No. 299
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker |.f
ii
Clerks : 0. J. Strand & Milo Runningen , Rep. Thorp
X
Thorp Sales Co., Clerk , Rochester , Minn, ¦
f||
¦" ¦. .!
'
"
I
" W
/
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I
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I

|
Located 14 miles South of Gilmanton or 11 miles North |
¦¦
1 of Czechville on State Highway "88" to Lincoln School, |
i Located Vk miles Northwest of Eyota , Minn., on High- ' '
% i way 42, or 6 miles South of Elgin.
|then V/i miles East on XX. Watch for arrows.
s
.

\ - Saturday, . December 17 . j i1 Satuirdlay^ Decctiibet 17 x
-^

Lunch will be served .
12:00 O'clock .
\
I
21 HEAD QUALITY CATTLE—4 Holstein cows, springI ers; 7 Guernsey cows, springers; 5 Holstein cows, due
\ spring; 2 Guernsey cows, due spring; 1 Holstein heifer ,
i yearling; 2 Holstein heifers, 6 mo. A herd of quality cattle,
1 some vaccinated.
| DAIRY EQUIPMENT — Surge SP-II milker pump
i and motor, 1 year old; 2 DeLaval milker units ; 2 McD.
\ milker units ; 2 Surge seam, units; Surge water heater;
' wash tank .

|

|
5

;

;

,

BALER
New Holland Super 68 Hay Baler .

MACHINERY - J.D, "A" tractor with starte r and
lights; J.D . "MT" tractor; J.D . corn cultivator quickNEUMANN'S
tach; J.D. 2-14-inch mounted plow; McD . 2-16-inch plow;
I20 CI.JTER - T __.2349 j McD.
Bargain Store
tractor spreader ; J.D . 15-ft. single disc; N.I . 7-ft.
• Westinghouse All
semi-mount mower; Case 10-ft. grain drill.
Muslfcal Merchandita
70
Electric Kitchens
j
OTHER MACHINERY — Set of tractor chains ; M.M.
107
Motorcycles, Bicycles
LUX-FISA 120 bass accordion. Tel, Lew.
| combine with power unit; 2 McD. 3-bar rakes; rubber
Men 2AM or write Box m, Lewiston,
USED BICYCLES
tired wagon; steel wagon; manure loader for "A" or
Minn.
KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
I Farmall "M"; McD. F-20 for junk , silo filler; hay loadA. GRAMS & SONS fOLTON TROMBONE-ln good condi- • Completely Ca rpeted 400 Mankato
Tet. SM
Ave.
; «r; 3 section good drag; Marquette welder ; 30 ft. extention, Tel, 0-M23,
Tel. 3120
120 E. 2nd
JW-TORCYC- B TEE SHIRTS
! aion ladder; McD. hammermill, like new; '55 Ford car for
•
Beautiful
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLES
(Open Sunday)
W* Sirvlc* All Record Player*
373 E. 4th.
j parts; endless 20 ft. rubber belt.
Complel* Stock of Needles
Ceramic Baths
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE
FEED — 3500 bales hay; 5 ft. corn silage, 14 ft, silo.
~~
~
Truck-, Tract' *. Trailort 108 I
DUCKS — 20 Muscovy ducks.
FREEZERS
IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Com*
TRUCK - 1952 FORD % ton.
•
Air
Conditioned
In end get our prices, WINONA FIRE
Used TV Sets
i
HOUSEHOLD GOODS — Motorola 45 record player
| ;
& POWER CO., 54 E. Jnd. Tel. 5045.
-Pickup Trucks- I ffash camera; Sunbeam mixer ; rubbish burner; power
Used Stereos
lawn mower, new; picnic table; china cupboard; round
CHRISTMAS TREES
Several to Choose From
oak
dining table; buffet; several chests; rockers ; lamp
\
Used Record Players
AH sizes and kinds .
1965 Ford Vi Ton .... $1505 | table; twin beds ; foot locker; electric train; large doll;
Roping and branches.
jj many other items .
Open Evenings
1Q64
Ford
Vi
Ton
$1495
"Items of possible antique value — Love seat; arm
|
HARDT'S
TO
chair; coffee grinder. "
John Kozlowaki & Sons
1059 Chevrolet
% 695 I
MUSIC STORE
A thrift sale will bo held In the A .M. on used clothing.
W. Bth & 6th Sta.
Fresh
squash and carrots.
At new intersection of
116-118 E. 3rd St. ,
i
_, We Advertlae Our Prices
«^
TERMS; Under $10.00 cash ; over that amount cash
|
SEE OUR FANTASTIC SELECTION ot
' or Vi down nnd balance in monthly payments. 3% added
Italian Imports) Christmas 'roe decora, Radios, T«l«vlilort
71
\ tq balance for 6 months, Your credit la always good with
lions, miniature lights, Ire* lops, orna.
mania, garlands. Also we have a com- iETCHELL CARLSON 311" TV coniola.
tho Northern Investment Co.
plete line of gift wraps, new foils, es.
In good condition. Tel. 4111 or 99*1 or
P*clally nice designs In paper to make
Bob
Selover
LAWRENCE GARAVALIA, OWNER
Inquire 401 Main SI,
j
42 Years ln Winona
your package! look the best ever. On*
Jim
Holkc & Walter Zeck Auctioneers
exempt , ol the special values at our
j
Ford-Lincoln-Mcrcury
72
store is the d roll pack of Hallmark Refrigerators
HEALTOR
:
Northern Investment Co., Lesier Senty. Clerk
__
(wrap et «?c
Open
Mon.,
Fri.
Eve.
!
Rep, by Chuck Accola, Mondov i, Wis,
TRACTIVE WESTINGHOUSE refrigTel. 2349
TED MAIER DRUGS erator,
will sacrifice, Tel, Buffalo Cily
and Saturday afternoons
Quick Money on articles at value

1966 CADILLAC Hardtop,
Sedan De Ville, solid cascade green finish with interior done in green danube
cloth and leather; This
FINE Cadillac is equipped
with the following accessories:
i!r Automatic Climate
Control
¦ft AM Radio
¦ft 6-wajr Power Seat
•ft TwUight Sentinel
¦ft Power Windows
¦ft Headlamp Control
•ft Power Door Locks
ft- Soft Ray Glass
ft Door Edge Guards
¦ft Whitewall Tires V
ft Underseal
¦ft Front & Rear Floor Mats

RECOND ITIONED

109

If you don't believe It, Just
check the bargain prices on
this selection of genuine

99

-JUST INNEW GAR
WARRANTY

S

SANTA'S EARLY
THIS YEAR . . .

^

Houses for Sale

BUJCK — 1M9 LiSabra 4-door hardtoe,
powtr steering, good condition. MM),
Tal.,- »-34W.
.

Tel. 4738

Used Can

PAINT DEPOT

Register for the

F. A. KRAUSE CO

65 Laird

98

FARMS — FARMS - FARMS
We buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDW EST REALTV CO,
Osseo, wis.
, Tel. Office 5.7-M5.
Res. 695-3157

D

WINONA
TRUCK SERVICE

CHRISTMAS TREES, Cut your own,
$U0; alio popcorn. Henry Jacobs, Min- A CHRISTMAS SIFT for the traveler Is
a llghfwalght, eaiy-to-carry portable
nesota City.
typewriter. Tht Olivetti-Underwood Letter* 32 measures up to standards of
USED PORTABLE TV'S
largir office machines. Check into fh*
All sites from 9" on up.
many features of the Lettera 32. Also R. WALL-TO-WALL carpeting In large
B 8, B ELECTRIC
good selection of Underwood 21's on
living room and bedrooms. Beautiful
¦
W E. 3rd, Winona,. Mlnn.v . ..
display
et WINONA, TYPEWRITER
bath. Your wife, will be proud . of Ihls
3rd.
SERVICE,
U
I
E.
I-33O0.
home
and ttie large beautiful kitchen.
T*l.
JUST . IN TIME for Christmas gifting
Good terms. West location. Call , us for
. . . new colorful and charming deon
appointment
to see. ABTS AGEN_
signs In Plaqgetta Mosaic Wall Panel
CY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4345.
Kits. So easy to do, lust match number- ,
ed materials with their number on the
design. Wood grain backgrounds enrich GOOD POPCORN WANT ED, T«l. Wl- THREE-BEDROOM Glenvlew home, lovely view site, l'/i baths, fireplace,, large
noha S-1237. George Bronk, V mile E.
the subject matter and blend with
screened porches, 2-car garage plus
of Stockton.
decor. Come In and brows* aroundcarport, air conditioned, electric kltcrv¦ - etl. 4VS % loan, Tel. 8-3*)?. ' ¦ ' .
. .
USED .22 repealing rifle wonted. Tel.
, St. Charles 932-4IW.,
107 Center St.
HOWARD W. 1077—VA-story 2-bedroom
home, 1% corner lots, garage, patio,
TRACTO R CHAINS wa nted, size . .00x40.
•II carpeted, drapes, tiled bath, lots orf
Clarence Craven,- Rt. 1, Winona, Minn.
Steel plates, Ac per lb.; f-Beami . Pipes.
closets, unfinished second story. Tel.
Tel. Lewiston 37S4,
Many Other Items.
B-2814 for appointment.
- . - W Si W IROM 8. METAL CO.
H IGHEST PRICES PAID
,207 W,,_n_ St.
THREE-BEDROOM house lor sale, 121
. . for scra p Iron, metals, rags, hides.
Winona Sf. Oarage, oil heat, Tel. S-I8SS.
- raw furs and wool!

48 Furn./ Rugs, Linoleum

Farm, implements

1959 INTERNATIONAL B«
162. 2 ton, cab and chassis,
102 cab to axle, big 6 cylinder engine, 4 speed transmission, 2 speed axle, 825x
29 10-ply tires, clean .. $995

109

ttlck,

FORD^-1937 2-door hardtop, exe«llor*t
condition, must ba nsn to ba appreciated. Tal. 8-3364.

i 37 :£

3-speed transmission,
clean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450

96

Farms, Land for Sale

Tel. 2304

Wanted to Buy

LESLffi GARRISON &
SON, INC.
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 2667
7 . For Trucks:
Ed Belter, Tei. Lewiston 3780
Cart Bailey, Tel. St. Charles
932-4936

MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE corn
Ed Jlck, Centervllle, Wis.

TWEED overcoat, si» 38; «'
flocked Christmas tree, ornalights, Christmas novelties ; Lazy
and rummage. 1203 W. 6th. :- . . . .

95

Wanted to Rent

R. D. CONES

66 E. 2nd

Houses for Rent

Best Selection
Best Gars
Best Buys

1954 FORD F-100 Pickup.
Automatic transmission,
clean .................. $4g5
1954 DODGE % Ton Pickup.

109 UMd Cars
tfrtlgflt

V-t WILLYS JBRPSTHR-lMO, ht filr tenif.
Hon. Make ui in offer. Ken'* Sale*
and Service, Breezy Acre*. Tel. 0231.
CLASSIC ENOUISH Sports cor, Jaguar
XK-140 convrertlblt, now point, ntvi CHEVROLET - 1.43 eonverllble, power
tints, now transmission with spars an¦leering , power brakei, power windows,
gina and transmission, vary last arxj
A-l ehepe, tWi. Tel. Fountain City
agll*. Tal, G«orgt Sawyer 9258.
087-371O alter J.

FIRST?

USED TRUCK
BARGAINS

9M WINONADAILY NEW8 IT

.
i

|
Lunch on grounds.
I
Start at 12:30 P .M.
I
Zi HEAD HOLSTEIN QATTLE - 6 first calf heifers ,
|
|
f fresh; 2 cows, springers , am due by sale date; 9 cows
1 milking and clue in spring; 3 Holstein barn calves; 3 cross
|
I i bred barn calves.
1p
POUIiTRY — 3fi yearling Leghorn hens; S Bantams,
|
GRAIN AND FEED ~ 1000 hu. oats; 400 hii , «nr corn ;
#
M 1 20O0 bales mixed hay ; 700 hales straw; 25 ft . corn silage
i 1 In 12 ft . sifo ; 180 bu. barley.
2 TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - IHC model M
% tt
I - .1 tractor in excellent condition with 2 way hydraulic , and
i ?:| fluid in tires; 1950 model B John Deere tractor with
% power-trol , roll-o-matic and Quick Tach cultivator ; New
|
f! Holland fiB baler with motor ; John Docre 8 ft . field culX
; IHC 2 row tractor planter with fertil izer attach|< U tivator
ment and disc openers; 10 ft . Van Brunt single disc drill
|on steel; John Deere model 1. tractor spreader; IHC 8
,m |
|
ft. mobil disc with pump ; New Idea single row picker ;
|
I
Case
3-16-Inch plow ; John Deere 2-14-inch plow ; 40 ft.
P |
combination elevator on rubber with power take off ; IHC
|
:7 loader to fit M tractor ; 4 section flexible steel drhw with
|
nvener ; Minnesota side rake ; 2 row rotary hoe;
I &;. folding
with 3 point hitch ; IHC field
Ford
rear
& ;¦• cultivator , scraper blade
¦
1 ?; .
FARM TRUCK — 1050 Chevrolet Vi ton pickup.
}.|
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Sunset 310 gallon bulk tank ,
#
p. &
2 years old ; Surge SP11 pump, like new ; 2 Seamless Surge
M buckets; 55 gallon glass lined electric Water heater ; stainf^t |
less steel 2 eompartment wash tank ; H . inch plastic
I
for 30 head .
|f;¦ pipeline
MOTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT — 2
|
»| rubber tired wagons ; 2 flatheds with corn sides; 500 gal*i f Ion
overhead gas tank and stand; Wheel Horse tractor
;^ :> with lawn mower; no oak 2S2' R x 5 ft . long; 9 panels;
f}.
H tock tank ; 'J. feed bunks; some steel posts and wire;
u Xf' i quantity of very RO<M I tools and misc. items; 30 ft. exten .
${ M sion ladder ,
|
|
HOUSEHOLD GOODS - Swing Bet with slide ; may%
|
misc. Items.
_ I tag washer;
THORP
SALES CORP. EASY TERMS
I
}j <1
TRUMAN AAKRK , OWNER
i p
Alvin Kohner , Lie. No . 43 and Don Tiffany ,
|
I
Lie. No , 3, Auctioneers
i I
B. A. Smith & Sons, repr . Thorp Sales Corp., Clerk
j
I
j|
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BUZ SAWYER

By Cht«Hr Gould

DICKTRAXTY

By Mort Walkor

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chicle Young

BLONDIE

¦

By Saunders and Ovaroard

STEVE ROPER
By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

^

;

LI'L ABNER

\

;

By Al Capp V
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DAYS

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY ONLY

I

DECEMBER 14th and 15th — 9 A.M. -9 P.M. BOTH DAYS
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SLW5I(S
SWEATERS
*
*
BLOUSES
• LIN
• SKIRTS
and
GERIE
DRESSES
•
*
Cotton
DRESSES

:t». *488

-J_E*

I

^"asl^1^

Register For

FREE | Plash Animals
—
• GIANT PLUSH BURRO
• GIANT PLUSH TIGER
• GIANT PLUSH DOG
• GIANT PLUSH POODLE

**i

My

I ["
j
|

To Be Given Away!

JUST COME IN AND REGISTER. DRAWING WILL BE HELD
DECEMBER 22 ON KWNO RADIO. 4 LUCK? WINNERS.

!

~~

».- '
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NOW OPEN ? TO.

MONDAYS THRU FRIDAYS
'Tit. CHRISTMAS
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69 W«it Third Street In Downtown Winona

JjE
1

!

.

Get One of Haddad's Christmas Gifts!

j

• Big Colorful Inflated REINDEER, CHRISTMAS TREE or SANTA
CLAUS - Your Choice of One of These With Any $3.50 Incoming
Dry Cleaning Order!

^i_____i\^g^

l ¦
'

Regular Price

H^^H

THIS SPECIAL OFFER ENDS SAT., DEC. 17
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F»>» Poking In Roar

